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LETTER. OF TRANS?.IITTAL 
HON. \\". L. HARDING, 'Go,•ernor . 
Sir: In compliance with the law, I have the honor to sub-
mit herewith the Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Dairy 
and Food Commissioner. 
W. B. BARNEY, 
Dairy and Food Commissioner. 
Des Moines, November IS, 1920. 
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Economic readjustment has been the chief prob lem of the 
past year. Disturbed and ab normal conditions , the heritage 
of every great war, mean a trying period of reconstrudion for 
every nation involved-a period of economic warfare hetween 
conflicting intere ts d ur ing which m any s uffer and few a re 
benefited. Following every g reat crisis comes a period of 
high prices and great business activity during which extraYa-
gance Is the rule of the hour and a fa lse fee ling n f prosperity, 
induced by the circulation of tremendous amounts o f deflated 
money, gives the wage earner in particular. a feeling of finan-
cial security which hi story does not shov.· to be justified. 
This in turn is followed by a true period of readj ustment, 
when, because o f the inability of the great mass of consumers 
to pay the prices established by inflation, prices again seek 
their normal level. This has been the history of the past two 
years. The last year covered by a report of this department, 
i. e., the year ending November 1, 1919, was a per iod of extrav-
agance and high prices; the past year. especially the last few 
months, have seen the beginning of the decline. Prices are 
still high, of course, but indications tend to show that in most 
cases a steady reduction will take place. This period o f price 
readjustment will be a most difficult one, for neither the manu-
factu rer, the producer of raw materials, no r- the labo rer can be 
expected to be content to return to old low levels . H owever 
trying it may be, there appears to be no reason why the 
country should not pass through this period without serious 
difficulty. 
The same conditions which made 1919 particularly difficult 
for this department have continued this year. Not only have 
high prices of commodities res ulted in a large number of com-
plaints of illegalities being made which required t he attention 
of the inspection force but the beg inning o f the break in pr ices 
made it even more difficult because of the feeling, particularly 
on the part of housewives, that individual merchant !'; were not 
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reducing price-. a" ra pidly a, the) J,c!J e,·cd ju ... t ifierl. These 
, complaints had t" he t ran·d and rcptJrted upon even wh en 
they fell without fJur juri ... dJctJr,n for. coupled with them, in 
mo'>t ra-.co.;, were char~e' that 'inlations of other laws en-
forced hy thi s department were IJeing made. T his placed a 
considcra iJlc burden upon depart ment inspectors, for it was 
nece<;sary to attend to these Cllmplaints in addi tion to caring 
for the already hea vy routine work. 
Despite the rapidly increasing work of the depa rtment, en-
forcing the fourteen law-. assigned to it, there has been no 
increase in its personnel. W hi le it will soon be imperative to 
increase the size of the force, at the present time I am more con-
cerned with keeping the men who are already a part of it. 
Despite the salary increases granted by the Thirty-eig hth 
General Assembly, resignations have been very numerous 
owi ng to the willingness of commercial fi rms to pay consider-
able l a r~cr salaries than are being paid by the s tate. About 
one-half of the men who were members of the force at the time 
of the la., t General Assembly ha,·e since resigned. The prob-
lem f1 f keeping clerical and stenographic help is also a very 
acutl' one. Trained workers of this kind are naturally un-
willing to remain in the employ of the department at the sal-
ariec; ofTercd when commercial firms in Des Moines gladly 
pay from $25.00 to $50.00 per month more. Not one of th e 
stenographers whose names appeared in the last annual re-
port arc employed at the present time. Obviously something 
must be done, if the department is to retain its trained men 
and women. I might add here that it is only the feeling that 
he next General Assembly wi ll recognize the necessity of 
revising sal aries which io; enabling the department to retain 
n numher of the mem bers or its personnel. 
Tn g-eneral , the lawo; enfo rced by this department are sat is-
factory as they now stand and no radical change will br 
sought thi year. T he clao;o;ifica tion of the wording of se,·eral 
laws, designed to facilit ate their int erpretation, will be re-
quested, but in even these in stance'\, the general purpose will 
not be changed. In thi-. cnnnection. the law requiring the pas-
teurization or ski mmetl milk before being returned to the 
farmers from 1 he creameries will he a:'ked to be applied to 
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butter mil k a s well. :\Io~ t of the desired cha nges are taken 
up in the code co m missio n bill. ho weYer. 
A n appropriation for t he erection o f a da iry b uildin g a t 
the State Fair wi ll be asked from the L egislature this winter. 
(See cut in fo re part o f Report.) T ha t I owa's great dairy 
industry should haYe only two sma ll booths and a refrige rator 
displ:~y to represen t it. at the g reatest o f all state fairs, is a 
matter of g reat s urprise to Yisito rs from o ther states . This 
apparent ind ifference to the da iry industry has been a sou rce 
of cons iderab le dissatisfactio n to the various dairy o rga niza-
tions throug hout the s ta te. Complaints fro m exhibito r s of 
dairy machinery and supplies a re growing more numerous 
each yea~, until they have no w reached the stage w h ere threats 
to d iscontinue exhibiting are being heard. It is my opinion 
that this building should be second to none in the country. 
Besides ample space for t he exhibiting of dairy machinery and 
supplies, it should be large e noug h to permit of the serving 
of dairy products and contain a working model of all phases 
of dairy manufacturing. By this, I mean that a cream ery, 
market milk p la n t, ice cream factory, and cheese factory 
'should be in actual operation each day of th e fair. The oppor-
tunity to carry o n educational work among the men of Iowa's 
dairy plants by model facto r ies o f this kind is very great. Not 
only would a building of this kind possess great educational 
value but it would be a source of considerable revenue .to the 
fair board. 
One misapprehensio n which exists widely in this s tate is 
that the fines levied agains t v iolators of the laws enforced by 
the department revert to it for its own use. This, of course, 
is far from the truth , as neither the funds collected in the 
form of fines nor the fees received for licenses a re retaine d for 
our use. The fines are not handled by the departm ent at all 
but are paid direct ly into the state schoo l fund by the courts 
which assess them, while the license fees are turned over to 
the state treasurer. The sa la ries and expense monies of t he 
department are approved by the legislature and can not be 
changed no matter how actively other funds are collected. 
Ano ther misunderstanding which should be corrected is the 
impression held by a few that there is unnecessary duplication 
of work done by the department in sp ecto rs. Critici s m is 
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sometimes made that the 5ame territory IS covered by two or 
three inspectors when one would suffice. Statements of this 
kind are made without a true knowledge of the facts. vVhile 
it is true that as many as three inspectors made t he same terri-
tory, their work is entirely different. The inspectors of this 
department are specialists and each man is by training fitted 
to do a certain kind of work. I believe that men of this type 
will get far better results than men who are veritable "jacks 
of all trades." Since, as is brought out in anothe r part of this 
report, the functions of this department are educational, as 
well as law enforcing, it will read ily be seen that a man to be 
of any assistance to Iowa's industries must be fully informed 
in his own field. In other words, I believe that a trained dairy 
specia list, for example, can be of greater assistance to a cream-
ery than an inspector whose knowledge is so general in its 
nature that lack of time prevents him from knowing any one 
subject well. This executive plan merely follows that in best 
commercial practice. Iowa cities frequently see as many as 
four or five salesmen from one company call ing upon the 
same trade. Surely this must be done with a purpose, for no 
one is foolish enough to believe that any commercial house 
can afford to practice such methods merely fo r the purpose of 
creating positions for their friends. It is obvious, of course , 
that these men are speciali sts in a parti cular line and that 
these companies have found it more economical to operate 
under a system of this kind than to send out one salesman 
with s uperficial knowledge of alt departments and a specific 
understanding of none. It will readily be seen that this same 
logic applies to a state department of this kind. 
Attention might well be called, at this time, to the work 
of the various state organi zations. The past year has seen a 
rapid growth in both membership and influence of these bodies 
and a recognition of their possibilities becomes general. 
Among them might be mentioned the State Dairy Council and 
t~te Io,~a Reta_il Merchants' Association. These two organiza-
tions, 1n part1cular, have enjoyed a very rapid growth and 
are doing much to better conditions in their respective fields. 
T here is room for a great amount of educational work on the 
part of both of these organizations and I believe that their 
infturnce for good will be tremendous. 
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A third movement. which while affecting t his department 
less directly, is ne,·ertheless one in which we take the keenest 
interest. It is the formation of the Farm Bureau Federation. 
Problems and possibilities confronting this great Federation 
are almost numberless, but with the loyal s upport which its 
members are giving their officers and the ~ble manner in which 
these officers are conducting the affairs of the Federation , 
there is every reason to believe that these problems will. 
eventually, be solved. Not the least of these problem s, in my 
estimation, is that of bringing its members to the realization 
that the inefficient farmer is no more entitled to consideration 
than the inefficient business man. There is no more justice 
in a fanner e.xpecting assistance when he fail s to conduct hi s 
farm efficiently than there would be in a poor business man's 
request for state a id. In other words, a farm er who demands 
that the Farm Bureau Federation obtain for him a price above 
cost of production when inefficiency brings t hese costs to an 
unnecessarily hig h deg ree, is ask ing something to which he is 
not entitled. Failure on his part to recognize this fact is plac-
ing a premium upon slovenly farm management. Farming, 
after all, is a big business, and those engaged in it should be 
given the same protection which is afforded to the recogn ized 
businesses. More than this he can not reasonably expect. 
No s tate agency can come into as constant close contact 
with the consumer as does the D airy and Food Department 
without having its attention drawn forcibly to the need of a 
State Marketing Bureau. While it is not my intention to 
discuss he s ubject at any length here, I feel that such a Bureau 
would prove of inestimable value to the state and that th e 
attention of the L egislature might well be called to this s ub-
ject again in the same manner as was done in the last two 
Gubernatorial Messages. Rightly organized and conduc ted, 
with sufficient funds available to carry on this work, a Market 
Bureau would prove of value, not alone to the consumer but 
to the producer and distributor as well. I can think of no rec-
ommendation of g reater importance than this. 
Tuberculosis eradication under the supervision of State 
and F ederal officials has been going forward satisfactorily 
but from the standpoint of our dep:trtment it appears that 
considerably larger funds should be appropriated in order that 
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this work might not have to be carried on ()\·er , uch a long 
period of years. This work is not, of cour.,c:, carr ierl on Lv thi-. 
department, l.lut we feel that we ha\'e a direct conn;ction 
with it, inasmuch as farm animals furn ish p roducts which 
come directly under the -;upervision of this department. Ac-
cording to info rmation which we ha ve every rea!-On to believe 
reliable, about nine per cent o f the cattle exami ned ha ,·e re-
acted to the tuberculin test. O bviously, then, thi s department 
is great ly inter~o;ted in th e eradication of tuberc ular cattle. 
Until such time as t uberculosis has been eliminated from our 
herds and la ws compelling the pas teurization of dairy prod-
ucts are passed, no amount o f careful inspection can gh·e ab o-
lutc assurance o f sa fety. This subject is treated at ~reater 
length in another part of thi s Report. 
In common with other 5tate departments, printing diflicul-
lies have been a !V>urce of cons iderable annoyance to u during 
the pa.st year. The last report of the department was delayed 
to such an extent that it was almost useless as far as general 
dis tribution wa.s concerned, and the same is t rue in other 
ins tances. J nasmuch as the information contained in these 
reports and bul letins is of considerable interes t to the yarious 
interes ts for whom they arc des ig ned, it is to be hoped th:lt 
the Legis lature will take s teps to rem edy the s ituation. 
SUPPRESS IO N O F T UHERCULOSJS IN OUR DAIRY HERDS 
As the attitude of the commissioner and this d epar tment 
toward the enactment and enforcement of la ws havi ng for 
t h~ir objec t the eradication of tuberculosis among o ur farm 
nnunals hn been attacked without warrant or rea on , I des ire 
to ha\ e my position understood. 
. r ha ve used the htberculin test for more than thirty years 
111 my own herd fo r the purpose of eliminating those animal~ 
that were shown by the test to be affected. I ha,·e encouraged 
nnd worked for the enactment of every Jaw offered in the 
Legisla ture during that time, having for its purpo e the con-
trol or eradication of this disease. As proof of this, I here-
with submit a portion of my last year's report which was writ-
ten about J uly 151 1919. Tt reads as follows, and I feel c~m 
he easily under tood : 
l n my opiniou there was no act of the Th1rty-eighth General 
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Assembly of more importance to the people o f o ur commonwealth 
than the law controlling and ~uppressing disea ses of domestic animals. 
In the cattle indu;.try. )(lwa admittedly, taking all things into consid -
eration. oUrPasses all other states because of the number o f pure bred 
herds within her borders. Besides t hi~. she stands almost alone in 
the production of hogs. 
This mea~ure is sure to han· a guat inAuence o n the production 
of both catt le and hogs in the future, as it will be reasonably easy 
10 eradicate tuberculosis in our swine when our bovine kind arc free 
(rom this dread disease. 
:\eighbori~tg states have cnarted similar laws and profited by their 
foresight. l have always felt that, since the public would be benefited, 
it was right and reasonable that they should, in a measure, share 
any loss that would come to the owner of the herd. This is especially 
true as it applies to breeding and dairy cattle, as it is reasonable to 
assume that the law as it was drafted contemplated caring for this 
class of cattle and brinting them within its scope, and it is perfectly 
right that it should. 
I have never thought that the dairyman or b reeder should be 
compensated in full for reacto rs as t~at would perhaps encburage 
carelessness and in iome instances trickery and dishonest methods. 
While the State and Federal indemnity is a ~reat inducement to 
the cattle man to clean up, when you take the p resent value of cattle 
into consideration, it is not a s large as it sho uld be. This is especially 
true as it applies to the better class of registereti o r pur e bred cattle. 
After an experieftce of over 35 years in breeding cattle, I can 
draw but one conclusion; that a great share of our troubles with this 
disease would be eliminated by the use of clean, well-lighted and well-
ventilated barns. I do not wish to be understood as saying that the 
disease can be eliminated under conditions of this kind without the 
use of the tuberculin test and doing away with the reactors. I do 
feel sure, however, that the percentage of loss on the first Federal and 
State test and tests thereafter will be much less under such conditions. 
It is surprising to me, that in this day and age, there are still many 
breeders who do not recognize the value of light and ventilation. The 
old filthy plank Aoor, poorly-l ighted, ill -ventilated barn ia the har-
binger of disease, u pecially tuberculosis. There is no thing cheaper 
and better than sunlight. It is my opinion that the Almighty would 
not have !lupplied it in such generous quantities, had He known 
that the stockman and farmer had so small an apprec iation of its 
value. 
It is my judgment that it will be a difficult matter within a few 
ytars for the owner o f a herd of pure bred, registered cattle to do 
any considerable amount of business, unless the herd is under Federal 
supervision or in the accredited list. I feel sure that cow's milk has 
<a\'tO a thousand child ren, v. here one has been made to suffer by its 
u<e. The bare possibili ty of one child in a thousand becoming affected 
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by iU; u5e, is a good and sufficient reason whY our dairy herds should 
he cleaned up. 
The breeder who igno res right methods and up-to-date practice~ 
i1 like the ch ild playing with fi re-you can' t tell when either w1ll 
be burned. We have had too many examples of th is kind within the 
la1t year . l call to mind a breeder who was about to hold a sale. 
The date was fixed, and quite an amount had been spent for adver-
tising. Ju•t to put on the fi nishing touch, he called m a veterinarian 
and applied the tes t . About s ixty percent of the lo t reacted. No 
one wanted the balance, so the sale had to be declared off. Had a 
teat been made a few years earlier the probabilities are a few reactors 
would have heen found and if they had been taken out and a fo llow-up 
teat made, the percentage o f loss ac time o f sale would have been so 
small aa to he of no consequence. 
The tuberculin test measure may really be considered as an insur-
ance. 1 t helps care for a part of the loss that is susuined by the breeder 
o r owner who is unfo rtuna te enough to get his herd infected. It en-
courages the young breeder to go into the indus t ry. It says to him. 
" If you will do so, the S tate and Government jointly will s tand be-
tween you and a to tal loss i£ your herd becomes infected." The 
o lder breeder who does not take advantage of the law has a rather 
narrow vision and in m y way of thinking , will fin d the business un-
aotisfactory a nd not at a ll profi table. 
Though we are a little late in taking ho ld of a good thing, let us 
~o how our neighbors in Minnesota and Wisco ns in that we are none 
th l' lc.,., in r:trncs t thnn they have been. :tnd we will soon have in 
luwa a lung li t. t of alcredited herds. 
l desire to say at this lime that wonderful progress has 
been made within the last year or since this Jaw became 
effective. I hope that the Thirty-ninth General Assembly 
may comply with the request of the State Veterinarian and 
the Animal Health Commission for a substantia l increase in 
their present annual appropriation, so that the work so well 
started and in hand may not be hindered on account of Jack 
of funds. The State Veterinarian, in co-operation with the 
Federal authorities, has entire supervision over this work. 
Thi" department has nothing to do with the enforcement of 
the prov i ions o£ this Jaw. There is nothing in the Jaw com-
pelling the farm er or breeder to have his cattle tested. \Vhere 
eonclusive evidence is obtained that a certain herd is affected 
with tuberculosis, the State Veterinarian is empowered to or-
der. the herd quarantined. No such authority is vested in the 
~atr! a~d Food Commissioner. Ordinances excluding from 
dtstnbutton and sa le milk other than from tuberculin tested 
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herds may be made by a city council (see Sec. 3595, page 
J087). For further information see Sec. 1740, page 541, Com-
piled Code of Iowa, 1919. 
I hope I have made my position on thi s subject understood. 
It has been the same for the last fifteen or twenty years. 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Conservative estimates of the income, received by the 
state, from dairy products, during the past year, place the fig-
ures at $150,286,448.51, derived from the fo llowing sources: 
Creamery butter ............................... $47,864,453.42 
Icc cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,795,943.00 
Market milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2~,875,000.00 
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197,530.75 
Cottage cheese.. . .............................. 320,000.00 
Farm dairy butter .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,500,000.00 
Condensed milk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 733,521.34 
Skim and butter milk.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,000,000.00 
Fertililer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000,000.00 
In practically every instance the foregoing figures show 
an increase over las t year. In the case of creamery butter a 
decided increase is noted, despite the fact that a considerable 
decrease in the number of pounds manufactured was shown by 
rtports. The consumption of farm butter remained about sta-
ticnary, due to the high prices prevailing for the creamery 
p:oduct. While the use of good dairy butter upon the farm , 
or i.: towns ad jacent to the place of its manufacture, is not to 
be cc.ndemned, I fee l that in general Iowa dairy men would 
profit more and more ly sending a good grade of cream to the 
cr~mery, instead of converting it into butter on the farm. 
This applies, particula1Iy, to dairy butter, which is traded in 
at the country store for merchandise-a practice which is still 
in vogue in many parts of this state. In many instances, these 
country stores receive such a large amount of dairy bu tter, 
or widely differing grades, that the only means which they 
have of disposing of it, is to send it to t he renovating plant, 
where it is manufactured into low g rade butter. It is almost 
impossible to estimate the loss sustained from this practice 
but it is safe to say that it is very large. 
As in previous reports, I shall again call the attention of 
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dairy farmers to the short-sighted policy invol~ed in sell~ng 
cream to the creamery and using cream check m purchasmg 
oleomargarine. It is beyond my power to express my con-
tc:mpt for any such practice. Not a lone is the family o~ the 
patron suffering but there is a distinct l o~s t~ the state, tself. 
Butter is an Iowa product and oleomarganne IS not; butter fat 
is a continuous "cash crop" for Iowa farmers, cotton seed oil 
and cocoanut oil come from the southern states or from the 
islands of the Pacific. Iowa creameries can produce far more 
than enough butter to satisfy the d~mands of. the state's 
population. The oleomargarine. reachmg Iowa ts manufac-
tured largely in factories located m other states. Iowa crea.m-
eries are, for the most part, Iowa owned, the oleomarganne 
factories are owned by capital in other states. The profit 
from Iowa creameries remains in Iowa, the dividends from 
oleomargarine factories stay elsewhere,. Last ye~r Iowa 
creameries produced 86,219,612 pounds of butter, whtch they 
sold for $47,864,453.42; 880'% of this amount, or ~2,360,~1:28, 
was paid to Iowa farmers for the cream and mtlk contatm~g 
butter fat; 9.3%, or $4,441,394.17 was spent by the creamenes 
for Iowa labor and power, and most of the remaining $1,063,-
017.95 was distributed among Iowa farmers in the form of 
dividends from their creameries. 
Another phase of this subject is worthy of t~e attention of 
Iowa creamerv men; this is, the failure on thetr part to take 
advantage o{ the home markets offered. In instances. alm?st 
without number, we encounter the incongruous sttuatlon 
where butter is being shipped from a local crea.mer~ to ~he 
New York market, while butter from distant pomt~ tS b.emg 
sold in towfl. The remarkable part of this paradoxtcal stt~a­
tion lies in the fact that in many instances these creamene!' 
are receiving less for their butter, by shipping it, than they 
would by selling it on the home ma.rket .. Failur~ on the part 
of the creamery manager to recogmze thts fact ts. largely ~e­
sponsible for this condition, in making his calculat~ons .he fatls 
to take into consideration the losses due to detenoratton and 
shrinkage and the cost of transportation. . 
It iJ with particular pleasure that I note the g:owmg use 
of pure bred sires, in our dairy herds. That th~re tS room for 
greater improvement in our herds can be read~ly understood 
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f! om the fact that most of our dairy products continue to come 
from dual purpose members of uncertain breeding. It is 
staterl that Iowa bas only 285.000 Holsteins and 168,000 Jer-
seys, eligible to registration; in other words, the "red cow" 
continues to furnish most of Iowa's dairy products. However, 
as stated, the use of pure bred sires is encouraging, far more 
encouraging, at le.ast, than the condition which prevailed a 
few years ago. when a large number of bulls, of pure breeding, 
were castrated and fattened for the market. 
Largely through the efforts of the State Dairy Inspector 
and his assistants, calf clubs and bull clubs are growing in 
popularity, particularly among the farm children of the state. 
Cow test associations are, also, doing big work in weeding out 
unprofitable cows from Iowa herds. 
That the marketing of the dairy products of the country 
has become international in its scope, is evidenced by the 
influence which the foreign money market situation has had 
upon the price of these products. During the calendar year 
of 1919 there were exported 34,556,485 pounds of butter, 14,-
159,721 pounds ,of cheese and 852,181,414 pounds of con-
densed and evaporated milk, according to the figures compiled 
by the United States Bureau of Markets. That there is a 
decided falling off in this foreign demand is shown by the fol-
lowing ligures showing a comparison of the exports of butter, 
cheese and condensed and evaporated milk, for the first nine 
months of 1920 and 1919. 
Jan .. 00 00 00 00 
Feb. 00 00""' 
Mar .. . ...... . 
Apr. 00 oo .... . 
May 00 oooo• 00 
June 00 . ...... 
J uly 00 oo oOO 00 
Aug. 0000 .... . 
Se t ... ..... . 
That this decline, in foreign demand, should have its 
effect upon the price of our dairy products goes without say-
ing; incidentally, the decline in the pri~e of creamery butter 
has been less marked than any other datry product, as far aQ 
Iowa is concerned, at least. 
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As was stated elsewhere, in the report, a larger sum should 
be appropriated for the carrying on of the work of eradicating 
tuberculosis from our dairy herds. An appropriation of the 
present size means that the work will have to be extended 
over a longer period of years than is desirable. 
While the task of organizing an Iowa Dairy Council has 
been a tremendous one, the dairy men of the state are begin-
ning to realize the importance of such a body and it is antici-
pated that ample support will be forthcoming for its continu-
ance. As the activities of this Council are chronicled in an-
other part of this report, it will not be necessary to discuss 
them at any length here. 
CBE.UCERY B UTTER 
Despite the fact that the number of pounds of creamery 
butter manufactured during the past year has decreased from 
90,915,938 (production of 1919), to 86,219,612 pounds, the 
income derived from this source has increased from $43,969,-
285.47 to $47,864,453.42, a gain of $3,895,167.95. This increase 
is due not alone to the increase in the price of butter, but to the 
fact that a much higher quality has gone to the marke:s, from 
our Iowa creameries, during the past year than ever before. 
This improvement in the quality of butter has come very 
largely as a result of an active campaign carried on in the state 
for the betterment of raw material going to the creameries. 
An account of how this work is being carried on, is described 
in the following manner by Prof. A. W. Rudnick, of the Ex-
tension Division of the Iowa State College: 
"For the last four years the E?Ctension Divis ion of the 
Iowa State College, in co-operation with the Iowa Butter-
makers' Association, has been conducting a Cream Improve· 
ment Contest. This contest has for its object the establish-
ment of better facilities for taking care of cream on the farm. 
"The contest is carried on each year by a member of the 
extension department. Prizes have been offered each year 
and for this year $150 in prize money is divided into nine 
prizes. The money being giv_en by the Iowa State Dairy Asso-
ciation, the Creamery Secretaries' and Managers' Association 
and the Iowa Buttermakers' Association. The prizes are 
awarded according to the following plan: The buttermaker 
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who r~cei~e~ th~ largest _numb~r of points is given first prize, 
~tc. ~red1t IS g1ven for mstalhng cream cooling tanks, build-
mg m1lk houses an? for moving separators from the cellar or 
barn to _a more samtary place. Fifteen points are allowed for 
ea~h m1lk house, ten points for each cooling tank. and ten 
~m~s for each separator moved. This work must be done 
w1th10 the year of the contest. The buttermaker is required 
~o make a sworn statement of the list of patrons making such 
Improvements. Each month a letter is prepared to the butter-
makers urging them to do this work and then showing the 
progress of the work. 
"In the. four years of this contest about 3,500 cooling tanks 
have been mstalled. This in itself is not very much but when 
one studies the situation one finds that when one change has 
been m~de ~thers follow. The cooling tank is by no means a 
new thmg; 1t has proven, however, that it is one of the best 
and the cheapest methods of producing high grade cream. 
The creameries which have been working in the Cream [m-
provement Contest arc not suffering from the big spread in 
the present market. 
" In o rder to help some of the creameries with their cream 
improvement, the cream scoring contest has been carried on. 
The cream scoring contest is conducted by the Farm Bureau 
and the Extension Division. During the past year se.ven 
creameries have conducted such contests. The creameries 
conducting such contests are, Tenold Creamery, Northwood; 
Plymouth, Lake Mills, Forest City, Scarville, Clemons Grove, 
and Orange City. In each of these creameries improvement in 
quality of cream has been made but not to the same degree; 
however, the method of delivery is one of the factors which 
affects the improvement made. Where the farmer is deliver-
ing his own cream, the value of quality can be discussed as 
well as some of the difficulties encountered. At oae creamery 
a patron was criticized for delivering cream which had an 
offensive taste. The patron asked for help, stating that every-
tiling was kept clean. The tdp was made, everything was 
found clean, separator, milk house were not only clean but 
neat. The discovery was made that home-made soap was 
being used to scrub with, and this pve the flavor which was 
off'Cflsive. The cream was absorbing the ftavor of that soap. 
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Mineral washing powder was substituted for the soap and 
now the cream from that farm is equal to any. Gasoline and 
fly spray often contaminate cream and it does not take much 
to give cream an offensive taste. In one case the wind was 
blowing the exhaust back through a window and by closing 
thi<; window the trouble was eliminated. These are things 
which can be corrected by the scorin g of cream. 
"As has been stated, the cream scoring contest is carried on 
by the Farm Bureau and the Extension Department of the 
College. The creamery is visited from six to twelve times a 
year by a dairy specialist, who judge.., the cream according to 
the following score card : 
Flavor . ........... . . . .... . .......... . ....... .... . .... . . 45 
Acidity .......... . .. . .... , ...•...... . .. . ...... ... .. .. .. 25 
r~ichness .. .. ........ ....... .. . . . .................. ... . 20 
Bndy and clean l ines~ ..•...... 10 
100 
''The flavor is scored by taste, according to the quality of 
butter which can be made from it, under the best systems of 
man ufacture. 
"The acidity is measured hy the Farr1ngton acid test, all 
cream with an acidity of 2% or less is scored perfect. three 
point!-! arc deducted for each l j lO% increase. 
"If cream tests 28% butter fat or more it is scored perfect. 
One point is deducted for each percent below 28. 
" Uody is judged as to whether cream is curdy, lumpy, 
frozen, churned, etc. Cleanline<;<; from the appea rance of the 
cn n and cream. 
''These ~core cards are made out by the county agent and 
returned to the fanner so that he can see just how much his 
cream is worth. Very often it is found that the patron needs 
just n little coaching in order to furnish the finest kind of 
L'rt'am. 
"tn fixing the creameries premium, lists ha,•e been pre-
pared nnd prizes will be awarded to the patrons receiving the 
highest scores. One creamery h:Js a prize li t runnin~ well 
O\ er $1,000. The day of scoring is not announced. the judge 
nt·rivcs nt the creamery before the firl"t patron arrives. o;ome-
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tiJnes one scoring a month is held, other t imes the scorings 
are held closer together. 
'' In creameries w here there are routes it is more difficu lt 
to reach the patrons, so the work is s lower. It will t ake at 
least two years to bring about the same improvement which 
can be rnade in one year in a creamery having home d elivery. 
On the whole, however, the g reatest share of the work must 
be done by the buttermaker and directors. No matter who 
does the scoring, if the buttermaker and directors do not 
follow up the work the contest will be a failure. Cream im-
provement requires complete co-operation all along the line, 
everyone must help, who is at a ll concerned with the problem. 
At the present spread of prices for the different grades of 
butter, no creamery shou ld be satisfied unless they are making 
extra or better." 
While great improvements have been noted in the quality 
of Iowa's butter, during the past year, there is still room for 
more. Iowa still sustains a large loss t hroug h the fa ilure of its 
creameries to send butter to the market which w ilt average 
extra in quality; however, it is gratifying to note that manu-
facturing costs have decreased considerably per pound during 
the same period. R eports from one hundred forty-five cream-
eries give the cost as 3.75 cents per pound; thi s is nearly 
four-fifths of a cent less, per pound, than was reported for 
the preceding year. The losses due to the failure of the butter-
makers to maintain a proper overrun have largely been elim-
inated. A compilation of 188 reports g ives an averag e over-
run of 22.4%-and in very few instances an overrun of less 
than 19% being obtained. 
Quite interesting are the figures showing the salaries re-
ceived by the buttermakers, employed in Iowa creameries . 
During the year 1919 the average salary received was $130.00; 
358 buttermakers reported an average salary, this year, of 
$156.86, an increase of $26.86. While this is an indication 
that creamery managements are coming to realize the impor-
tance of the buttermaker's duties, still, how many of them 
receive salaries commensurate with the work w hich they are 
expected to do. It is understood, however, that this situation 
will be adj usted by a plan which involves the reorganization 
of the Iowa State Buttermakers' A ssociation . This plan out-
lines methods by which the buttermakers of Iowa will be 
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called upon to render greater sen icc to their creameries, for 
which they will be compensated by a dividend salary under-
standing. A. W. Rudnick, Secretary of this Association, 
brieny outlines the plan of reorganization as follows: 
"The Iowa Buttermakers' Association is undergoing a 
change in organization. A complete change in the character 
of the organization is scheduled to take place. The organiza-
tion will be similar to those now in operation in Minnesota 
and Wisconsin. The buttermaker will have an organization 
which will ruction the ,·ear ronnel. A qchedule of meetings 
of buttermakcrs in small groups known as district meetings 
is being prepared. These districts will have a set of officers 
and will be responsible for the quality of work done in that 
territory. One of the big things is to place buttermaking on 
a high plane of efficiency and demand the members to give the 
very best service possible. Another idea is to do away with 
the practice of bidding for positions. There is no other in-
dustry which uses this practice and it has worked to the detri-
ment of many creameries. A few cents saved in salaries were 
more than offset by the dollars lost through inefficiency and 
carelessness. 
"Establishing a system of apprenticeship in co-operation 
with the Dairy and Food Commission and Iowa State College 
will also be one of the problems. To meet the requirements 
of creameries, high grade men must be trained and the Associ-
ation, with the agencies named, can do a great cleat toward 
solving this problem. 
"These are some of the outstanding features. The ideal is 
that the reorganization will work for the benefit of the cream-
ery industry and both the buttennaker and patron will gain 
from this." 
Considering the complaints frequently heard regarding the 
price of butter, the cost of raw materials will be of interest. 
The cost of these materials is outlined in the following table: 
ltU 
Bran, per ton .........•• . ••.... U&.80 
Oott<>o oeed ,. .. ,, per too. ....... Sl.OO o... ................... ...... ·" 
Oa&a • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . t O 
Ho:r •• • • • • ••• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • lt.IO 
Labor wltboul boord............ tt.Ot 
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The foregoing figures are from prices on September 15, 
of the years mentioned, as reported by \\"allaces' Farmer. As 
'~ill be noted, the price of butter is by no means dispropor-
uonate to the cost of producing the raw materials which it 
contains. 
It is the hope of this departmen~ that through the co-oper-
a tion of the Iowa State College a wider use of the State Brand 
can be brought about this winter. I feel that a large number 
of the creameries of the state are failing to take advantage 
of ~he results ~eing obtained by campaigns carried on among 
thetr patrons, 1f they do not make every effort to qualify for 
tbe use of this brand. Butter, which can meet the require-
ments, commands a premium in New York and on the other 
large markets, and is always in demand; then, too, it offers 
great possibilities in the cultivation of a fastidious home 
market. 
For several years past the department has conducted dairy 
campaigns in southern Iowa. There will be no campaign this 
year, for I feel that farmers in that part of the state are too 
little interested to warrant the expenditure of money needed. 
Instead, our energies will be devoted, largely, to working with 
creameries already established. 
OONDE~SED MILK 
Iowa's two condenseries report a not iceable decline in the 
income received for their product, during the past year, as 
compared with 1919. The total for 1920 is given as $733,-
521.34, while that of 1919 was $965,647.70. While evaporated 
and condensed milk is a drug on the market, at the present 
time, I feel that this condition will be only temporary and that 
it will not be very long before the demand for this product 
will again be large. Even now, Iowa does not manufacture 
sufficient evaporated or condensed milk to take care of its 
demand. While I do not advocate the erecting of condenseries 
in established creamery districts, yet I do feel that if the 
farmers of southern Iowa were alive to their opportunities, 
that the introduction of a sufficient number of good cows and 
the establishing of condenseries would be looked upon with 
favor. 
OHJ:EBII 
The manufact11re of cheese in Iowa shows an increase of 
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134,000 pounds over last year and 17 factories are operating 
successfully. The northern half of the state contains prac-
tically a ll of these factories, but the southern part of the state 
is well suited for the successful operation of cheese factories 
and it is hoped that it will not be long until cheese making will 
become an important industry in southern Iowa. Iowa con-
sumes many times as much cheese as it manufactures so that 
the market is unquestioned. The high nutritive value of 
cheese makes it a valuable article of food and should be eaten 
freely as a substitute for meat. It is estimated that Iowa 
makes and consumer 2,000,000 pounds of cottage cheese each 
year and its high food value and palatability entitle it to a 
prominent place in our dietary. 
lo!AJ!KE1' MILK 
With the g rowth of the urban population of Iowa, the eity 
milk supply is rapidly becoming a matter of tremendous im-
portance. As our cities become more congested the greater 
will be the need of strict supervision of market milk. The time 
has actually arrived when it appears as though the present 
method of inspection should be changed. The amount of 
money placed at the disposal of the department for carrying 
on this work is decidedly inadequate. 
While it is true that none of the cities under state inspec-
tion have suffered any epidemic of disease and that the milk 
supply is on the average quite good, there can be no guarantee 
of continued immunity under the present system. 
Any system of inspection which places the inspectors on a 
part time salary basis can not be entirely satisfactory, yet in 
most instances this condition exists. The law permits state 
inspection of city milk supplies on a per diem basis, the num-
ber of days varying from ten to fifteen, according to the popu-
lation. It is not my intention to advocate that inspectors be 
placed on a full salary at the expense of the state. A £ar 
better solution is to have the salary paid jointly by the state 
and city as is done in Des Moines and one or two other cities. 
If the cities will co-operate with the department in this re-
spect, it would permit the securing of trained inspectors who 
could devote full time to this work. Adequate laws laying 
down strict rules of supervision, such as farm inspection, com-
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pulsory pasteurization, etc., could he made with assurance that 
they would be enforced. 
As is true among other producers, milk producers are dis-
playing considerable activity in organizing to market their 
milk as a group. While such a movement was at first looked 
upon with some trepidation in most parts of the state where 
these organizations were in operation, the result has been en-
tirely satisfactory. Producers have shown their willingness 
to be fair in setting the price which the 1)1ilk should bring, 
while on the other hand distributors find that the rules laid 
down by these organizatio-ns are of protection to them as well 
as the producers. 
There is still a need for much work to be done in calling 
the attention of the people of the state to the value of milk 
as a food. Dieteticians recommend the use of at least one 
quart of milk a day per person. In Iowa the consumption is 
somewhere about four-tenths of a pint per person per day. It 
is indeed regrettable that the resident~ <1f one of the greatest 
dairy states in the union should be so little cognizant of the 
value of these products. A steady use of milk will mean a 
healthier population and a saving on food bills. 
An effort to stimulate consumption of milk was conducted 
among the school children of Iowa in twenty-nine counties by 
this department, the Iowa Dairy Council and the Extension 
Department of the Iowa State College, last spring, in a cam-
paign lasting three weeks. D uring that time 387 schools were 
visited by 19 speakers and the story of milk told to 53,812 
pupils and 2,709 teachers. Forty evening meetings of the 
parents of these children were also held in connection with 
this campaign, which were attended by audiences totaling 
4,094 people. It is, of course, extremely difficult to accurately 
estimate the results of such a campaign but numerous reports 
from these sections tend to show that the results were sur-
prisingly good. Other campaigns will be carried on in other 
counties and the scope of the work widened with a view of 
bringing home the message to nearly every man, woman and 
child in the slate of Iowa. 
It is entirely fitting that the attention of the milk dealers 
of the state should be called at this time to the necessity of 
doing their part in this great work. No matter how much edu-
Some Foods Supply Building Stones 
More Economically than Others __ ., ..... _ ....... _ ............................. .-..... __ 
A qtu1rt of mllk 
l.s t~e C~Q.4pUt 
foo~ rou ean bur 
Milk contains all of the food materiala neceaary for 
growth a.nd health. It furnishee more food value Cor the 
money than any other food. 
Milk is not for children alone; grown-ups need it too. 
Uae plenty o£ milk in b reakfast diAhea, and in the form 
of cheese or co« age cheese. 
A quart ·of milk ie the cheapeet food /on can buy. A 
quart of milk goes farther than 3-4 poan of eteak or nine 
egga. 
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cational work is carried on or how much advertising is done 
it can not be fully effective as long as there is a feeling am~ng 
consumers that the product is not absolutely pure. Telhng 
mothers that milk is an ideal food for their children will have 
little effect as long as these mothers summon up pictu.res of 
myriads of dangerous bacteria in each drop. To obtatn the 
greatest results from campaigns of this kind a ~eater must,. as 
an individual, follow them up with methods destgned to bnng 
home to the consumer the fact that his milk is free from con-
tamination. To be in position to do this he must, of course, 
take pains to see that his plant is kept in an absolutely sani-
Milt as Compared with Tea or Coffee as Food 
. _.., ....... .  ....~ .... .. ---_, _ ---
tary condition and that only high quality milk~ prefera_bly pas-
teurized, is put out by his plant. The same thi~g apphe~ to all 
dairy products, it is true, but to none does 1t apply m the 
same measure as it does to milk. 
While the general tendency in the past has been toward 
the amalgamation o( small dairies into one o~ more large 
market milk plants, the past year has seen practically no con-
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solidation of this kind. Iowa still continues to be a state where 
small milk men predominate. Most of our cities, even large 
ones, still obtain their milk supply from small dealers who 
either produce the milk themselves or buy from one or two 
neighbors. While this practice usually results in the milk 
being placed in the hands of consumers a short time after 
being produced, there is, on the other hand, the objection that 
small dealers. seldom possess the equipment to safeguard the 
milk supply, which is found in large plants. From an inspec-
tion standpoint a city milk plant is much more easily con-
trolled than numerous small individual farm dairies. These 
statements are made not with the intention of showing any 
favoritism toward the larger plants but merely to attempt to 
bring out some of the difficulties presented in properly control-
ling a milk supply coming from numerous small sources. 
As stated elsewhere, a conservative estimate of the money 
expended for market milk in the state during the past year is 
very nearly twenty-nine millions of dollars. This figure may 
fall considerably below the amount actually consumed each 
year in the form of fiuid milk. As a matter of fact, it probably 
represents only something over one-half of the annu:d con-
sumption of milk, since it does not take into account the 
enormous amount used on the farms of the state. The three 
hundred and eighty-seven reports from which figures were 
compiled, include only the milk sold for consumption in cities 
and towns. Because of the fact that a great proportion of 
these reports were received from small dealers, duplication 
and other mistakes have probably made the figures a triAe 
high, but as stated, when the total consumption is considered. 
it probably falls short of the actual mark. 
Because of the unsatisfactory manner in which many of 
these reports. were returned, it has been almost impossible 
to tabulate careful statistics. Only a verx small number of 
the small dealers keep accurate records and in many instances 
the report of receipts received from the sale of milk and cream, 
and like questions, were apparently very poor guesse~. N?ne 
of those reporting appeared to be modest about thetr cla1ms 
for an average fat test of their milk. In checlcing over a 
large number of these figures with those received from the 
city milk inspectors it was found that the tendency was for 
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each man to give himself credit for richer milk than he was 
actually delivering. 
As was expected, most of the dealers had a surplus of milk 
in the late spring and early summer months and suffered from 
a shortage during the winter months. Only a very small per-
centage of Iowa's market milk is pasteurized, according to 
the reports. An attempt to obtain figures regarding the num-
ber of cows furni shing milk for this purpose, proved decidedly 
unsatisfactory. In general, it was found that the milk was 
paid for on the Babcock test basis by the larger plants and 
by the gallon by the smaller dealer. W hile automobile deliv-
ery is apparently growing in popularity, a large number of 
horse-drawn vehicles are still in use, a number expressing the 
opinion that the frequent stops and starts necessary in retail 
"delivery make the use of an auto truck too expensive. 
While dealing upon the subject of milk distribution, it 
might be well to bring out two reforms which might well be 
brought about in the city milk business. One of these is the 
matter of delivery duplications and the other the question of 
milk bottle losses. Regarding the first point: While the 
tendency is toward the delivery of milk to the consumer by 
way of the grocer, the greatest amount is still delivered di-
rectly to the consumer by the "milk man." In some towns 
this means that a~ many as six different distributors are deliv-
ering milk in the same block. The waste involved in this 
method of distribution is enormous. If some plan could be 
worked out whereby deliveries could be combined, a great 
saving could be made which would prove to the advantage of 
both distributor and consumer. In regard to the second point. 
i. e., milk bottle losses, the establishment of milk bottle ex-
changes has proved very satisfactory in a number of cities in 
other states. By proper co-operation among dealers, this sys-
tem will not only enable fllem to have their own "bottles re-
turned but it will also enable them to make stringent regula-
Hans regarding the return of milk bottles by grocers or con-
sumers. Certain it is that with the present high cost of glass 
bottles, stringent measures must be adopted to reduce this 
phase of milk distribution cost or else it must be met by an in-
crease in milk prices. This department is not inclined to be 
over-patient with users who fail to return these bottlell to their 
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rightful owner:-. Information gathered from milk dealers 
shows that it is the grocer and not the consumer who is the 
~eatest offender. Whether the grocer makes no effort to haYe 
h1s customers return these bottles or whether they are used 
for other purposes in his store, can not be determined but the 
fact re_mains that he is the source of the greatest losses: While 
there 1~ no desire on the _pa;t of this department to work any 
hardsh1p upon anyone, 1t IS almost inclined to recommend 
that such a high ,·aluation be placed upon milk containers 
that the consumer or grocer could not afford to retain them. 
10.& ORI'!A)( 
The past year has probably been the most crucial ever en-
counter~d in the ice cream business. High priced raw materials 
(when, mdeed, they were obtainable at any price) made it ex-
tremely difficult this year for the manufacturers of this product. 
The shortage and high price of sugar was a source of constant 
worry to those who were forced to meet competition of others 
who had succeeded in laying up a large supply of this product 
before the break in sugar prices. Some manufacturers were 
forced to pay almost any price demanded in order to obtain 
a sufficient supply to enable them to fill their orders. When 
the ~reak ~id come, it found a large number with a big supply 
of h1gh pr1ced sugar on hand which must be used in competi-
tion with those purchasing it at a much lower figure. 
Surprising as it may seem, the high prices which neces-
sarily prevailed because of these conditions did not curtail 
consumption of ice cream to a great extent. Reports compiled 
by this department placed the consumption at 5,436,755 gal-
lons, which sold for a total of $6,795,943.00, an increase of 
n~arly $200,000.00 over last year. This in the face of a pre-. 
d1cted reduced consumption. 
The war tax placed upon the sale of ice cream is undoubt-
edly partly responsible for the failure of the public to consume 
a larger amount of ice cream. This is brought about through 
the tendency on the part of certain retailers to advance the 
price to the next even nickle when a war tax of one or two 
cents is placed upon each dish served. That is, a dish of ice 
cream retailing for twenty cents incurs a war tax of two cents. 
Many retailers s imply advance the total price to twenty-five 
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cents and absorb the war tax. ~eedless to say, this extn 
three cents is not shared with the manufacturer, and from 
standpoint is harmful. since there is no gain~ying the bet 
that this levying of an additional live cents does hep mam 
people from rnakin!:: a purchase. 
While it is Mill a little early to be making predictions, 1 
led auurcd that with the continued decrease of sugar :llld 
other raw materials that next <prong will 6te a decline in the 
price of icc cream, particularly in those citiC!S wher( the price 
ha• arisen to $1.40 or $1.50 a gallon wholesale. A price move-
ment downward will be viewed with approval rather than re-
gret by practically every ice cream manufacturer in the state I 
feel certain. provided, of cour~e. that it romcs as a result ol 
lower raw material and manufacturing costs. 
FOOD AND SANITARY INSPECTION 
Due to high food prices which prevailed during the past 
vear at was found necc,san· to conduct c~en more ngid inspcc 
iion than in former year:. Cert:un dealers were unable 
rcsi t the temptation to di~se of partially dccompo cd food. 
in violation of the Jaw, while others re orted to the usc of sx-
charinc to displace high priced SUJ:"ar. Durmg the penod ex 
tending from January I. 191<), to Aunu•t I, 1'120, a total of 117 
pro<t·rution' were made b) thi• department for 'aolations cl 
the food lnw. During the <amc period '15 pro<ecutions Mrt 
made for violations of the <anitary Ia\\. Of the food ~iolators. 
sixteen who were brought to trial wr•re u<mg saccharine ao the 
manufacture of soft drink-. The IO\\a law IS ~cry <tnct an Ill 
rc~o'lllations as to branding and adulteration The law rcqu 
that the Jabcls on all package< o{ foods must not be mi lea 
cathcr ns to thear compo<ition or statement of the quantity COli" 
taincd in the p:tckagc. Pactures "hach are m• lcada_ng arc DOt 
~rmitted, for example, a picture of a maple tree ,.~th the 5li' 
flowing into buckets i• not ~rmattcd on a can of tlll11t!: 
maple syrup, nor the picture of a Gucmsc) cow upon ~e c1tl11 
of a package of okomar::;arinc. If a food is made up ?f diff. 
ingredients the label mu•t sho" n Jist of these 1ngrcdaertt 
printe•lan plain legible tvpe. It" ill Le <et•n that the Ia~ pr 
'ide• that the c~n<umer r~u<t he gi' en sufficient infor111auonoa 
labels of food product..'") that he "111 knuw what he is buyang 
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Thas •• not an unrea,onable requtrement, for 5urch those who 
pa) thcar mone) for food, are entitled to all po sable informa· 
uon rrgardmg their purity and composrtion as \\ell u the 
quantity. 
For SCHral year- after the cnactment of foo.l ]a,. •, manu· 
factarers "ere wuh difficulty forced to truthfulh label their 
produus; many eva,ions were attempted. In ma.ny ca•cs th~ 
$~tcment of quantity was made in nry ~mall type or placed 
on the back or side of the packa~;e where it wa• not ~ecn unless 
a search wa• made lor it. The law requires that this state· 
mtnt must be made upon the main label ancl in plain, leg-ible 
tYI••· .\ Fearch among package foods on thr gr.xrrs' Fhelve< 
wall ohO\' a general compliance with the Jaw. 
ADtlLTU.t.TtOS 
In former years much of the cocoa sot.l w1u mixed with 
cocoa shells as they were a by-product in the manufacture of 
cocoa. 11tese shell, today are packed and sold as ground 
cocoa shells for making a low grade cocoa: B5 tlte Jaw requires 
that cocoa mixed with •hells mu-t be lahelecl to show the pres· 
ence ol thl'loe •hells and the manufacturer, r<"alizmg that thrs 
"ould affect the sale of hi, pro<luct. h:u t·ca rd this J>rac tice 
entirely. 
The mixing of chicory and roa<tcd are.rl• woth roffee, ·• 
common practice in pa<t years. is nnw 8nlcl ;os a ''"llii>OIIncl of 
coff<e, chicory and cereal, often under the name of '"Cereal 
Coffee." 
Confectionery, at one time grn•sly adulterated wath p.rraf. 
fine and inert materia), ancl colored with tlyrs often •nJnriou•, 
1s now made under ,oaniurr conditions nnd of pure, whol<"-
some materi.11s and colortd "rth d) es th:.t arc puscd by the 
Federal and State authoritie, as perf«tly harmlc . Some 
tates forbi•l the sale of foods colored wuh the e d) es, but u 
long as the health is protected "e bche•e the child should 
ba,e his stripe<! stick candy, hiS ptnk 1ce cream and red 
strawberry pop. 
A large amount of sophistication existed in Aa>Ming ex· 
tracts. Lemon extracts were ma<le with clalute alcohol, a 
trace <Jf lemon oil nr citra) and hil(hly rolorr<l to make the 
hon<e"ife helicve it contained a largr am•>unt of Aavoring, 
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Vanilla extracts were made of synthetic vanillin, courmarin 
and prune juice and sold as double and triple strength vanilla 
with a picture of a cluster of vanilla beans on the label. 
Banana, pineapple, etc., extracts were sold for double strength 
products. T he law has rectified these conditions by defining 
an extract as requiring at least S% of lemon oil in lemon ex-
tract, a definite amount of vanilla beans in vanilla and in the 
case of banana, pineapple, etc., they must be sold as imitations, 
as there is no true extract made from these fruits, they being 
made by mixing certain alcohols and ethers. 
The mixing of cotton seed oil with olive oil is still prac-
ticed to some extent, the temptat ion being strong to get olive 
oil prices for the much cheaper cotton seed oil. Some dealers 
have even sold pure cotton seed oil for olive oil, with the 
picture of a cluster of ripe olives upon the label with French 
or Italian inscriptions. 
It was a common practice also to ship American cotton 
seed oil to E urope, where it was mixed with olive oil and re-
turned to the United States under a fancy brand of olive oiL 
There are now at the principal ports of entry into this country 
Federal imports laboratories where all foods offered for entry 
are analyzed and if found not to be in compliance with our 
food laws, are returned to their foreign owners. This has 
stopped all entry of misbranded and adulterated foods into 
the United States. 
Spices did not escape the efforts of the adulterator. They 
were grossly mixed with ground olive stones and ground 
cocoanut shells. Cayenne pepper was mixed with gypsum and 
colored with a bright dye to hide the adulterant. Black 
pepper was much adulterated with pepper shells. As white 
pepper is made by taking off the outer shell of black pepper, 
the shells were a waste and much of them was disposed of 
by mixing them with the black pepper. 
Standards established by our food laws require ,jellies, 
jams, preserves, etc., to be made from the fruit juice and cane 
sugar, but before these standards were esta\llished these prod-
ucts were made in many cases of starch, gelatine. glucose, an 
artificial fruit flavor, and colored with dyes. 
Timothy and millet seed were in some cases used to imitate 
the seeds of the fruit. An apple base was much used in cer-
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tain brands of the~e products and is sti ll used, but now the 
lab~! so s tates, '''h1le formerly it was labeled as being made 
~.hre~y of the more expensive and desirable fruit. Apple 
JW.ce 1s. the. mos t ~le~ti~ul and cheapest of the fruit juices and 
bemg nch m pectm Jelhes very easily, while the juice of most 
of the common berries jellies witb difficulty or not at all. 
These facts. h~ve le~ to the practice of using apple juice as a 
bas.e for n.11x1?g With other fruit juices for jelly and jam. 
Tlus practice IS, of course, ham1less and legitimate, but the 
label must show the consumer that the product has been made 
from these ingredients. 
Tal)le syrups did not escape their day of adulteration. 
Maple syrups were grossly mixed with cane syrup or made of 
cane syrup entirely and artificially flavored like maple. Glu-
cose or corn syrup was also sometimes used in whole or in 
part. Dr. Wiley once made the statement that there was 
more maple syrup made in the city of Chicago than in the 
state of Vermont, which no doubt was true. However, a sur-
vey of the labels on this class of goods now on the grocers' 
shelves will show that they are branded "cane and maple 
syrups" or "pure maple ::;yru)J" ami the statement can be taken 
as true as proven by samples analyzed by this department, as 
well as by the Federal autb6rities. Maple sugar was likewise 
adulterated but is now properly labeled. 
Cane sugar has rarely if ever been adulterated; however, 
there is still so~e complaint from housewives that beet sugar 
has been substituted for cane sugar, but since they are alike 
chemically there is no means o£ telling if this is the truth. 
Soda waters have never been subject to much adulteration, 
except that impure dyes were sometimes used and they were 
not always produced under sanitary conditions. Saccharine 
was and is still sometimes used as a substitute for sugar but 
the law forbids this practice as saccharine is considered injuri-
ous. The recent high price of sugar tempted many manufac-
turers of this class of goods to substitute saccharine, which is 
500 times sweeter than sugar, for sugar and the department 
has prosecuted a considerable percent of these manufacturers 
this summer for this violation of the law. 
Vinegars have been no exception to the manipulations of 
the manufacturer. 
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As cider vinegar has always been the principal ,·inegar of 
commerce and has commanded the best price, manufacturers 
have yielded to the temptation of adulterating it. A common 
form of adulteration, still practiced to some extent, is to mix 
distilled vinegar, which is a dilute solution of acetic acid. with 
enough cider vinegar to give it the odor and color of pure 
cider vinegar, sometimes adding color to intensify the decep-
tion. Again, distilled vinegar is colored and sold for cider 
vinegar. Malt vinegar has also to some extent been mixed 
with distilled vinegar. Distilled vinegar is made by passing 
dilute alcohol over vats filled with wood shavings impregnated 
with mother of vinegar, where the alcohol is converted into 
acetic acid. This is the cheapest vinegar made, hence is used 
for adulterating. 
The sour principle of all vinegars is the same, i. e., acetic 
acid, and while none of these adulterations are injurious they 
are fraudulent and forbidden by law. In some states distilled 
vinegar can be colored and sold as "colored distilled vinegar," 
but the laws of this state forbid the use of color and it must 
be sold in its natural colorle11!: state. because many ltJ'ocers 
will sell it, if colored, for cider vinegar, thus perpetrating a 
fraud upon the consumer. 
Canned meats have never been seriously adulterated, but it 
is interesting to note that prior to the enactment of pure food 
laws, poted ham was upon every grocer's shelves, while a 
search now will reveal in its stead cans labeled "Potted Meat, 
Ham Flavor." 
Canned vegetables have been subject to much adulterat ion 
with water, but standards, which are rapidly being fixed, are 
correcting this evil by defining the amount of free liquid which 
will be permitted in cans of these products. 
A practice of soaking dried lima beans and peas, and can-
ning them under labels of the fresh products was at one time 
much in evidence, but since the law has required these to be 
labeled "Soaked Beans" or "Soaked Peas" they have become 
scarce. 
Catsup was in many cases made from the trimmings of to-
mato canning factories, and hence contained many molds and 
bacteria. 
Many manufacturers have had to answer in court for thi' 
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practice.' bt~t catsup like other foods is being standard i:!:ed on 
the bas1s or percent o£ molds and bacteria present with the 
res~lt that the manufacturer is compelled to use cl ~an, sound 
frUit to make a legal product. 
In the preparation of ri~e for the market the outer hull is 
re':"o,·ed and .the grains are polished by agitating them in 
su1table t.nach~nes with talc (soapstone) and glucose. The 
law perm1ts tht ~ ~ractice but the package in which it is offered 
must sta~c t~at tt rs coated with talc and glucose, to be removed 
by washmg m water before cooking. 
Many can, no doubt, remember the tub of oysters in the 
?teat market or grocery with a liberal piece of ice floating in 
tt, and you were compelled to pay oyster prices for a consid-
erable amount of water. 
This f;audul.ent pr~ctice is forbidden by law and oysters 
are now sold With therr natural liquor only and this can not 
exceed 16 2/3%. 
As we are all inclined to buy our foods largely by appear-
ance, .canners made a practice of coloring string beans. peas 
and p1ckles a beautiful green by using salts of copper. 
These salts are injurious to heaJth and their usc WIIS like-
wise forbidden by law in all foods. 
The use of preservatives became a general practice and 
many of them were injurious. Boric acid and salicylic acid 
were used without regard to the health of the consumer, as it 
has been pro,·en by experiment that these acids will produce 
derangements of digestion and health when taken with foods. 
The u~e of these is .now !orbidden by law and the only pre-
sen ·atlve now perm1tted IS sodium benzoate, and this not in 
excess of 1/ 10 of 1%. Manufacturers contended that it was 
impossible to keep certain foods from spoiling without using 
strong preservatives, but they have found out that by using 
clean, sound products and preparing them under sanitary 
surroundings that they will keep indefinitely without pre-
servatives. 
It will be seen that prior to the passage of pure food Jaws 
that adulteration and misbranding were in general practice. 
The dollar was placed above honesty and health and the con-
sumer had no means of knowing the quality of the food he 
was buying. Manufacturers vied with one another in seeing 
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who could produce an article of food the cheapest. The con-
ditions created a demand for remedial legislation, which was 
furni shed in the pure food law and the desired result has been 
accomplished. Dealers have been placed on an equal basis, 
dishonest competition has been ~estroyed and the consumer 
can buy honest goods honestly labeled. 
CLEAN FOODS 
When sanitary laws were first proposed many people con-
sidered it a fad of short life but time has demonstrated that 
there was real need for this sort of legislation. One can easily 
remember seeing candies spread out in great array upon long 
counters unprotected from flies, dust and the fingers of cus-
tomers. 
Bakery goods were likewise displayed in the open, where 
the flies flew from the dirt in the street or neighboring dung 
hill and fed upon unprotected food s which we were compelled 
to buy. Screens were often missing upon doors and windows 
of many places where foods were offered for sale. 
Contract these conditions with what we find today. Candy 
and bakery goods, meats and all food~, unprotected with a 
rind, are in clean g lass cases a\vay from the flies and dust, 
reducing the danger of spreading disease to the minimum. It 
will also be noticed that street displays are raised at least two 
feet from the sidewalks. The open barrels and boxes of food 
have vanished from the grocery stores and appear in inviting 
sanitary containers uncontaminated with the dust of the street 
and store and the vermin of cats, rats and mice. The slaughter 
house where our meat is prepared has changed from the 
tumble-down shack to a real building, with cracks scaled and 
screens on the doors and windows and the awful stench of 
decaying waste is not noticeable. The health of the public is 
safeguarded by this law and the old order has gone never to 
return. 
EGG INSPECTION 
The Iowa Egg Law is generally conceded to be one of the 
best in the country. While its requirements are e>.-tremely 
moderate, they are nevertheless rigidly enforced as is attested 
by the fact that no fewer than fifty-eight dealers were prose-
cuted for its violation during the past year and a half. This law 
differs very little from the so-called Uniform Egg Law which 
has been agitated for some time. Missouri, South Dakota and 
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Illinois have also adopted similar laws, and when the other 
s~tes have followed suit, it will greatly facilitate the regula-
tiOn of eggs entering into interstate commerce. 
The high price of eggs during the last two years has caused 
the appea.rance on the market of so-called egg substitutes 
under var1ous trade names. This department has ruled that 
the word "egg" ~n not be used on packages of these products 
~nless they contam at least 50% of dried egg. Our examina-
tiOn has shown that most of them contain little or no dried 
egg but are composed principally of corn starch with small 
amounts of rice flour, dried milk and sometimes baking pow-
der. In the maj?rity of cases they are a fraud, as they arc in 
no sense a substJtute for eggs. If the housewife wishes this 
k~nd of a mixture she has most of the ingredients in her 
k1tchen. As long as these preparations are properly labeled, 
the department can not prevent their sale. 
While reliable information showing the number of eggs 
produc~d is not available, Iowa probably ranks first as an egg-
producmg state. The total income received by the state from 
this source, during last year, probably amounts to about $52,-
0?0•000.00. The average farm price for eggs during this pe-
nod was forty-three cents, which means that 121,000,000 dozen 
of eggs were marketed. This does not take into account, ol 
course, the large number consumed on the farms of the state. 
The following tabulations showing the contrast between 
present egg prices and those of a few years ago, will be of 
mterest: 
AVERAGE PRICE PAID TO IOWA FARMERS FOR EGGS ON 

























Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
21 18 18 17 16 14 17 20 22 25 
14 13 14 13 12 12 14 17 20 25 
23 17 17 16 IS 16 17 19 22 25 
17 IS IS 16 IS 14 16 19 2J 29 
22 16 16 16 16 16 20 21 21 26 
2Z 16 17 16 IS IS 16 20 2J 27 
2Z 17 18 19 19 20 21 26 30 34 
33 2S 30 31 27 28 32 34 35 39 
38 30 31 28 28 33 33 39 42 51 
30 34 ~ ~ 33 ~ ~ u ~ ~ 
39 37 ~ 33 
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The world wide increa-.e in the price of eggs is not a lone 
responsible for the high market ,-alue of eggs today. Quality 
plays the important part, as Towa eggs net an unusually high 
price on e"ery market in the country. This proves conclu-
~ivel y that from the standpCJint of the producer as well as the 
consumer. it is well worth whi le to rigidly enforce existing 
laws. 
There is only one method for distinguishing good eggs 
from bad ones, o r which can be used for the purpose of grad-
ing, and that method is candling. Of the numerous devices 
sold for this purpose, the single hole candle operated in a 
darkened room has prO\'Cil the most satisfactory. Devices 
designed for handling more than one egg at a time permit 
mistakes and carelessness to creep in and, as fa r as this de-
partment is concerned, their use is not advised. 
Since the question is often asked, " \Vho must be licensed?" 
the regulation pertaining to this subject is herewith re-printed: 
"WHO MUST Bf. LICENSED I" 
The law requires the following classes of dealers to take 
out egg dealers' licenses: 
I. All merchants, hucksters and others buying eggs from 
producers unless such producers are also licensed egg dealers. 
2. All dealers, regardless of the nature of their business, 
who sell eggs in quantities in excess of one case at a .time. 
The following are not required to take out a license: 
I. Merchants who buy all their eggs from licensed dealers 
and who do not sell in lots greater than one case. 
2. Farmer and other producer:; of eggs who do not sell 
or trade in eggs other than those produced by them or their 
tenants. 
3. Bakeries, restaurants, etc., buying eggs for their ' con-
sumption only are not classed as engaged in the business of 
dealing in eggs and are, therefore, not required to secure a 
license to buy the eggs consumed by them. 
The licenses now in force expire March I. 1921, at which 
time a new license must be taken out. A <>Uitable blank for 
applying for the license will be sent to each dealer having a 
license expiring on that date, before it expires. 
RULF.S ,\ND REGCL \TIONS GOV HR).'J.NG ISSUANCE 01' LICENSE 
I. After ::\fay 25th, it i<~ necessary that all dealers engaged 
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in the business of buying, selling. dealing in or trading in 
eggs, except those retailers who buy direct from dealers, hav-
ing an Iowa license, and who do 1101 sell in lots greater than one 
case, obtain an egg dealer's license. 
2. The license fee is $1.00 for the period ending March 
1st, each year. 
3. A separate license must be obtained for each plnce of 
business where eggs are sold. 
4. Each license is numbered and numbers are usually as-
signed in the same order as applications are received. 
5. Farmers and other producers of eggs are not required 
to secure a license for the purpose of selling or trading in egg~ 
produced by them. · 
6. Buying, selling, dealing in or trading eggs in viola-
tion of the egg law, by any person, firm or corporation, is an 
offense and renders the offender subject to a fine of not tess 
than $10.00 nor more than $50.00. 
WEIGHTS AND ME ASURES 
I have found it necessary to assign the entire time of three 
men to the duties of heavy scale inspection and to pse such 
time of our Food and Dairy Inspectors as they could spare to 
the inspection of counter and cream scales in retail establish-
ments and cream stations. With the prevailing high prices 
for all commodities, the necessity of accurate scales and 
weights is apparent. Demands from grain and stock buyers, 
farmers, canning factories, sugar refineries and merchants 
for emergency and periodical inspection of their scale ha\'e 
been exceedingly heavy. Mine owners and miners have also 
made frequent demands for this work. Dealers, consumers and 
workmen have all learned to have confidence in the accuracy 
of scales approved by this department, and insist on frequent 
inspection to insure fair dealing. The department is also 
called upon to make a large number of special trips for inspec· 
tions for which pri\'ate companie:. are willing to defray the 
expense. 
As competition has grown keener and prices have risen 
higher, the number of requests for scale ~inspections has 
doubled and trebled. The department, with the number of 
inspectors at its disposal, has been unable to answer requests 
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as promptly as should be done. There is also a great deal of 
correspondence resulting from daily reports of inspectors, 
shortage reports from various sources, warning report, re-
quests for scale inspection, prosecutions, complaints and re-
ports of similar nature, which demand a large amount of atten-
tion from the Chief Inpector of Weights and Measures. 
During the year ending November 1, 1920, the department 
inspected 3,247 "heavy" scales, that is, scales used by grain 
elevators, coal mines, retail coal dealers, railroad stock scales. 
sugar refineries, canning factories, etc. The revenue received 
by the State for the inspection of these scales amounted to 
$9,838.15. The average charge for the inspection of wagon 
scales is $3.00. The revenue received by the State for scale 
licenses is $5,283.00. Of the number of scales inspected 323 
have been condemned for repairs; more than 289 were ad-
justed or their operators were instructed to make changes that 
would render them accurate. 
Since the law became operativ~, hundreds of scales and 
measures of various types have been confiscated and con-
demned. The use of the auto truck has been the cause of 
many new wagon scales being installed, as the capacity and 
construction of a great many scales is such that they are too 
light for the loads which are now being hauled. The depart-
ment records show that there· have been 4,300 platform scales, 
4,800 counter scales, 4,000 creamery scales inspected. These 
items do not include the number of weights and measures 
submitted by cities, firms and individuals for verification as to 
their accuracy. 
JMPORT.~NOE OF WORK 
The Weights and Measures Departments throughout the 
United States, during the period of the world war, put forth 
every effort to do their bit, by checking more closely than ever 
before the weights and measures of the thousands of commodi-
ties so sold. The prices of commodities since the close of the 
war have soared even higher and hence it is necessary to in-
crease our activities. Few people realize the importance and 
wide scope of the Weight and Measure Inspector's field. 
Iowa's billion dollar crop must be weighed. Her thousands of 
cattle, hogs and sheep must all be driven over the scales before 
being sent in to the market. The Dairy and poultry products, 
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garden truck, orchard crops, wool and the numerous other 
such products of Iowa ace sold by the pound. Se,•en million 
tons or more of coal, hundreds of thousands of tons of sugar 
beets and sweet corn, and thousands of tons of gypsum rock 
mined in Iowa are weighed over scales whose accuracy is de-
te~mined by the State Weight and Measure Inspectors, and 
still we have not mentioned the many millions of dollars' 
worth of groceries and dry goods purchased by Iowa citizens 
annually, nearly all of which are sold by weight or measure. 
BREAD 
The big discrepancy between the weight of a loaf of bread 
and the weight stated on the wrapper which developed in the 
last two years, led the department to take the matter up di-
rectly with the bakers, with the result that a conference was 
called of all the bakers in the state, at which meetings the 
bakers ;vere advised that this practice must cease. The follow-
ing ruling o£ the department was made May 13, 1920: 
Ruling. To all Bakers and Those Interested in the lnduttry: 
Genilemen-This is to advise you that on and after July 1, all bread 
W1'appers must have plainly and conspicuously printed on the body 
of the wrapper the net weight of the package. The Attorney-General 
holds that ex]lressions or statements like the following-"18 ounces 
or over" and "not less than 12 ounces" are meaningless and not in 
conformity with the law. 
There appears to be some misunderstanding as to the require-
ments between now and July 1. The ruling was gotten out about 
May 1, and two months given in which to use up old wrappere. In 
ordering new wrappers, why not standardize the loaf to 12 ouncu, 
24 ounces, 32 ounces, then make the price to cover the different sizes, 
rather than to change the loaf to fit the price. There is little evidence 
of stability in the flour market and trouble will not be eliminated until 
the loaf is standardized. 
W. B. BARNEY, 
Commissioner. 
The results have been an improvement in these conditions. 
THE VIGILANCE OF THE PURCHASER IS NECESSARY TO 
SECURE HONEST WEIGHT AND MEASURE 
Honest weight and measure C".an only be secured through 
the vigilance of the purchaser. The high cost of the neces-
saries of life is very often due to the avarice of man and is not 
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caused by any scarcity of commodities. Those necessary foods 
must be protected so a.; to cheapen them to the consumer, yet 
this method of protection should not be burdensome to the 
dea ler nor to the consumer. The abnormal conditions devel-
oped as a result of the war have inspired profiteers to seek 
enormous profits for the goods they sell. 
High prices have resulted in a noticeable tendency toward 
short weighing on the part of a number of dishonest merchants. 
The fact that selling 15 ounces to the pound has proved a 
profitable source of income at present prices, was too big a 
temptation for some merchants to wi thstand. This depart-
ment has attempted to impress upon the housewife and the 
public, in general, the necessity of buying by weight. The 
necessity of being especially careful in purchasing from street 
venders has been impressed upon the consuming public, but 
despite all of our efforts, frequent cases of short weights con-
tinue to appear. To carry on this work effectively, more men 
should be added to our force. A common source of dishonest 
practice on the part of some me~chants, generally considered 
reputable, was found to be the advertising of a certain com-
modity at an unusually low price and then making up the.dif-
ference by short weighing on this particular commodity. In 
every instance where short weighing was found to be in vogue, 
the department inspectors were instructed to prosecute relent-
lessly, heavy fines usually resulting. 
One important phase of this work which is necessary is 
neglected because of an insufficiently large force of inspectors 
is tbe work of cream scale inspection. With butter fat seJling 
at its present high figures, it is easy to see that a faulty scale 
can mean considerable financial toss to either the buyer or the 
seller. This work, as stated, has been greatly neglected, inas-
much as we have been forced to depend upon our Dairy and 
Food Inspectors to make these inspections in addition to their 
routine work-something which they reaJly have not time 
to do. 
The department has done a great work in checking gaso-
line pumps and measuring devices, with the result that during 
the past year we have made a thorough survey of these pumps. 
Our investigations show that a very considerable number of 
these pumps are inaccurate and we feel that the public have 
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receiv~d a l~rge financial benefit from these investigations. 
To ass1st us 1.n the work the department has purchased a num-
ber of pract1cal standard measures which have assisted u-
materially in our work. "' 
. We have had many complaints against coal dealers delhr-
enng less coal than was purchased and paid for and a special 
effort has been made to have the inspectors re-weigh loads 
of coal being delivered to consumers. In several cases dealers 
ha,re been detected in this dishonest practice and have been 
prosecuted in the courts. Some of the shortages which have 
been detected are as follows: 
590 lbs. shor t on 4,000 lbs. 
675 lbs. short on 4,000 lbs. 
The above two were both from the same deale.-. 
375 lbs. short on 6,000 lbs. 
380 l~s. short on 4,000 lbs. 
PEDDLERS WATCHED 
The itinerant vendor, or peddler, has been the cause of 
more trouble to weights and measures men than any other 
type of merchant. This class of trade is made up of individ-
uals of miscellaneous morals and dispositions, many of them 
honest and willing to do what is right, but, we are sorry to 
say, a great number with tendencies to increase their profits 
by trickery if given a chance. So it is that they are kept under 
the most constant surveiltance at all times. Many of them 
persist in using incorrect equipment; others take chances and 
give short weight and short measure; however, where cases 
have been found to warrant, they have been severely dealt 
with and there is an increasing tendency towards betterment 
among dealerS' of th.is class. To give an example of the extent 
of fraud sometimes practiced by peddlers, it might be stated 
here, as a matter of interest, that during the past month the 
most glaring and largest discrepancy discovered originated 
with a vegetable peddler, who on a sale of ten ( 10) bushel lots 
of potatoes short-measured his customers two bushels on one 
and one and one-half bushels on the other. In each case they 
were prosecuted and paid a fine of $20.00 and costs. Examples 
such as thh strengthen our opinion and advice to the public 
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in general that, after all, the mer~hant with .a pe.rma~et place 
of business is the best to trade w1th, for wh1le h1s pnces may 
appear higher than those of. the pedd.ler, who offers i~duce­
ments in the way of low pnces for h1s wares, dependmg on 
some dishonest method to make up the difference, full quantity 
is more likely to be received at stores in the majority of 
instances. 
• 
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ECONOMIC SITUATION 
In the d iscussion of an inve£tigation of living costs which 
appeared in the last ( 1919) report of the department, these 
statements were made: "More than any other factor in lower-
ing prices, however, will be the action of the consumer himself 
* * * just as long as they continue to refuse to consider the 
prices asked for goods will high prices continue • • •. The 
larger responsibility rests upon the buying public; if people 
would refuse to buy, prices would soon drop." 
Recent developments have proved the truth of these asser-
tions. Today the general trend of prices is toward normal. 
Flour is about the same or a little lower now than it was a 
year ago this time. Vegetables and fruits are lower; meat 
products are cheaper; coffee less than one-half the price of a 
year ago; sugar has declined from 10 to 12 cents a pound 
during the last few months; cotton, leather, hides, wool and 
silk have encountered heavy declines in price. Concellations 
of orders have acted with declines in raw materials to paralyze 
the markets for textile goods. 
Restricted buying by the consuming public is the big 
reason for these declines. Increased production and other 
factors enter in, of course, but the unwillingness of the public 
to pay high prices is the chief factor in starting the downward 
movement. This refusal to buy articles of ordinary usage is 
reflected not alone in prices of these particular products, but in 
practically all others. 
The general inclination of buyers to hold off for higher 
prices has caused a slump in the shoe industry. The same 
tendency is noticeable in the clothing industry, and it would 
seem that lower prices are almost certain to prevail next 
spring despite the statement of some manufacturers that or-
ders for special delivery will not be made at any great reduc-
tion. Incidentally it would appear that such statements as 
these would be conducive to great discontent on the part of 
the consuming public. Rightly or wrongly, there is a feeling 
among certain consumers that these manufacturers are merely 
attempting to hold prices up by artificial means and that the 
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lllaintaining or thc ... c pr ices in the face of depressed markets 
in raw material !> i!> no t justified. Despite the assurances 
r~f manufacturers that the cost of raw materials is a small fac-
tor in hi ., costs, and that labor, the chief item, is higher than 
:t year ago, the farmer, fo r example, can not under!>tand why 
he should be forced to pay war-time prices fo r shoes when 
hides bring him a g reatly reduced price; why he sho uld pay 
sky-high prices for clothing when his wool is a drug on t he 
market; why he s hould pay high prices fo r meat in t he face 
of less than one dollar a b ushel fo r corn ; why retail cotton 
goods are high when the cotto n market has gone to pieces. 
Perhaps manufacturers of these staples believe that conditions 
justify the main tenance of these prices, but it will take con-
~idcrable argum ent on their part to convince the consuming 
public that this is t rue, particularly in view o f the fact that 
the cost of raw material!. Ita~ been g iven as the cause o f high 
priced staples so freq uently in the past. 
Whatever may be the jus tificatio n fo r m a intaining high 
price levels on man ufactured goods, one thing is certain ; the 
public mind is jus t as intent upon pract icing econo my at the 
present t ime as it was upon the reck less p urchasing o f articles, 
regardless of price, one year ago. There a re several reasons 
for this: th e money market is "tig ht," industrial employes are 
being d ischarged in rather large numbers, and there is a well-
defined uncertainty as to what the winter will bring forth. 
Then, too, the public conscience has awakened stern protest 
agai ns t the mania o f spending which ran rampant at the close 
of th e war. This tendency of consum ers to hold off buying 
hn.; naturally cuu~ed an accumulatio n of certain s tocks and a 
~·o n:- iclerablc degree of liquidation has taken p lace in m erchan-
cli~c in the la:lt four months. From present indications the e 
liquida t ions will cont inue for som e time. 
Secretory o f Comam:rce Jexander apparently has well su m· 
mnriY.ed the effects of these price s lumps when he s tated: "No 
rear need be entertained that these lower prices will be fol -
lnwctl by a fa lling off in business, lessened production or a nv 
n tht'r dullness which characterized spring trade in m any line~. 
~)n the contrary they will g ive s uch an impetus to retail buy-
'"t::. l\S to offset nny dnngcr o r over-production. In s hor t, I 
hchcvc that the let-up in buying has been due enti rely to high 
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prices; a great demand still exis t s which will manifest itself 
when goods reach a lo wer price leYel. 
' 'A discriminating public will no t buy unless there is a very 
material reduction in prices. There is no lack of dem a nd, b u t 
the trouble ties in the refusa l o r inability of the people lo nger 
to pay high prices. I believe that the output of our mills can 
readily be consumed at lower prices and am very gratified to 
note that a readjustment of prices has begun." 
\Vhate,·er may he the ho pes of labor, it appears almost cer-
tain that wages wilt fall in sympathy with the general d o wn-
ward trend of prices. Certain it is at leas t that competitio n for 
available jobs will cause pr0duction per man-ho ur to increase. 
While increased productio n on the part o f la bor is to be re-
garded as a healthy s ign , it is to be hoped that the reaction 
toward lower wages will not be carri ed to undue lengths. 
That a reduction in wages, particula rly o f the uns killed class, 
should take place, is generally regarded as being necessary by 
manufacturers, farmers, professional men and that g r eat class 
of workers who dCI not fa l1 into any of these categories. How-
ever, as stated, it is to be hoped that the reduct ion will not be 
great enough to lower labor standards o f li ving to an unjus t 
degree. As in every other commodity, however, the inexor-
able law of supply and demand wi ll und ou btedlv be the d ecid-
ing factor in detertllining wage levels. -
It was especially fortunate that a fa irly plentiful s u pply 
of labor was available at· harves t time thi s year. With bumper 
crops prevailing in most of the food p roduc ing sectio ns, it 
would have been almost impossib le to garner t hem under 
such conditions as have been previously p revailin g for several 
years. 
While still not entirely satisfactory, the ra ilroad s ituation 
ha · shown a decided improvement in this s tote, and farmers 
are e.xperiencing less difficu lty in securing cars with which to 
market their products. 
The coal shortage is still acute in certain parts o f t he state, 
and with hints of lessened productio n du ring the comi ng 
months, the probabilities of obtaining this product in adequate 
amounts is one which is a source o f considerable worry on the 
part of our manufacturers. 
Taking up the economic situation a s it deals more direct ly 
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with tlcalcr,., in commodities operating· under laws under the 
jurisdiction of this department, a number of interest ing situa-
tions have a ri ~en . For one thing, there is the paradoxical situ-
ation of grain prices, part icularly corn. being forced to pre-war 
levels because of a large visible supply, while in certa in other 
countries there is an acute shortage. Difficulties of transpor-
ta tion are not alone to blame for this condition. The chief 
cause, o( course, is due to factors arising directly from the 
war, namely, declines in values of foreign money and foreign 
credit. European money has declined to such an extent that 
even with low prices prevailing in America it is a lmost impos-
sible fo r E uropeans to purchase our products for any reason-
able sum after they have exchanged their depreciated money 
for ours. At best, few of the foreign nations have supplies of 
money available and with the sharp curtailment of credit on 
the part of both our government and our bankers, it is prac-
tically impossible for European nations to buy on long time 
payments. As stated, the result on prices of American farm 
products has been alarming from the point of view of the 
farmer. Nor does it appear possible tha t artificial standards 
or prices will suffice to guarantee the farmer what may be re-
garded as a fair return for his products. The return not only 
in this country but of other nations to pre-war conditions 
appears to be the only solution of the problem. To attempt to 
set an arbitrary price for any product in disregard of the law 
of supply and demand will eventually prove a failure. 
While in the case of a number of products sharp declines 
have taken place since that date, a comparison of prices as of 
September 20th, 1920, and the same date last year will prove 
interesting. A comparison of a number of products in which 
Iowa is more intimately inter.ested is g iven here: 
Flour, Minnesota Patent . . ... . . 
Whut, No. 2 Red .. . ..... . • . •• 
Wheat, No. 2 Durham .... ... . . 
Corn, No. 2 Yellow .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Oats, No.2 White .... 00 .... oo• 
Pork, Mess ... 00 ....... , .... .. . 
. Lard, Prime Western . . .. .. . .. . 
Coffee, Rio .... ..... . ........ .. 
Suaar, Granulated .... .. . . .... . 
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T ta ...................... . .. . .15 .22 
Butter, Creamery .. . . , .... . ... . 
Cheese ... ... ..... . ..... . .... . 
Petroleum, refined . . .. , ....... , 
Hides, Natural straight .. . . ... . 
.0()~ & .61 
. .!9 & .29~ , 
.!9 
•.59~ & .60 
.30~ & .31 
. 17~ 
.30 .43 
t c. i. f. 
• co,·ernmen t figures. 
Bradst reet's price index numbers are also interesting, being 
as follows on the da tes mentioned: 
Sept. I , 1920 . .... .. . ......... ....... ... .... ... ... .... 17.9746 
Augus t 1, 1920 .. .. ... 00 .. . .. .. ... 00 ......... .. ....... 18.8273 
July I , 1920 .. . ..... .. .. .. . ..... . ... .... . ... . . . .. ... .. 19.3528 
June I, 1920 . ..... ............... . .... . .... .. ... ... .. 19.8752 
Sept. I , 1919 .... ..... . .. . .. .. .. .. .... , . . ..... ... . . .. . 19.4720 
T he London Economist commodity pr ice index for about 
the same period reads as follows : 
August 31, 1920 .. ................... .. ............... . .. 77<43 
July 31, 1920 .. ..... . ..... . , .... . . , ... . .. .... . . .. ... .... 7876 
June 30, 1920.00 ......... .. . ... . 00 ..... .. . .. .. ...... .. .. 78<47 
August 31, 1919 .. ............... .. .................. ... 6503 
As will be seen, declines have been constant, for, as was 
stated, the reluctance of the buying public to purchase at pres-
ent prices indicates that they will continue. 
The following survey by Franklin K. Lane, former Secre-
tary of the Interior, issued by the Federal & Deposit Company, 
of Baltimore, will also prove of interest. As they refer to this 
part of the country, some of the questions and answers are as 
follows : 
"No. I. Are building operations in your territory lnereasina or 
decreasing at this time? 
Answer. Deereaaing. 
No. 3. What is tbe extent o f tbe increase in the eost of labor 
over 1919? 
Answer. 10 to SO per cent. 
No. 4. Ia labor increasing in productivity per man ? 
Answer. No . 
No. S. Is there a shortare of Ia bor? 
Anawer. No. 
No. 7. How do wholesalers and retailers regard the proapects 
for fall and winter? 
Answer. Good. 
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No. 10. Is there a shortage of coal? 
Answer. Yes. 
No. 11. Is the shortage of freight cars being substantially re -
duced? 
Answer. Yes. 
No. 12. Are general transportation conditions improving? 
Answer. Yes. 
No. IS. What is the .entiment regarding Go,·ernment ownership 
of railroads? 
Answer. Opposed. 
No. 17. \Vhat are the general conditions of farmers in your ter-
ritory? 
Answer. Good. 
No. 18. Are they well supplied with funds as the result oi the 
sale of this season's cro1>s? 
Answer. Crops unsold. 
No. 19. What is the senti•nent regarding fanners' co-operative 
movements? 
Answer. Favorable. 
No. 20. What is the genera l effect of the recent drop in grain 
prices? 
Answer. No effect. 
No. 21. Do the banks appear to ha\•e funds to lend and at what 
rates of interest ? 
Answer. Yes--6 to 8 per cent. 
No. 22. Are the banks well loaned up? 
Answer. Yes. 
No. 25. Have the number o £ individual savings accounts in-
creased or decreased ? 
Answer. Increased. 
No. 26. 1£ the sentiment is against the excess profits tax, what 
substitute is preferred? 
Answer. Various substitutes. 
No. 27. What is the sentiment regarding the sales tax? 
Answer. Divided." 
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THE HISTORY OF ADULTERATION AND METHODS OF 
DETECTION 
The history of adulteration dates back to the time of the 
Greek and Roman Empires. and began with the development 
of commerce. Jn primitive states of society there was knavish 
trickery and substitution of the inferior for the genuine. In 
some countries where the people lived in small colonies, raised 
their own food and made their own clothing from the wool 
of their own sheep, adulteration was unknown. 
\Vhile there was some practice of adulteration and sophisti-
cation among the Greeks and Romans, it was immediately fol-
lowing the Middle Ages that it became copious. 
The alloying of gold and silver with the base metals is 
justly an adulteration. The old story of the detection of base 
metals in the crown of Hicro by Archimedes two and a half 
centuries before Christ is probably the first scientific detection 
of adulteration. 
Vitruvious in his work on architecture describes the adul-
teration of minium with lime. He also gave the following 
method for its detection, viz.: heat to redness on a piece of 
iron; if pure it will blacken, but on cooling return to its former 
color. 
Discorides speaks of the adulteration of opium with gum 
and with the milky juice of Glaucium and other plants. Hi' 
crude method for distinguishing between the pure and adul-
terated was· to burn it-the pure giving a clear, bright Ram~ 
the adulterated burning with difficulty. He also mentions the 
adulteration of Styrax resin with Styrax !'awdust. 
Pliny mentions the adulterations practiced by bakers in put-
ting a white earth, obtained from a hill near Naples, into their 
bread. He also speaks of the adulteration of verdigris and 
vitro) with shoemakers-black. 
His method of detection was soaking a piece of paper in 
the juice of galls-if impure they would turn the paper black. 
Another method was to put the substance on a sheet of red-
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hot 1ron- if iron sulphate ha~ been added the 1ron becomes 
covered with spots . 
The adulteration of wine in Athen~ was carried on to such 
an extent that a special inspector wa~ appointed to detect and 
stop these adulteration ~. Greek history speaks of a man by 
the name of "Canthare, '' who was skilled in mixing and knew 
how to give new wines the fla vor of ag-e and maturity. Hence 
the old saying "art i fici:~ l as Canthare." 
In Rome it was difficult to get pure wines. Pliny states 
that even the rich could not get the natural wines of Falerno 
for they were adulterated in the cellars. Certain wines from 
Gaul were colored with a loes and o ther drugs. 
ln Europe, from the eleventh century on, bakers, brewers 
and vinters were most frequently accused of corrupt practices. 
However, the morality of the world at this time was generally 
low and it is not surprising that adulteration and deception 
were practiced as a pastime. 
The " Assise of Bread" in England during the reign of 
John, while meant to regulate the price of bread and limit 
the profits of the baker<~, encouraged adulteration until a law 
was passed prohibiting the adulteration of bread and was 
known as the "Sale of Food Act." The Assise of 1852 read 
as follows: " If there be any that by false means useth to 
sell meale : for the first time he shall be g rievously punished, 
the second time he shall lose his meale, the I ll time he shall 
fo rswear the town and so like wise the bakers that offende. 
Also the bouchers that sell mesell porke or mosen flesh: for 
the fi rst t ime they shall be grievous ly amersed, fo r the second 
time so offending they shall have the judgment of the pillory, 
for the third time they shall be comytted to prison unti l ran-
somed, and the 4th t ime they sha ll fore swere the town & thus 
ought o ther transgressors to be punished, as cookes, fore-
stallers, regrators of the market when the cooke serve rosts, 
bake or any otherwise dresse, fysche, or flesche unwholesome 
to man's body." 
T he Assise of 1634 had s tringent regulations with regard 
to musty or adul terated meal. One sect ion read : " If there by 
any manner of person or persons, which sha ll by false ways 
or means, sell any meal unto the Icing's subjects, either by mix-
ing it deceitfully or sell any musty or corrupt meal, which may 
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be to the hun & infection of man's body or use any false 
weights or any deceitful ways o r means and so deceh e the 
subject, for the 11rst offense he sltall be grievously punished. 
etc.'' 
This gives some idea of the punishment meted out to dis-
honest bakers during the ~fiddle Ages. Conviction under the 
Assise was considered disgraceful and it was better to " fore-
swere the town" than be foun d guilty. 
The adulterations practiced were various; sometimes the 
bread was made wholly of putrid and decayed materials, some-
t imes good outside and bad inside. T he detection of the more 
artful mixtures required the application of chemical science 
which at that time was not possessed. Brewers and vinters, as 
well as bakers, were guilty of gross adulterations and de-
ception. 
During the reign of " Edward the Confessor," the punish-
ment of a brewer for selling adulterated ale is recorder. Many 
towns during the 16th century had ale tasters whose duty was 
to inspect the ale and beer. One crude method they had of 
testing for added sugar was to spill some of it on a wooden 
seat and s it in it for a short time ; if they stuck to the seat, 
sugar bad been added. 
London records of 1553 state that adulterated wine was 
being shipped into that port. The poet Addison, in the "Tat-
ler," alludes to a certain fraternity of chemical operators who 
raise under the streets of London choice French wines. "They 
squeeze Bordeaux out of the sloe and draw champagne from 
the apple." 
The mixing and adulteration of drugs and spice~ was for-
bidden in London as early as 1316. Later the inspection of 
drugs was placed in the hands of a body of men, known as 
the College of Physicians. It was this body that in 16 13 ga\·e 
us the first Pharmacopea. 
From early times France had laws to prohibit adulteration 
of foods. One statute dated 1292 in Paris forbade the adulter-
at ion of beer with pimento or resin. A statute of the same city 
during the 14th century forbade the mixing of ground corn 
with bran, peas, beans, etc. W ine was required to be drawn 
from the cask in the presence of the purchaser. In 1709, 
Paris had 200 inspectors of wines and drinks. In Pa ris, we 
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find the first law regulating the sale of butter. It forbade 
added color and the mixing of old and new butter. Phillip VI 
of France, as early as the 14th century, forbade the mixing of 
cheap articles with drugs. Early in the 19th century councils 
were formed in France, whose duty it was to look after the 
adulteration of foods, and one member of this body was always 
a chemist. 
In Germany during the Middle Ages persons found guilty 
of adulteration were severely punished. Records relate of the 
expulsion of a false butcher from the city for one month. In 
some cities regular inspection was made by "Schaus"; for 
bread there was the bachershau, and for wine, the weinshau, 
etc. In one case a man was burned by the safronshau for sell-
ing false safron, and again two men and a woman were buried 
alive for the same offense. A false baker was ducked in a 
muddy pool. In the 15th century the Franks brought false 
wine into the cities . The law forbade the sulphuring of casks 
and the addition of coloring or sugar. In Beibrich on the 
Rhine a falsifier of wine was made to drink s ix quarts of his 
own wine, he dying from the effects. 
In some cities the wine sellers were compelled to appear 
at regular intervals and swear before an officer of the law 
that he had not added clay, chalk, vi trol, mercury, etc., to his 
wine. Drugs, spices, etc., were s trictly supervised and during 
the reign of Frederick of Prussia special inspectors of drugs 
were appointed by the king. The first general act legislating 
against the adulteration of food in England was passed in 1860. 
Bakers were forbidden to use alum in their bread and a ll the 
ingredients were specified. 
The addition of opium, vitro!, honey, etc., to beer and 
porter were forbidden. In 1723, during the reign of George I, 
the counterfei ting and adulteration of tea were made punish-
able. This act was amended by George II and George III 
to include the substitution of foreign leaves for tea. An act of 
George I, in 1718, was the first to forbid the mixing of coffee 
with roasted peas, beans, grains, etc. Thus in England vari-
ous laws were passed by Parliament from time to time until 
their laws are efficient and include all classes of food. 
The history of the development of the methods of the 
detection of adulterations of foods, beverages and drugs is one 
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of the de,·elo~~ents of the science of chemistry, physics. bot-
any and medtcme. ~early all ad,·ancement in either of these 
sciences has contributed to the de,•elopment of these methods. 
The first genera l work on the adulterations was devoted 
to drugs rather than foods and the early works contain scat-
tered notices of substitutions and sophistications. Saladin of 
Ascala-a physician of the Grand Constable of Naples-who 
wrote in the 15th century a work on the aromatic principles of 
drugs, described methods for the preservation of foods. In the 
17th century, Bartoletus discovered milk sugar. 
An Italian during the same epoch, San Francisco Radi, a 
poet, chemist and physician, published his detection of mineral 
substances in pepper and ginger, a sophistication which has 
been practiced within the last decade. Radi burnt 100 pounds 
of pepper and ginger and weighed the ash. The ash showed 
the presence of added mineral substances. This method is still 
in use, e.'Ccept that a much smaller amount is used- from one 
to two grams. 
Robert Boyle was the first to write a treatise on methods 
for the detection of adulterations. This work was entitled 
Medecina Hydrostatica and showed how by the difference in 
specific gravity of bodies an adulteration could be detected. 
He took the specific gravity of pure rock crystal as a standard 
and showed how mercuric chloride weighed in this manner 
would be deficient and that Roman vitro! mixed with alum 
might be similarly detected. He observed that several forms 
of soluble salts were present in plants and that some of them 
were always cubical. He determined the per cent of total ash 
and soluble ash in about forty different vegetables. 
An early work on the adulteration of drugs was published 
by Sande, a Frenchman. He not only described the external 
appearance but made alcoholic and ethereal extracts and de-
termined the weight of these extracts. He also obtained vari-
ous products by disti llation. The invention of the microscope 
gave an impetus to the methods of detection, by s howing tlte 
crystal forms of various salts. Van Leeuwenhoek, in the 17th 
century, did much work with the microscope and seems to 
have been the first to discov~r the active principle of tea and 
coffee. Speaking of the coffee bean, he says: "I placed some 
of the beans in a vessel over a fire and observed that in the 
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roasting a great quantity of oily substance and also watery 
mois~ure was expelled, and the roasted bean I broke into small 
pieces and after infusion in clear rainwater, I suffered the 
water to evaporate, after pouring il from the grosser parts 
of the coffee, and then I discovered a great number of oblong 
saline particles of different s izes, but most of them exceedingly 
minute, all of them with sharp points at. the end and dark in 
the middle." · 
Judging from his description of these crystals, they could 
probably have been none other than crystals of caffeine and 
theine. He also obtained caffeine and theine from tea by sub-
limation. He describes globules of oil in thin sections of the 
coffee bean under the microscope. He likewise noticed the 
deliquescence of the ash of tea. He also extracted piperine 
from pepper. He distilled pepper and extracted an oil. He 
explained the difference between white and black pepper by 
saying that one was decorticated and the other was not. He 
observed that vinegar was neutralized with chalk but did 
not explain it. Dr. Ure was able to detect the different kinds 
of starch by the use of the microscope. 
In the latter part of the 18th century chemistry was making 
rapid strides. Neuman Casper made experiments on milk, 
wine, butter, tea, coffee, etc. Berzelius published his papers 
and Scheele was conducting his researches, and Leibig an-
alyzed various vegetable products. This advancement in 
chemical science led to more elaborate work on foods and for 
the first t ime it was possible to study the subject and apply 
a variety of methods for the detection of adulterations. 
In 1820, Frederick Accum published a work on the adul-
teration of food. After giving a general review of adultera-
tion and proving that the evil affects nearly every in~ustry, 
he says, "woolen goods are adulterated with cotton, soap with 
clay, and provisions of all kinds with worthless or actually in-
jurious substances. 
"The eager and insatiable thirst for gain which seems to 
be the leading characteristic of the times, calls into action ev-
ery human faculty and gives an irrestible impulse to the power 
of invention, and where lucre becomes the reigning principle. 
the possible sacrifice of a fellow creature's life is a secondary 
consideration." 
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About nin~ ~ears after .\ ccum's ''ork in England. Bu::-S) 
and Charlard m France published a work on the adulteration 
of drugs. Following this work was one by John Mitchell. nn 
Englishman, on the detection of adulterants, but many of 
his methods are inexact and would hardly stand the test toda\ . 
In 1850 Chevalier issued a dictionary of adulteration whi~h 
is still the standard French work. The same year Alphonse 
Normandy published a hand-book of commercial analyses and 
was the first to recommend the use of the microscope for the 
detection and discrimination or starches. This work also in-
cluded the analyses of ores, soaps and agricultural manures. 
The next year the papers of Dr. Hassall appeared in the 
"Lancet" and marked a new era in the investigation of food~ 
and the technical application of the microscope. 
In 1874 the establishment of the Society of Public Analysis 
gave a stimulus to analytical chemistry. They defined what 
was considered an adulteration and adopted the best methods 
for their detection. The proceedings first appeared in the 
"Chemical News" but later were and are still published in the 
special organ or the society, the "Analyst." 
Less than fifteen years ago adulteration of food product~ 
in the United States was in full swing. Cayenne pepper was 
mixed with gypsum and colored with analine dyes; black 
pepper was grossly mixed with pepper shells; jellies of \•arious 
fiavors labeled "pure fruit" were a mixture of starch. phoo;-
phoric acid, .oaccharine, ana line color and synthetic flavors; 
distilled vinegar was colored and sold for pure cider-vinegar: 
cotton seed· oil was sold as pure olive oil and colored cane 
sugar syrup artificially Aavored was sold for pure Vermont 
maple syrup. Many honest manufacturers were compeller! to 
put out spurious goods to meet the competition of the un-
scrupulous manufacturer, or cease business. The passage of 
the Federal Food & Drugs Act in 1906 came at a time when 
the food manufacturing business was in a chaotic condition 
and labels meant nothing. Many states which had refused to 
pal's laws regulating the sale of foods and drugs until we had 
national regulation, now began to adopt regulations in clo.,e 
conformity with the Federal Act and the vigorous campaign., 
made against adulterated foods and drugs in the years follow-
ing rectified many of the evils. The activi ties of the depart-
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ment enforcinJ:' these laws ha\·e continued to the present day 
until it is exceptional to find a food that is adulterated. We 
have with us, and probably always will. men who are willing 
to put foods on the market which are adulterated, in the belief 
that they will be able to escape detection, but soonor or later 
they land in the toils of the law. Large amounts of money are 
spent annually by the Federal and State governments to seek 
out and detect adulterated foods and drugs and punish those 
who vir.latt: the law. 
M<:thods for detecting present day adulterations are those 
adopted by the "Association of Official Agricultural Chemists" 
and require the skill of a trained chemist. 
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THE FUNCTION OF THE INSPECTOR 
To the Iowa merchant an inspector of the Dairy and Food 
Department is either a friend or a foe-the honest man will 
find him a sincere friend; the dishonest man will find him an 
implacable enemy. The atti tude of the inspector will reflect 
that of the merchant. 
. It has nev~r been the P.Olicy of this department to regard 
1tself as a pohce force. It has always aimed to bring about 
the observance of those statutes of which it has the enforce-
ment by persuasion rather than by coercion. An effort has 
been made to impress upon each employee of the department 
that greater results could be accomplished by working in co-
operation with the merchant rather than by attempting to 
wield a Big Stick. 
It is believed that in practically no instance has an Iowa 
merchant been prosecuted without warning. It is not meant 
by this that each individual is warned that he is violating the 
law before being prosecuted, but it does mean that no prosecu-
tions are made until efforts have been made to warn merchants 
as a class that new statutes had been passed or that certain 
violations of old ones are being made. If a merchant who 
believes that he has been unjustly prosecuted will make an 
investigation, it is believed that he will find that frequent 
wa rnings had been sent to the merchants from this office by 
means of trade and daily press, to say nothing of the large num-
ber of bulletins sent out by the department and the per-
sonal warnings given by the inspectors. While there are, of 
course, a number of instances where merchants have been 
prosecuted for unwitting violations of the law, a large number 
of prosecutions have resulted from conscious, flagrant viola-
tions. 
Considering the large number of Iowa merchants and the 
huge volume of business transacted in foodstuffs and other 
commodities, the control of which is a function of this depart-
ment, prosecutions have been relatively few in number. This 
speaks well for the business ability and integrity of the mer-
chants of the state. It appears safe to say that the proportion 
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of prosecutions to the amount of bu•ine s done "111 be eve 
maller in the future. 
One disappointment which the department experience 
this year, wa' the attitude of a number of nlt'rchants towaro 
th ·Jaw requiring the cnnclling of egg•. -'• is well known, tbt 
commissioner set aside a certain period of time when candlint 
certificates should not he required. This open season ,.-a. 
provided for to relic• e the merchants of the ncee$Sil\· of can· 
dling at a time when practically no poor eggs ~re soicl. It u. 
then, a ruling de5igned to a~ist the merchant and 11 would 
appear only fair that he Jhould show his appreciauon of sud 
a ruling by recommencmg candling promptly upon the datt 
which i• named as the one upon which the open &ca5on •hall 
terminate. It is with re~o:ret that it is found necessary to &tatt 
that a number of mcrl'hants did not co·nper:1te with the de-
partment in th1s re5pcct, lmt continued to buy nne! •ell CJ:gJ 
\\llhout candling cerufi,·ates, u•in~: as their excu e, when di·· 
co<rred, that they did not kno" that the open sea>Oa 
had ended. It Stems a little hard to understand just 
why these men ohould know when the open suwn started i 
they did not know "hen it had close<!. \\'ht"n the announce-
ment of the open &cason i• made, the OJ•enin~; and closmr 
dates are definitely stated. and it h~rtll) apprar. Jo~•cal to 
believe that there art• many merchant' who '"'uld remember 
the former and for~:~t the latttr. :\ln<t of the pro•ecution' 
brought for \'iolallon of the egg law came a• ,, result of fallur~ 
to obey the candling requircrnenh, although a number of ea<C! 
... ere filed for Mllful Stlling of unedible eggs, also. 
The Dairl l.aw and it5 adjunct, the Dairy Contatna La•, 
wa• one of the fiH most frequently violated. !.ow tt"st 1ct 
cream, low test milk, selling of •ub-titutes improperly label~ 
and failure to return containers, art" the chief wurces of 'iob-
tions of this law. Prosecutions under thi• law, apparently, arr 
usually either willful or unwitting in nature, comparativtlf 
lew carcle.- violations bein~; reported. Whert' large commrr· 
cial ice cream companies, having modern testing equ1pmel!l 
availablt', conunue to manufacture ict" cream from thrte to five 
per cent bt"low the legal standard, it •t't"mS jU$tifiable to coc-
sidcr ~uch practices as "11lful infractions of the b,. Amou< 
the unwitting 'iolnuons, the -ale o( \'arious milk compoands 
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,.bJCh \Hrt' not branded "lmnat10n E•aporatod Milk," as 
required by the •tatutts, IS pcrhap< the most frequent \\hilt' 
11 ts not the des~re oi this department to pumsh merchantS 
\\hO sell these m1lk rom pound' unwitting!), 1t has no other 
recour5e. The att~ntion of manufacturers ant! jobbers of these 
products ha> been callc•l to the requ~rcmt"nts of the law time 
and again. but despite this fact, a few, particularly JObbers 
continue to ship these rmlk rompounds mto the state bunn~ 
bbels "hich do not mt"et wllh the requtrementl. ~mcc prac 
ueally all of these companies are located in other state-, tht' 
department has no mt"ans oi puni•hmg them other than b, 
61.ing proSt"cutions again5t dealer, handling their product;, 
w•th the thought that the fines will tither l•c pa$•ed on to the 
partie' who are really guilty or that <o much d•~•atisfaction 
will arise that they will either be forcetl to label the$e com· 
pounds properly or withdraw them from rle in this statt", 
The de.:rea-ing number of illegal samples !ound ,. test•meony 
that th~< method is pro\'ing successful. 
Con•adering the large \'O)ume of I0\\3 busine~ \IObtion• 
of the \\'etght and Measure Law are .:omparati,cJy mfre· 
quent, but art" of especial Importance becau e of th high pncc 
of product< prt'\'lllling. In many instances \\here •iolattons 
?I this law were reported, it was found that the merchant was 
onnocent of any nttempt to defraud and that he wa' not a wart' 
that his weights and measures were incorrect. Jlowerer, it is 
safe to ~ay that in many t'a~es where pro ccution• "t"rt' made 
for '·iolations of this law, the merchant was e1ther guiltv of 
dishone<ty or negligt"nce. ' 
The high pnce of materials 1s a tempuuon to certain 
c!ealcrs, panicubrly m~nufacturers, to use aubstttutcs in vio-
btlon of tht" Pure l'oo<l l.aw. ~otable among tht"sc anfrac· 
tl<·.ns was the use of saccharine in "arious soft drmk5. A cam· 
J•a•gn ca~ried on during the month• of June and July, 1920. 
resulted m the examination of a large number of thc•e soft 
tlnnks, about 25'Jo of which contained saccharine. In a few 
tnstances it wu found that the usc of the artificial sweett"ner 
".as continued e'm after a manufacturer had been prosecutt"d. 
Needless to say, that in east"$ of this kmd, the inspector was 
Instructed to requt'5t the judgt' that the second fine be placed 
lugb enough to discourage any future repetitaons 
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The last o f the fi ve laws most frequently violated, i. e., the 
Sanita ry Law, continues to be an important feature in the 
routine of the department force. U nder this law a number of 
prosecut ions were also made for the . failure on the . ~art of 
dealers to return ice cream containers 1n a clean cond1t10n. 
Prosecutions under the n ine other laws enforced by this 
department, the Agricultural Seed L aw, Conce~trated F~eding 
Stuff Law Condimental Stock Food Law, Pamt and Lmseed 
Oil Law, 'Insecticide and Fungicide Law, Turpentine L.aw, 
Cold Storage Law, Commercial Fertilizer Law, and Calcmm 
Carbide Law, were infrequent. A large number of samples 
were seized and analyzed, but practically all of them were 
found to be up to the legal standa rd. 
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THE IOWA STATE DAIRY ASSOCIATION-ITS WORK 
By E. S. ESTEl:.. S1a1e Dairr 'Expen 
T he annual report of the Iowa State Dairy Association 
has differed from year to year insofar as the demand for the 
different types of work haYe made it necessary. Those who 
were familiar with the early history of the Association will 
remember that its efforts were largely spent in carrying on 
propaganda work for the purpose of educating the Iowa farmer 
to the value of the dairy cow. This work is no longer neces-
sary, however, and at the present time more of a definite per-
sonal touch has been necessary to assist those men starting in 
die dairy work. 
During the past few years the dairy calf club work with the 
creameries and dairy interests of the state has proven very 
profitable and in increased demand. Dairy farmers have 
realized that they cannot longer continue with the original 
type of low producing cows found in the average community 
and there has been a strong demand for good dairy stock both 
in the form of calves and of mature cows. The calf club 
work was started around creameries or in sections where there 
is a good demand for milk and butter fat by the introduction 
of grade dairy heifers. These heifers were put in the hands 
of the boys and girls, the banks taking their notes similar to 
the organization of all iorms of club work. These calves were 
carefully selected by competent judges in some of the dairy 
districts and have proven highly satisfactory. They are and 
have been in milk for a period of a year or more and are a 
decided improvement over the class of milk cows in the aver-
age section. 
The first grade clubs were organized by the Association 
in 1917. At that time the work was new and it has been neces-
sary since to make several changes in the rules and regulations 
which have governed the club members. We have found that 
wherever the interest locally was strong enough to give the 
proper amount of follow-up work the clubs have maintained 
a strong interest on the part of the members as well as dis-
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interested parties in the community. The first grade heifers 
secured were purchased at the ages of from 6 to 8 months 
old- when they are off of milk. Following this first year's 
work a change has been made and all of the calves have been 
purchased when from 3 to 6 weeks of age. They have at this 
age been bought more nearly worth the money, the owners 
can, by proper feeding, develop them just as fast as they deem 
advisable, and there is not the danger of securing stunted 
calves. These younger calves are shipped in individual crates 
by express and can thus be purchased in any numbe':". 
Since 1917 the Association has distributed 1,482 htgh grade 
calves through the medium of the club organization. These 
calves have represented each of the four leading dairy breeds. 
the Guernsey, Holstein, Jersey and Ayrshire. The demand 
during the past two years, however, has been much heavier 
for the Holstein and Guernsey calves. 
The grade clubs that have been organized thus far are as 
follows: 
1917 
ORGANIZED BY LOCATION 
Farml'l'l Sa•l.np 'Bank .. .... , , ........ Barnes Oily . · · · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · 
Ooolral Snlnaa Bank ••. ......••• ... •• Whal Cheer ... • .•••• • · . · • • · . · 
Flnl Snlnr• Bank ••..• . • .. •. •.•••• •. Sulberland ...... . . • . • .. · • ...• 
BrlrhU.n Slate Bank ..••...... • .•.•••. Brlahu.o ••. . . ·. · • • • • · • • · • · · · · 
Le .. lll a Johnaon Bank . . . . ... •. • .• ••• Walerloo ••••• · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · · 
Flrol Nallonal Bank ••...... • . . .. . ...•• Now Shuon •• · · · · · · • · · · · • · · · • 
towa Savlnro Bank ........ .. ......... Wel lman ............ · • ...... · 
1918 
Farnutrs Co-operathe Ore.mery ......... BrUt . · · .. · . · · · ·· • · · · · · · · · • · · · 
National Bank of Dooorah .•••..•....... Deeorah ... • · • • • ... · · · · · · · • · · · 
.Fannera Oo.operatlve Oreamery . ........ Extra ........ . .. . ...... · · · · · · 
Mor~hanta Na\loo.al Bank .... . ...... . .. Grtnnon ... . . • · ... · · · • · • · · ·· · · 
Flnl National Bank .•..•••.... .• • • •... towa Oily .... • .. · • · · · · • · • · · · • 
J'armera Oo·opera\be Oreemery . ........ Ktemlll& . . . · . · • · • · • · • · · · · · · · • · 
Farm era Oo-operatl•e Oteaotery .. . .. .... IAlaod · .... • · • · • · • · · · · · · • · · • · 
All Banko Co-operatlnc ................ Milfcrd .......... · · • · • · .... · · 
Rlce•llle Oro&mol")" Oo .•.•••••.••.....• Rlcoylllo . ....•.• · · · · · • · • • .. • • 
Saratora Co-operatl1'e Orea.IXlery . ........ Oreaeo ..... · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Sul)t. of Scboloa ...................... SITowborry Polo\ ... · ... • · • .. • 
Eannera Oo-operat.he Ore.mery ....... .. Vietor ........ · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · 
Bank or Woden ....................... Woden ••· .... . .... · · • ·· • • • · · · 
l'armert Cc·operati"e Or·&am61'J . ... o ••• • Olear J.ake ..... · • · • · · · · · · ·· · · 
lUG 
l!:orhllle Creamery Oo ••.•••..•.•.••••• Earlville ••••• · : · · • · • • • • · · .. • · 
p.....,. Pooktar Oo .......... ........ .. Perry ............ • · • • .. • .. · • · 
:r ...... ero Oo-operatho OrM,,..ry ......•.. Templeton ....... · • · • • • • · • · · · • 
p....,.,.. Oo-OJ)eroll•o Cream..., ......•.• Brill •......••• ·• · · · · · · · · · · · • 
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Farmers Co--operati'\'6 Creamer-,. .. . . . .. . . \Veu Bend . .. . .... 0. • • • • • • • • • I& 
Farmer-a Co--operative Cr·Mmery . . . . ... . . \VonhinJton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ~l 
Farme:ra Co--operative Creamery .. .... .. . Volza City . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Gladbrook Orumery Co ................ Gladbrook .. • . . .. • .. .. .. • • .. • • 1& 
\Vadana OTeamer'J' Co . .. . . .... . ....... \Vadena . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . • . • & 
lG!O 
P•rmera Co-operative Creame-ry . . . . ..... Menlo o .. .. ... ... , • • • • • • • • • • • • 2& 
l!~armora Co-operatlv• Cre.am8J'7 ....... o. ~anly . . .. . .. ....... • .. • ... , . .&0 
}'arm era Oct-operative Creamery ......... Led.ra.rd . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Oonaolldalod School. .................. ll<>de • .. . • • . . . . . . • .. • .. • . . . . . . l7 
Bai.rd Oroamery Oo ................... Lohnlllo • . . • . • . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . 0 
Koasuth Co. Far-m Bureau ............... Titonka . .............. 0... . .. !!6 
Farmere Co-opel"atlve CreamU')' Oo ...... Ottosen . o •• •••• •• , •• 
0
• •••• • •• 16 
Wlnneahiek Co. F-atm Bureau o ••••••••• Oealan ..... . . , • , . • . .. , . . . . . . . 21 
Audubon Oo. Farm. Bu..reau . ............ 4"\11dubon . 0 ••• :. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
In 1919 the first club was organized in Iowa in which pure-
bred heifers were used. Previous to this time all clubs had 
been organized with grade heifers with the idea in mind that 
in the future the time and place would be available for carry-
ir:g the work a little farther by the use of registered heifers. 
It must be remembered at the start that Iowa is not primarily 
a dairy state and that there are only a few locations in which 
purebred heifers could be used and success be expected. Only 
those communities or counties where there are a number of 
purebred breeders or where the people are familiar with grade 
dairy cattle as well as somewhat of a general idea of the value 
of purebreds should be considered. Where at all possible all 
purebred clubs have been organized in counties where there 
were purebred breeders' associations. With these organiza-
tions already in the county the calf club can be made a definite 
program of work for the organization. 
ES"))ABLISHJI!S NJIW BREEDERS 
There is no doubt but that calf club work rs -6n'e of 
the surest and most effective ways available for the breed 
expansion or the establishment of new breeders. Because of 
this fact all but one of the eight purebred heifer clubs have 
been organized through the county breeders' associations. 
This makes every individual breeder responsible to a certain 
extent at least in keeping up the interest of the members and 
doing all in his power to encourage them. We have found 
that this co-operation goes a long way toward making for a 
successful club. 
The financing of the clubs which in some of the earlier 
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club work was more o r Jess difficult. has been ,·ery easy to 
handle. There has not been a community in which the As;;o-
ciation has attempted club work in which the bankers were not 
more than willing to co-operate to the extent of taking the 
boys' and g irls' notes in payment for the calves. 
THREE YEAR PER!OO ADYOCATf:D 
The time period or duration of the clubs has varied. The 
Dairy Association has taken the stand that the club co1·ering a 
period of three years makes possible more definite and bene-
ficial res ults than the short time clubs. \ Vhere the heifers 
are kept in the possession of one boy or g irl on one fa rm for 
a period of three years both the club member as well as the 
parents have an opportunity to real ize the possibilities in the 
raising of purebred dairy cattle. If no hard luck is experienced 
at the end of the three year period there should be one or pos-
sibly two calves in addition to the orig inal club heifer. Where 
the club is organized on a one-year basis s uch as has been 
the case in a great many states, we are o£ the opinion that 
the member has not received the real benefi t which the club 
was organizd to give. Unless bred heifers are used there will 
be no calves dropped during the one year the heifer is in the 
possession of the club member. The real possibilities in the 
breeding phase of the club have then been overlooked. The 
ideal arrangement and the one which the Dairy Association is 
encouraging is the three year club with a show and annual 
get-together at the end of each year. This keeps the people 
of the community more closely in touch with the work and 
gives them an idea also of the results being accomplished. 
AGE OF (!ALVES 
The age of the calves used in the club has always varied. 
The use of calves from 6 to 12 months o f age bas been advo-
cated because we did not want to get clear away from the calf 
idea. The first important thing, I believe, is to buy the calves 
at an age' old enough so that they may be secured subject to 
the tuberculin test . Calves purchased at the age of from 6 to 
10 months can still be cons idered calves and are still consid-
ered such' by the boy and girl members." Two different clubs 
were organized in which bred heifers were used. From the 
standpoint o[ actual profit to the club member and from the 
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quickness of the returns to be expected this is a more ideal 
arrangement, but it is our belief that the club member does 
no: get the personal intere~t in a yearling or two-year-old 
heifer that he or she would 10 3: younger calf. In \Visconsin 
the club work is carried on and the majority of calves selected 
when from 3 to 6 weeks of age. It is true that calves o£ this 
age can be bought at a much cheaper price and there is the 
advantage of the attachment the boy or gi rl gets for a younger 
calf but at the same time it is our belief that the risk run in 
no being able to buy them subject to tuberculin test is too 
great to be chanced. 
F,\YETTE COUNTY CLUB 
The ~rst purel?red heifer club was organized in Fayette 
County 111 the sprmg of 1919. Fayette County is one of the 
leading counties from the standpoint o£ the number of Hol-
stein breeders and they are an enthusiastic bunch. Their or-
ga.ni.zation, through the work o£ the county agent; made this 
ongmal club a pronounced success. Every breeder left the 
standin_g offer with all club members that he would be g lad 
to furmsh free services of his herd sire when the heifers came 
of breeding age. This interest of the breeders, together with 
the mighty effective follow-up work, kept the members hard 
at work on their calves. 
The breeders considered that this club was more of an 
experiment and were not ready to take up the three year idea. 
For that reason the wind-up of the club in the form of a s how 
?nd sale was made one year later. The heifers were brought 
mto the sale in exceptional condition. I rather doubt if any 
of our purebred sales can boast of cattle that were uniformly 
better fitted than this bunch of calf club heifers. In accord-
ance with the plan of the club every member was to have the 
right of buying back his or her heifer in the sale by the mere 
~ayment of the am?unt o[ the note. The sale was an excep-
tiOnal success, makmg an average of $610 per head, which was 
an average increase of $460 over the purchase price. This sale 
price, however, is hardly a fair one, since all but a few of the 
boys and girls availed themselves of the opportunity of re-
purchasing their heifers. Buyers, however, were present and 
their demand for the stuff made the youthful owners pay 
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unexpected prices in order. to retain their ownership. This 
club was a real success because first the calves got into the 
right kind of hands, were fed properly and gh·en a chance 
to develop the way they should. They were all in calf to some 
of the very best herd sires in the state. 
I have gone somewhat into detail on this club because I 
think that it illustrates the possibilities in the purebred heifer 
club work where they are properly organized and followed 
up and because it bears out the contention that the calf club 
establishes new breeders. J n this club alone it is safe to say 
that the nucleus of at least s ix new herds was started. 
lDSO OLUBS 
In 1920 the work has further expanded and has brought an 
ever-increasing demand for this form of club work. The first 
club of the year was organized in Kossuth County with the 
Holstein and Guernsey Breeders Associations of that county. 
The county club leader and a representative of the Dairy Asso-
ciation purchased 24 head of Holstein and 7 head of Guernseys 
from Waukesha County, Wisconsin. Due to the fact that the 
'breeders of the county had done so much Federal testing, these 
heifers were a ll bought subject to a 60-day re-test. 
Following the successful close of the first Fayette County 
club an increased demand was present for a second one and 16 
heifers were distributed from Oelwein. The next club was 
organized at Dyersville in Dubuque County and is the first 
club organized up until this time which did not have a pure-
bred breeders' association behind it. There was sufficient 
interest and enthusiasm, however, to warrant the organization 
of a club. Dyersville had for years been noted for its annual 
Dairy Day and they were of the opinion that this day could 
be further enlarged into something in the order of a county fair 
if there was some one project in which all were interested to 
build the fair around. It was decided that the purebred heifer 
club afforded just the interest needed for this purpos~ and con-
sequently the first fair held during the month of September 
was built around the exhibit of purebred calf club heifers 
and was pronounced a decided success. 
The Buchanan County Guernsey Breeders, although they 
were fewer in number than either the Holstein or Jersey, were 
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not to be entirely outdone and organized a club of se\•en mem-
bers during the latter part of the summer. 
The first Bremer County club was brought to a close at 
the time of the County Fair at Waverly in August. At this 
time a special calf club exhibit and show was made and a sale 
held on the last day. All of the original heifers and their 
calves were put through the ring. The sale, although, coming 
at a rather slack time due to the closeness of money condi-
tions, proved very successful. All of the cows and their 
calves which were sold made their owners a very satisfactory 
profit. Bremer county people-are evidently strongly in favor 
of this type of club work for a second club has recently been 
organized and approximately 15 head will soon be distributed 
to 15 more boys and girls. 
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Experience in the organization of calf clubs, of course, is 
gained with each succeeding club organi%ed. The principle 
of the club work is fine and, where properly organized, has 
worked out just as satisfactorily as they are expected to. 
There are, of course, drawbacks toward making some clubs 
just the success they should be. The experience of the Asso-
ciation in the different clubs is that no association is just as 
satisfactory as it should be unless there is a club leader in the 
county or someone who can and will take sufficient time to 
give the work the proper amount of attention. The Fayette 
and Kossuth County clubs have been by far more successful 
and this success is entirely due, I believe, to the fact that there 
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is a club leader in the county who makes these clubs his 
specific duty. 
A few of the other difficulties and drawbacks to the most 
successful operation of the club are poor care and feeding 
and allowing the heifers to run with the herd bulls and often 
getting in. calf at too young an age. I think that the most o f 
these difficulties can be gotten around by paying more atten-
tion to the farms from which the membership of the boys and 
girls is encouraged. The work proves more conclusively each 
year that the smaller clubs with calves placed in the right 
hands are of much more lasting benefit than the large clubs 
with the calves placed without careful consideration of the 
kind of care they are likely to receive. 
In the short time that the purebred heifer club work has 
been handled in Iowa a remarkable increase in interest and 
enthusiasm has been noticed. Breeders are realizing that 
this type of work is one of the most effective ways of interest-
ing people in the possibilities of the grade and purebred dairy 
cow. The demand for the elubs has been increased to such 
an extent that it has taxed the capacity of the Dairy Associa-
tion in connection with the other routine work to handle the 
organization and the follow-up work effectively. I believe 
that the future of the dairy calf club work is very bright and 
the possibilities unlimited. There is not a community in the 
state in which sufficient breeders are located but wher~ there 
is a sufficient interest and willingness to get behind the Dairy 
Association in organizing a club with calves of one of the 
dairy breeds. 
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YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER 
The grocer perhaps as much as any other merchant unin-
tentionally violates the law because he fails to familiarize 
:md post himself upon the laws of his State and Country. 
He should know when an article of food is offered to him, 
whether it is labeled to comply with the law. both as to net 
weight ;md composition. 
The net weight must be stated plainly on all packages of 
foods, in terms of the largest denomination, i. e., a package 
weighing 18 oz. should be labeled 1 lb. 2 oz. 
A jam or preserve made principally of apple with a small 
amount of other fruit is a compound and a list of the ingredi-
ents must appear upon the label. The source of an article 
must not be misstated-for example, Italian Olive Oil must 
come from Italy; Grecian Currants must come from Greece, 
etc. It is your business to know that the goods you handle 
comply with the law in every detail as you arc responsible 
under the Jaw and the laws of Iowa do not extend beyond its 
borders. If you buy yonr products from other states you are 
guilty if they do not comply with the law. You should know 
that a condensed milk made from skimmed milk and cocoanut 
fat must be labeled "Imitation Evaporated Milk," and must 
not be sold as condensed milk, for if you do, you will violate 
the law and be guilty of unfair practice. Also that oleomar-
garine must be labeled "Substitute for Butter" and sold with-
out any color under the State Law and each package stamped 
with the weight and your name under the Federal Law. 
New goods should never be placed in front of old goods on 
your shelves as goods will spoil or the labels will become 
soiled and faded with age and render goods less salable and 
cereals become infected with weevils, making them a total 
loss. Extracts should never be sold when there is a suspicion 
they are being used as a beverage. 
Licenses which you receive should be tacked up on the 
wall where they will not be lost and can be seen by the mem-
bers of this department when calling upon you. Poor busines~ 
methods are prevalent among grocers. They have a poor cost 
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accounting system or none at all. They fail to charge up 
thcir own services and a t the end of the year are unable to tell 
if they have had a profitable business. 
The cleanliness of the store and stock is an important factor 
in handling foods. How inviting is a store that has its cheese 
and other unprotected foods in a clean glass case free from 
fiies and dust; the shelf goods neatly arranged and free from 
any accumulation of dust; the fioor of good material and clean, 
with baskets and barrels of cookies, crackers, etc., protected 
with a tight cover. 
It has been a long, tedious task to stop the grocer from 
buying and selling eggs which were not edible, and in spite 
of the law forbidding this practice, and many prosecutions, 
some grocers still persist in handling bad eggs. If every 
grocer would let the producer know that there was no market 
for bad eggs, there would be none .o!l the market. Proper 
candling and the return of all questionable eggs to the pro-
ducer will correct this evil and bring a better price to the 
grocer and producer for his eggs. When we consider that the 
value of Iowa's eggs probably amounts to $50,000,000 annu-
ally, il is evident that the elimination of the bad eggs will 
materially increase this sum. 
Vegetables and fruits should never be bought or sold by 
the basket, but by weight. The law fixes :;tandards for these 
commodities in terms of pounds per bushel and if sold by the 
bushel the legal number of pounds must be given. Accurate 
scales are an asset to your business and when obtained should 
have proper care to keep them accurate and prolong their life. 
When a scale is out of adjustment it is as apt to be against 
you as your customer. 
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REPORT OF THE STATE DAIRY COUNCIL 
BJ' W. A. WE!\"TWORTH. S.Creta'7 
Herewith we are pleased to hand you a report of the Dairy 
Council movement. 
At the outset we wish to reier to the work of the National 
Dairy Council. In a very complete report submitted by the 
National organization we find that during the past year they 
have distributed throughout all parts of the United Staes 
more than THREE MILLION PIECES of literature in the 
form of colored posters, booklets and leaflets. This material 
has gone into the homes, schools, educational and public insti-
tutions, and has been displayed at fairs, a large variety of con-
ventions, and has been largely reproduced in the press. The 
demand has been so great for these that in several cases as 
many as four different editions have been printed. Had the 
Council finances permitted it would undoubtedly have been 
possible to distribute twice the amount of literature. 
During this time a total of 15,000,000 people have been 
reached in the United States. To these people the story of 
milk and its products as an economical and essential food has 
been told once, twice and in many cases even oftener. This 
work should be increased until the total population is reached 
and told many times the truth of dairy products. 
In addition to the number of people reached in the United 
States, requests have been received from many foreign coun-
tris, including among others Australia, England, France and 
Canada. This demonstrates the wide distribution of the pub-
licity which is being handled by the Council. There is avail-
able, at this time, for distribution, an educational poster, on 
"Ice Cream, A Nutritious Food." Four posters in colors, re-
spectively Use More Milk, Use More Butter, Use More Ice 
Cream and Use More Cheese, showing very strikingly the 
comparative values in dairy foods and ordin.ary s~aple foo?s, 
have been in great demand. Pamphlets e~t1tle~ The J?aJry 
Recipe Book," containing 150 recipes of da1ry d1shes, an J~lus­
trated booklet entitled "Food Facts," and another ent1tled 
"Milk, The N~cessary Food," have received unusually wide 
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distribution. In addition to the~e. the Council is prepared to 
provide new~vaper plate~ for u.o;e in commercial ad,·ertising. 
They have also a ~cri es of colored slides for use in motion 
picture houses, and at the present time have the ~1ilk Fairy 
Plan on motion picture film. which can be secured and used 
in motion picture houses. 
In all of this work the >Jational Dairy Council has ex-
pended only about $56,000.00. To obtain the same results in 
nation-wide newspaper advcrti '\ing, an expenditure of more 
than half a million dollars would have been necessary. 
STATE DAIRY COUNCILS 
At the present time there are functioning in the United 
States twelve dairy councils, these being in the states of Cali-
fornia, Oregon, Colorado. Idaho. Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and the New 
England states. At a meeting held in Chicago on the 12th day 
of October, a plan was developed for closely federating these 
several s tate councils and effecting a successful relationship 
with the National. At the present time this matter has not 
been ratified by all or the states but will be submitted to the 
members as soon as definite ratification has been completed. 
This is in the hands at the present time of the officers of the 
various s tate councils and we feel is receiving very careful 
~ttention before ratification is effected. 
TUE lOWA l>AIRY COU!fOrL 
The Iowa Dairy Council has been quite closely affiliated 
with the National in all of the work which it has done up to 
the present time and has used the material issued by the Na-
tional organization. 
A large share of the time during the past year has been 
devoted to furthering the organization. At the present time 
the work is being supported by one-half of the local creameries 
of Iowa bv all of the ice cream manufacturers, by the central 
creamer'ies: most of the milk dealers and the milk producers in 
many localities. During the winter of 1920-21, it is planned 
as nearly a!\ possible to complete the work of organization 
among all the branches of the dairy industry of the state. 
This should then make it possible to have sufficient funds 
within the state to make the work much more effective and at 
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the same time support to a considerable extent the Natioll:ll 
Da1ry Council, which alone can reach the market u1>on which 
the butter of Iowa i$ sold. 
To report the work which the Iowa Dairv Council ha" done 
during the past season in promoting the i~tere~t in the food 
\'alue of dairy products, we cite you first to a campaign which 
was conducted through the schools of thirty-one counties of 
Iowa during the last three weeks of ~{ay. In this campaign 
the Dairy Council merely served as the directing force for 
speakers provided by the Dairy and Food Commission, the 
Agricultural Extension Department, the State Dairy Associa-
tion. and the State University of Iowa. In this connection we 
wish to make acknowledgment to each of these for the very 
splendid support given. A total of nineteen speakers were 
used in this campaign. In a general way three speakers were 
employed for three days in a county with the county agent, the 
county superintendent of schools and the home demonstration 
agent being local directors of the work. Most of the schools 
in the counties covered were reached and a total of 53,812 
school children and 4,094 adults heard the story. In this cam-
paign 387 schools were visited, talks were made in factories, 
picture theaters, before commercial clubs and women's socie-
ties to the number of forty. There is much indication of very 
satisfactory results being obtained during this campaign as 
evidenced on the part of most people interested that this will 
be continued and increased another year. 
The Iowa Dairy Rally was held at Waterloo in July to in-
terest the county agents in the further activities in da1ry pro-
duction work. At this time many speakers of note were pro-
vided and quite a large representation of the county agent!! 
was present, as well as many members of the Agricultural Ex-
tension Department, the Home Demonstration Agents and 
members of the industry. Out of this meeting we have found 
that there seems to exist a closer relationship between some 
of the people engaged in education work and the dairy in-
dustry. There can be no denying the fact that in proportion 
to the importance of the industry to Iowa, it has not recei,·ed 
the support from these forces as would be warranted. 
During the county fair season thirty-nine fairs were pro-
vided with posters and other literature for di .. play and di~-
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tribution, largely by the county agents and home demonstra-
tion agents, together with some members of the Dairy and 
Food Commission. In a few cases county nurses have been 
provided with the same material. . In addition to these fairs 
a booth was maintained at the Iowa State Fair and also one at 
the Iowa Dairy C<tttle Cong ress, showing to the visitors 
somewhat of the value of dairy products in the way of g raphic 
reproduction on a large scale of a milk bottle, print of butter, 
brick of ice cream, and a lice of cheese. The milk bottle, 
rotating, set forth concise ~ta tements regarding milk and its 
value, particularly to the child . The other replicas each told 
briefly of the value of the product which it represented. 
During the Iowa State Teachers' Association convention 
held in Des Moines on November 4 and 5, it was arranged to 
~1avc talks on dairy products made before several group meet-
mgs of the t.eachers. This appears to have been very suc-
cessf~lly cam ed ?ut by the ladies who spoke, for in the reports 
subm1tted followmg the convention this statement was made: 
"So far from every meeting there has been some one who 
wanted some definite work done" in their schools in the nature 
of further interesting the ch ild in the use of dairy products. 
W e are at this time checking up the sale of butter in the 
local mar~ets in the state of Iowa. There is no way, as yet, 
t~ .detenm~e how much butter is sold in Des Moines or large 
Cities •. but tn ~owns of 1,000 or smaller, where one creamery 
~upp!Jcs pract1cally all the butter used, it is possible to get an 
Jdea of the amount sold. We can find out how much they 
are selling th is year and how much they sold last year and 
be:ore. t-~·e are estaf>fisftlng 1917 as the normal consumption, 
pr~or to the war. Then butter was selling at about 37 cents a 
pound an~ shortly the price began to rise, and what we want 
to know IS how have sales continued during the past four 
years? We want to cover a good many more creameries be-
fore anyt~ing definite is sa id; however, in general, up to the 
present t1me, we find that in 1918 there was a decrease of 
about 16% under 1917 in the consumption of butter in these 
smaller towns of Iowa. T hat includes the patrons of the 
~reamer~ and the store sales in the town. In 1919 the average 
mcr~ase ts about 5%, that is. the stores bought and the patrons 
u ed about 5% more than in 1918. Now, in 1920 we find a 
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\'anauo n in figu res and at t he present time it is not safe to 
say that an a,·erage pre\'ail s, but every creamery visited shows 
increases varied from 2% to 16% over the sale in the respective 
towns during 1919-that w ith the price of about 1~ cents 
more than last year. Better knowledge of dairy products is 
increa5ing its consumption in Iowa. If it is accomplishing 
these results in Iowa, no doubt it is elsewhere. 
In t he D airy Council work thus far sufficient progress has 
been made in organization that all of its present members 
should feel very optimistic in regard to the support which 
will be received. At the close of another year it will undoubt-
edly be possible to say that from seventy-five to ninety per 
cent of the members of the dairy industry are supporting the 
Counci l work. This we feel should cause every member who 
is now supporting to feel gratified that he is contributing to 
the work of an organization whose worth is recognized by all 
of tho-se engaged in the dairy business and one which will 
continlle to develop rapidly and establish its results upon the 
minds of the buying public in such a way that the dairy 
products market will be continuously satisfactory. 
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR HOME MARKET 
Br ,\. lL. REIN 
You have learned a great deal o{ this industry that we 
represent since we ha1·e gathered at this convention. You no 
doubt have gathered enough pep by this time to go home and 
start something that will arouse your patrons so that they will 
sit up and take notice to what you have to say. You have 
learned that the time for Quality is at hand. They have 
picked me to tell you how to dispose of this butter with Qual-
ity to best advantage and realizing more .money from same 
than heretofore. 
Undoubtedly every creamery in Iowa has some kind of a 
home market for a part of the butter which it manufactures, 
regardless of the grade of butter which it may be. These 
creameries must also realize that butter disposed on this home 
market nets more money. Many operators seldom figure off 
freight, nor do they take into consideration shrinkage, deteri-
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oration while in transit, and market conditions which affect the 
sale of goods on the eastern markets. 
At the cre~mery the price, usually. is made according to 
marke~ quotations from extras, one way or another. This is 
the pnce demanded from the home trade. The commission 
man sells our Iowa butter and the price is based on what the 
bu~ter sells f~r. Very few creameries have a set price by 
wh1ch they Will know just what to expect from the market 
unless they turn out a uniform piece of goods the year around' 
and these are few, I believe. Is it not better, then, and mor~ 
profitable, to sell as much butter on our home markets and 
ma~e ~ur own. price and not take any chances on the butter 
while 1n ~rans1t, especially when it takes the length of time 
now requ1red to get butter on the market from this part of the 
state? 
This is one thing that our average co-operative creameries 
have overlooked in the past. Just because the bulk of butter 
made at these creameries is shipped to an eastern market 
most creamery men pay little attention to home trade. Ap: 
~arently, they feel that because they have the only creamery 
m town and because every store handles it, people who want 
creamery butter should know where to get it. So why should 
he worry about home trade? 
. Let me tell the creamery men something worth while: 
bu1ld u? you~ home ~rade by making the best butter possible, 
someth1ng wtth Quahty back of it, something that is in a class 
by itself, ~nd you will th~n. find the consuming public reaching 
out for tlus butter and wllhng to pay the price which you may 
demand. There are hundreds of different brands sold. but 
there !s only one brand in this state that accomplishes just 
what tt was created for, and that is the State Brand. Our 
creamery has sold butter under this brand for about a year, 
and has given it a fair trial during that time. We realize 2 
cents above New York extras, net our station, which is a good 
price for our State Brand Butter. We also carry a No. 2 
grade in stock at 5 cents lower. Ninety per cent of our patrons 
are getting 5 cents premium per pound on fat on the sweet 
cream which they furnish during cool weather. Our biggest 
trouble has been to get sweet cream enough in warm weather 
to take care of the trade which we have established on this 
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State Brand. The past three months we printed each month 
better than 10,000 pounds, most of it being State Brand. 
Trading has not fall en off one bit on the State Brand Butter 
since prices have advanced, but on t he lower g rade it has fallen 
off the same as usual this time of the year. The future outlook 
for a State Brand is so bright that I hardly know how I can 
express its worth to the creameries of Iowa. 
I am very much surprised that in the last few years so few 
buttermakers have taken advantage of this great opportunity 
fo r their creameries. I cannot help but believe that some .of 
them do not comprehend its meaning or they would have gone 
after it heart and soul until they received permission to use 
the brand on the best butter which they manufac ture. 
Surely our creameries do not take the same attitud e 
toward this brand as many farmers did toward tho roug hbred 
stock some 15 or 20 years ago; if a man paid a hundred or t"!O 
hundred dollars for a high-grade hog, at that time, hi s neigh-
bors thought him crazy. The same was true with high-grade 
cattle having good records back of them. They ca lled it 
"humbug" in those days. When the hand separator fi rst came 
into use and was getting a good start in this country and 
buttermakers were aware of the fact t hat these machines 
were ruining the quality of our butter, some of them could see 
it no other way but that the separator had to go to the junk 
pile and our creameries return to the whole mi lk system. 
Instead of the system of hand ling this product changing, it 
was some of the buttermakers who changed their occupation, 
and the rest have changed their minds. Let's get back to 
1920. And what do we find ? In nearly every community will 
be found farmers who specialize in some kind of hig h-grade 
stock. These men have all learned there is something in pedi-
greed stock or we would not have men that pay from $10,000 
to $40,000 for one hog or other animal. 
As I have said before, we have in this state a Butter Mark 
or Brand, if you wish. Butter under this Brand must have a 
high record. Quality is the foundation. T he goods manu-
factured and sold under this name protects the prod ucer, the 
manufacturer and the consumer. On every packag e is dis-
played the pedigree which goes to show its s uperiority. 
The consuming public grasps the idea, then why not the 
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creameries. It cnn be had only through you and me, and 
with the aid of the _tate. 
If there is any creamcryman who recei,·cs inferior cream 
at hi s creamery and who is not making plans to do something 
to impro\·e this condition, he and his creamery wi ll some day 
be fighting between life and death. whi le his patrons will look 
to him to remedy the s ituation-after it i too late. Grade 
and pay accordingly, and refu e a low grade of cream entirely 
is the only help that will save him. Our creamery sent out 
notices to our patron soon after the market began to look 
gloomy on low g rade butter that we would reject No. 3 grade 
cream from the first o£ November. The result was that we got 
a good sha re of it swee t since. Poor cream is due to neglect 
on the patron's part at t his time of year, due to the fact t hat 
most cows are about dry a t this time and little atten tion is 
given to small batches. 
Some buttermakers who are grading and make more than 
one grade are disposing of their poor butter on the home 
market. This is a mistake. You cannot build up a sound, 
thrifty market for your trade unless you give them t he best, 
and if some prefer the cheaper g rade the price should be ac-
cordingly. If it takes a shipment of butter two or three weeks 
to reach the eastern market, even the best grades will deteri-
orate considerably. If this could be sold on a hom e market 
or some near-by town, the consuming public would get a 
direct benefit out of this good butter, which would otherwise 
be lost, and this is where extra money can be asked for. \Vork 
up a sound home t rade and you will never regret it. 
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REGULATION RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF THE 
BABCOCK TEST 
For the purpose of providing official supervision of the 
operation of the Babcock test in llll licensed receiving stations. 
conducted for the purchase of butterfat, either in the form of 
cream or milk, to promote fair competition, o.nd to protect the 
producer of butterfat, thereby giving more confidence to the 
producer, in the system of determining the per cent of butter-
fat in cream or milk, the following regulation has been pro-
mulgated: 
"That all individuals, corporations and partnerships, au-
thorized by license or permit to conduct the Babcock test in 
the state of Iowa, shall retain within the premises the exact,· 
properly labeled samples of cream or milk from which the 
butterfat test has been conducted, until 6 P. M. of the day 
following the application of the test, where daily testing is 
practiced, ::md until 6 P. M. of the second day following the 
application of the test where composite testing of individual 
deliveries is practiced. In case of Sundays and legal holidays 
intervening, the samples shall be held one additional day. 
"Upon such occasions as may be determined wise, this de-
partment or its inspectors may order any sample or samples 
held for a longer period than provided for by these regula-
tions. 
"This ruling will be effective on and after June 1, 1920." 
The foregoing regulation will be of particular interest to a 
large number of Iowa merchants, especially those in the 
smaller cities and towns, where the buying of cream is exten-
sively practiced by grocers, butchers, and other merchants. 
The ruling is designed as a protection for the producer and 
the purchaser alike. Buyers who operate the test honestly 
and efficiently and pay accordingly, will welcome a measure 
.of this kind. It will be found particularly valuable as a means 
.o( checking up station shortages. The object of such a ruling 
requiring samples to be held up is to enable an inspector of 
the Dairy and Food Department to check up disputed tests. 
'J'he territories of the department inspectors are so arranged 
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that practically all of them <'an reach certain po' 1 · h · . . . . m s an t e1r 
terntones w1thm twenty-four hours and thus 'f 1 · . , 1 a comp amt 
1s made that a ce~tain buyer is over or under reading the 
Babcock te~t. by us1ng the telephone it will usually be possible 
to ha\'e ~n ·~spector on the g round to check up the test before 
the tenmnatton of the period which it must be held. . 
The w~rk of the laboratory of the department is shown in 
the followmg table: 
Cream and Milk . ... 1 C .. · · " .. ...... .. · · .. .... · .. 1,497 s:unples 
ce ream ........ ... ......... ... .............. 134 .. 
~Iiscellaneous Foods .. ........ .... ..... ....... 210 
For Attorney General and County Attorneys.. . 298 
S
F or Pharmacy Commission.. . . ..... .. ...... .. . 23 
tock Foods .................... . .. . ........ . .. 235 
~:e::r·.::::: :: :::: :.'.'.'.'.'::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ~~ 
Fo~ Executive Council........... . . . . . . .. .. .... s 
Pamts and Oils ..... ... ......... .... . ... , . ... .. 33 
Total. .............................. 2,553 
During the past year the time of one chemist has been al-
IJIOl>l wholly takt:u up with the analysis of samples of bever-
ages from .the Attorney General's Office and the necessary at-
tend~nce 1~ court. A considerable number of samples are 
sent m durmg .the yea~ from the County Sheriffs and County 
Attorneys, wh1ch requ1re a considerable amount of chemical 
work and often a good deal of time in the courts. The num-
ber of an.aly~es made compares very fa vorably with the best 
1aboratones m any of the states. Considering the fact that 
there ha~ been but ~ne assistant chemist during a part of the 
year, owmg to the d1fliculty in obtaining a chemist at the sal-
ary offered, the record shows that the laboratory has been 
bu~y every day of the year. There is investigational work that 
should be done on certain products which come under the law 
but t.he laboratory has not had the nece~sary help to under-
take 1t. 
SUMMARY 
D~ring the year ending November I, 1920, our inspectors 
have mspected a total of 21,514 establishments, as follows: 
Grocery .............. ................................ 4,932 
Mut Market . .. .................................... 3.004 
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General Store .. ... ... •.... ...... ....... .. . •...... .... 
Bakery ..... · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Slaughter House .. ... .. ..... . · .. ... . · .. • · · · .. . ...•. · · · 
Restaurant ... .. ... •.. • ....... . ........•.. · • . · • ... · · · · 
Coal Dealer .... . ... .. •. . • ..... . ........ . .... 
Elevator .. .............. · · ...... · · . ... ....... . 
Feed Store . . ... . . ..... .. .. .. · · . · . . . · . . · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
Ice Cream Factory ..... . . .. .. .. .. ..... · · · · · · · · • · · 
Creamery ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Dairymen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . · .• . · · • .. · · . · · · · 
Farm Dairy . .. ..... ... ..... ·• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · 
Confectionery .... ..... . ... ... • ... • . · . · · .. · ..... · · · · · · 
Wholesale Grocer .. ...... .. . .. • · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · 
Seed Dealer ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Bottling Works . . . . • . ..... · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Cream Station .... ....... ... · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · 
IJroduce ........ . ....... . ... .. · · ·. · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 



















Total . ...... .... ............. .... 21,514 
DAIRY AND FOOD COMMISS ION 
FEES RECEIVED YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1920 
Inspection Fee Tags ... ........ : ....... · .... ··· .. ····· .. · .. $21,~:~~ 
Seed Analyses Fees .... .. _ .... · .. · · .. ·· .. • .... ·· .. · .. · .. ·.. ~200 
Feeding Stuffs Analyses l·ees ............. · .. · .... ·.. · 
Stock Food Licenses .. ........ . .... ...... .... · · .... · · · .. ·:: ~~~:~ 
Egg Licenses ..... .... ....... ...... ... ,.......... ..... . . . 7,337 50 
Babcock Tes~ Licensu .. .... · .. .. · .... · .... ·.......... •. . .. s:
2
83:00 
Scale Tag L•~enses · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · " · · · · · .. : ~ ~ ~ ~ ::: :: 9,838.15 
Scale Inspectton. Fees.· .. · .. ·· ···· .. .. · •··· · ·· ·· 15 377.00 





Milk Licenses ..... ····· ····: ·········· ··· ·· ·······'·· .. ·' · '48125 
Cold Storage Licenses .. · · · ............ · · · · · · · · .. · · · .... · .. 
460 00 Commercial Fertilizer Licci\SeS .. ' .... ' ..... ... . '...... ... . s:44 
Butter Trade-Mark Fees .. .. ...... ········· • ······ • · · • · · · · ___ s_ 
Total. ... .... . .. .. . .. .. .. ....... $73,954.79 
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The object of the dairy law is to insure the manufacture of 
clean, wholesome dairy products of uniform quality and pos-
sessing high nutritive value, and to encourage and promote all 
branches of the dairy industry, thereby securing- for Iowa 
farmers a steady and fair market for one of Iowa's most valu-
able agricultural products. 
FUNCTIONS OF ASSISTANT COM MI SSIONERS AND DAIRY 
INSPECTORS 
Inspection and educational work relative to sanitary condi-
tions of dairy farms, cream buying stations, creameries, con-
densed milk factories, cheese factories, ice cream factories. 
EDVOATlONAL WORK AT 0REA)IERIE8 
Instructs buttermakers in new methods of handling raw mattrials 
and manufacture of but ter. 
Confers with and addrtsses creamery boards and assists in mould-
ing policies of the creameries. 
Assists in the building of new and remodeling of old creameries, 
and installation of new equipmtnt. 
Periodically checks moisture content of the butter being made. 
Periodically checks salt content of the butter being made. 
Studies methods of manufacture at the creamtriea for the purpoae 
of increasing the efficiency of the plant 
Checks cost of production and costs of marketing. 
Advises creamery as to the best sources of equipment and ma-
terials. 
Assists in securing frequent and regular transportation facilitits. 
Assists in securing satisfactory markets in ea~tern cities for 
butter. 
Tests creamery scales, both test scale and platform scales, to in-
sure accuracy and fair dealing. 
Schools operators in conducting Babcock test. 
Holds examinations to determine competency of candidatts to 
hold license to perform Babcock test. 
Checks and controls production of navy butter. 
Checks and controls production of Iowa trade-marked butter. 
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A~sist!> m the organizaiton of cow -test associations and cali 
club~. 
.h,i .. ts 1n educatwnal wo rk tending to promo te greater and more 
ecrmon11cal r>roduction of milk and cream. 
INSPEOTJON WORK IN THE FIELD 
I nspect• ' tocks of butte r and butter substitutes at war ehouses, 
stort!t, bakeries and restaurants to see that iJJegal butter and illegal 
butter ' Uh!\ti tutes are not carr ied on stock or offered for sale. 
Investigates and conducts cases relative to testing o f milk and 
cream by unlicensed Babcock operators. 
Jn veatig:.te!l complaints re lative to unl icensed milk plants and 
milk depots. 
r nvestigate~ complaints relative to false reading of Babcock test 
and other unfai r practices. 
lnve11tigates complaints relative to the applicat ion of the anti-
discrimination law as afTecting the purchase of butter fa t. 
FUNCTION 0-"' T.llE LOCAL AflLK INSPECTORS 
In charge of local milk inspection work under superv ision of 
S tnte Milk I n~prctor. 
I nspeet~ dairy farms supplying market milk to his d istrict. 
. . l nKpccts .c?ndit ions, scores and keeps records as to sanitary con-
d•twns () ( dames, milk plan t ~ and milk depots. 
Perinflically tests ptrcentage of fat and solids in m ilk sold in his 
territory. 
Periodically . ~ecures and forwards samples to the department lab-
oratory for scormg and bacteriological analysis. 
. l nvcs.tigat·c' complaints as to quality of milk del ivered and re la-
ll~e ~o v.IOlat•o.ns of the laws pertaining to production and sale of 
m1lk m h1s terr1tory. 
FOOD LAW 
The object of the food law is to prevent the manufacture 
and. sale of ha rmful, deleterious and adulterated foods, or foods 
wl11ch nrc sold under fa lse representation as to their quality or 
\':ll lll'. 
•'UNCTION Ob' ~·000 INSPFJO'l'ORS UNDER FOOD LAW 
fu ' J)(!Ct Town cstabli~hmcnts where foods are manufactured to see 
that no harmful o~ ~raudulcnt 'adulterant enters their composition. 
Inspects concht10ns u.nder w hich foods a re stored, transpor ted and 
sold to see that ntlulternt•on is not pract iced. 
Surveys nnd forwards to laboratory samples of foods wh ich he 
suspects .or concerning which he receives complaint as to quality, 
ndulterat1on or ~hor t weight. 
.l ns~ects retail e~tahlishments to see that no illegal foodstuffs are 
cnrr•ed m ~l ock. 
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Inspects quality o f eggs, poultry and o ther farm pr oduce sold to 
b1 rs and handled through trade channels to see that these products 
;u o t spoiled or in a condition which would lead to their being spoiled 
bo re r eaching the consumer. 
SA~ITARY LAW 
r he object of the sanitary law is to insure cleanliness in the 
ir ufacture. distribution and sale of foods. 
FUNCTIONS OF INSPECTORS ONDER SANITARY LAW 
Determine sanitary conditions in establishments wher e foo ds are 
m Jfactured, prepared, stored and sold. 
5ee s that raw materials are in sound condition and that decayed 
a1 o ther unwholesome mat eria ls are kept out o f food pro ducts. 
Sees that no diseased p er sons a rc em ployed in e s tablishments 
w ·e foods a r e manu factu red or sold. 
Sees tha t foods a r e pro perly pro tected from dust, dirt, fou l odors, 
H rodents and other contam inating agencies. 
Sees that restaurants, hotels and o ther s imilar establishments 
11' 1tain proper toilet and washroom fac ilities in order that employes 
c; keep clean . 
SEED LAW 
f he object of this law is to prevent t he sale of undesirable 
v eties of seeds, seeds of low germination, dirty seeds, seeds 
c• :aining excessive amounts of weed seeds, and s eeds which 
a short in weig ht. 
FUNCTION OF I NSPEOT ORS 
Inspects seed houses to see that seeds ar e properly cleane d and 
s• !d. 
Traces o rigin of seeds to see that undesirable a nd too s low m a -
ll 1g varieties a re not impo rted. 
Sees that packages of seeds a re full weight. 
Investigates complaints relative to fraudu lent dealing in seeds. 
Samples stocks or seeds and sends samples to laboratory for 
a ysis. 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURE LAW 
fhe object of the Weig hts and M easure Law is to secure 
f, all the true weight or measure of the commodity sold or 
p chased. 
FUNCTION OF WEIGHT AND MEASURE I NSPE CTORS 
Inspects and tests accuracy of a ll weight s, m easures a nd scales 
u I in the purchase and sale of articles o f comm erce. 
Check!; weights and measures of a r t icles bought and sold by 
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weiJrht or measure to see that proper weights an d mea sures ha\·e 
been given. 
I nspec ts heavy wagon, elc\'ato r and mine scales to :;ee t ha t they 
are proper ly in~ ta lled and kept adj usted. 
Investigates complaints re la t ive to false weight~ and measures 
a nd o ther violat ions of the weigh ts and measure law. 
CONCENT RAT E D CO MME RCfAL FEEDING ST UF FS L A\\' 
The object of this law is to secure fa ir deali ng in the sale 
of commercial feeds. 
PUXCTIO:S 0~' f :SSPECTORS 
Ex~minc tocks of feeds to see that they are proper ly labe led a s 
t rJ quality, e tc., and to forward samples to lauora tory fo r analys is 
and compariso n o r feedi ng value. 
fnspects s tocks o f feeds to sec that packages bea r tax tag s. 
O ther laws enfo rced by t his department a re: 
Pa int and Linseed O il Law. 
Egg Law. 
Turpent ine Law. 
Cold Storage Law. 
Commercia l F er t ilizer L aw. 
Calcium Carb ide Law. 
Insecticide a nd F ungkide Law. 
T he duties o f in spectors under t hese laws are s im ilar to 
their d uties under the laws in which d uties a re set fo rth m 
detail. 
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DAIR Y .\ )JD FOO D CO MMISSION 
EX PEKSES Y EAR E NDING OCT OBER 31. 1920 
X.UIE 
· B . Ba~ner . . . . . ..... - . :-:-:-:-;-: 
· .. \ . Gordon .• .. . . . ... • ....... . . 
. 1 ... Redfern .. . . .... . .......... . 
. 0 . Bro,.·nlee.. .. . ..... . ...... . 
. A. Clarke . . .... .. .. .. . .... . . . • 
H. E. Forrest~r . .. . ........ .. . . . . 
R. E. Clemons . . . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . 
a. :\1 . L ambert ... . . • .......... . 'I 
. E . R ill& .•.•. ...... .. .. .... . . 
. \\ '. !'tt'pheoaon .. ..... . .... .. . .. 
0 . P . T hompson . .. ... . .... . . . . . . 
L.. P . .\ndeTson • . . . .. .. . . .. ..... . 
. C . Gilmo~e .... ... . .. . . . . ... . . 
~~ - \\', :Sea sha m.. .. .... .. ...... . 
Rny S..oles ..• ............... .. . 
1 •. P. Shatre r ... . ...... ....... , 
.J. S. Bitt ntor . .. .... . .... . . ... . . . 
. A . Countryma n . . .... . . .... . . . . 
I. E . Flynn ..... ....... . .. .. . ... . 
J\1. \\'. K nnpp .. ..... ....... • .... 
. \\' , :\lilnes .. . . . . .. .. . . . - . . . · · · · 
. l\I . llorro"· .......... .. ..... . .. I 
(". Ottos en . ... . .. .. ..... . . .. . . .. , 
( • • \ . Stearns . .. ..... . . .... ... . . . 
. 0 . \'11n De B ogart . ...•. . ... . ... 
: ~: ~~~~:::::::::::.: ::::::::: I 
.. . 1. :Solan .... . . .. .. ... . · · · · · · · · 
1'. G. Jordan .. . ....... . ........ . 
II. D . I rish ... . ..... . . . ..... .. . . 
.. \\'. Day ..... ........... ... .. .. 
1( . \ ', Barker .. .. ............. . .. 
~in~· ~~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Hone Thorson .. .... . ...... . . . . . ·1 
Minnie Benson ... ..... ..... .. .. . 
IC u t h Cowdery .. . ..... .. . .... . .. . 
B ess :McCoy . ... .. .... • ..... . .. . . 
Ve~a Thompson .. .. .. .. ...... . .. 
Maurine llack ..... ... ..... . . . .. . 
('. G . O'Connell .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. 
Tren e Day . . .. . . ......... . .. . . . . . 
lAraine Boling . . .... . ...... .... . 
• \V. Lyt ton .. .... .. .. .. ........ . 
,a bora tory Expense . .. . ... . . . ... . . 
\'oi~thts And Meuur11 Expense . . .. • . 
,fiacellaneous OITico Expense ... .. . . 
.!ilk .\gents' ExpenM ..•. . . .. . . . .. 
ol ll k A,ents' Foes.. . ... . . . .. . . . 
napectton Fee Taga .... . ... . ..... - ~ 
relephooe . . ... . ..... .. . . . . ..... . 






:! . 100.00 
1 .~9 1 3 8 
171> .00 
~io .OO 
1, ~lol 4 .0 4 
:.!, 100.00 
1 . 4 ~-> 7 .r.o 
1.75 0 .00 
l.~H .Ol 
1,200 .00 
7 :.0 .00 
11 33.3.! 
1.096.40 
l.IHH . I a 
2, 10 0 .00 
602.7 1 
2 ,1 00.00 
1,847 .01 
2.046 .1 !; 
1,924 .97 





1 .3 2 1.4 7 
1,866.6 4 
600.00 
8 7 6.00 
1,016.40 
600.00 
1 ,000.0 0 
4 38.83 







•,lect r tt ot\' ............ . . . .. . .... . 
>ra , a lle and Expreu .. . . ..•.. . . .. ·1------
T OT .\L ...... . . . .. . . . . .. . 
• Employed leu than a year. 
F.xnens~ 
$- H S .71 
2:! .9 0 
49 .9 
1,50:! .93 
1 .2H .Sl! 
1A1 0.68 
8 9.5 7 
5:!2.80 
1 , 104 .011 
1 ,:!1'10 . 6 
oas.oa 
8 0 8 .4 1 
1,7 !! 1.M> 









1, 2 4 6.0 7 
9 9 4 .76 
7 23.70 
10 4 .06 




2,96 4 .07 
4 ,949.02 
7 28.40 
6 ,60 2.60 
6 ,71 7 .0 0 
6 4.4 0 
80.2 0 
3 8.06 
2 77.7 6 
CIT Y MTLK LT CENSE S 
Tota l 




3 ,3 H .S2 
3,302.01 
!!(14 .67 
1 ,397 .80 
2 ,089.90 






9 3 6.4 2 




8, 1 52 .5(; 
2.938.08 
3 ,292.22 




4 ,1 18.50 
2 .16 -4 .68 
1.82 1.47 
1 ,666 .64 
6 00.00 









2 1 1.14 
328 .8 4 
) ,090.00 
36!1.05 




(i,717 .0 0 
ll4 .4 0 
30.20 
3 .6 6 
2 07.7 ."· 
$1 07.87 11.00 
T able sho w ing t he n umber o f milk licen ses issued to c ity 
mi lk dealers fo r each year fro m 19 11 to 1920. In eac h case t he 
)•ear ends on J uly 4t h . 
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LOCAL STATE ~fiLK INSPECTORS OF THE STATE O F IOWA 
Cities I nspec:tors 
Boone . . • . .. . . . ... .... .. .. ........... .. Maurice Healy, M. D. 
Burlington ...... • : .. . . .. ... , ... .... . .. .. . W. F. Schroeder 
Cedar Rapid o; ................... .. ......... Phillip Pray 
Council Bluffs ....... .. . .. . .. .... , ..... .. . . W. M. Hendrix 
Davenport ... ...... . ... . ... · .... ... . . ... ... H. J. High 
Des Moines ....... ...... ........... .. .... . W. B. Barney, Jr. 
Dubuque .... ... ......... . .. ............. ,J. N. Graham, D. V. S. 
Ft. Dodge .. ..... . ....... . .... . .. . ......... Francis Ludgate, M. D. C. 
Iowa City .. ............. .... .... . ..... . .. . C. S. Chase, M.D. 
Keokuk ...... ...... , .. ......... . ....•....• Gco. B. Narrley, M. D. 
Marshalltown . . .. . . . . . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . .. R. M. Allen, D. V. S. 
Mason City ..... ....... .. ................ A. L. Wheeler, M.D. 
Muscatine ... .... .. ..................... . C. ]. Hachtt, D. V. S. 
Ottumwa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. . Dr. E. F. Lowry 
Sioux City.... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. W. D. Hayes, C. P. H. 
Waterloo . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . E . J. Eaves 
CREAMERY STATISTICS OF IOWA 
SnOWING POUNDS OF :\ULK Alii> OREAM REOEIVED, POUNDS OF 
JlOTTER MADE AND IITSPOSITION 0)' SA~IK, 








A- I 81,2:11 12000 Alluoolt•: , , • loS,fOO 5,102,(11t J,f:!Ual "-· .. I U,II3.S 70810 Aoduboo ... e 48,841 Qe.700 371,071 
ll«<wo .... I 1811,100 411,831 571 117 
Blod:Rnk ·:. II 1,1!8,832 4,897,372 2.Qi0.176 
Boono ..... . .. .. 2 38,&79,a7c 
123,113 73.~ 
ll-..... .... 23 1.2811,472 un.m 
liucbao•o ... 0 1,110,028 2,385,QOC 1.31Ul0 
)lutllO VIola ••.• 3 304,823 843,8118 2.1(),327 
BuUer ......... II 3,810,011 3,132,100 1.367.0.10 
Oalbo<Jo .. ... 4 89.3&1 632,032 :nt.411 
Oom>ll • • .. 7 m.an 1,906,101 719.798 
0... 2 43,320 llii,IU 6.10.335 
a.c~u .. : I 
· ·~Ns:m 
2,8115.278 1,12U09 
Ccm>Oor<lo 7 7,874,040 2,319.180 
C'llkb.w .. ., 9 :t.l30.tn 4,11t,174 1,800.702 
Cloy .. • ~ 110,000 48S.7M 1~.285 





C..wfofd ... ,. 1,118,722 m.m 
Dollu ..... I ii4i,ri1i i.'ni.t04 
lt)e7 
Dolo ....... 13 2,2U.a.ll 
~·- \ · 
1111,100 UZ.CIU 101.48t 
 ••.• I 1iii4.o.;c 
..... 111141 ao~m 
Dubooqoot.. • • 14 s.n:t.m I,N$,7J.I I ..,._ ,,. .. I 4S.IS.I I •••• aoo.tel ~to . .... .. II 21,483,218 7.218,814 1.48&738 
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CRY..UI!RY STATISTICS OF 10\\'A-()onllou .. 
~ 1 
l J J u J! 1! 
3:4,111 ~0.171 '!M5i' 
2&-oU . H..•al l,4to 
11,327 t:l.727 III,D03 
liO.llS 1U14 -..... , m.tlt 71,617 ... . 1,016,201 !l&ISJ 
J.JOO 10,000 
~112 1,491..,. 4,61! 
f7P17 II2,M& n.m 
It, IN 17,421 11.101 
17.101 IIIUII 111,113 
tOO u.m 4!,114 
151. . 17M I 
101.111 I ,NUll Ul,l74 
2&000 271,711 12,000 





10.000 II&, ... 




'" ro.ooo TUell 1Cie.l21 1.22UI.I 48.54.1 181 a.m a\1,112 .. 78,11N IM,UZ .. ~ 27,171 11,114 
82.230 442,111 IIIAit 





N.GI ..,., 71,171 .. 2,1U,4N !,7U.f28 
IIIII NU77 287,111 ...... ... IIUIO 
285.11111 N7,141 tll,4t7 
8,172 ae,m lt.m 
IOI,IGI 1.~ ... Ill 
U,IOI 130,111 lll,oll 
270 6M,611 N,OOO 
11,000 48,100 60,000 
I.SM 1,142 U,llf 
1,410 34,2fl.l uoo 
7~ NU74 321,893 
I,TIIa 1106,&1t "ii~ 
4,JOI 17.031 345.117 
147,424 l,oos,.M 71,1U 
&1,011 2,24J,l76 124M2 
IUOO .... •.201 1,1311.161 
IUM IJ41J&J 158411 
I.Nl IOI,tN ·~,JIM -
UN.za8 .......... U,IIUII 
Cl<EAMERY LJST 
} T 
!\AlliE 01' CREA.loiERY I Located at or Near S a me of Proprietor. ~ 8ec-re&..al'yor llan&f-.t B .. ;.-. 
Atlai.r OoaDt.7· 
O.rHOfteld Oream~ry Co ... ...... r OrKnfteld ......... W. A. •'oeotr ...... . 
Adamt 001lDIJ-










Adair ....... ..... .1 .1. T. Rran .•• ••••.. Adair 
Ortonfteld •.•..•.•• 
1 
\\', r. Knodle .•.•• . 'I Oreenftohl 




Adair Co-op. Cr•am017 Co ••••••• Adair •... •. •.••.. ] O.J. Cond••· .....• 
AJl&makee Oo11~l7- ..,.- • 
Ar<lic SprlJ>C Onam•17 Auo.... Oundahl, tal. S. o 0. 0 . Flalborc ....•. 
Sp'c Ororo. Mini> 
SprlnJ OroT"e. llinn. 0 . Good no •.• Sprinr; Gt'O\ f'. llmn. -< 
Oalboan Creamery Co • ...••. .••. t Cbureb ..•...•.•... 1t... E . Kerndt ••.. . . · 
Farmer• Waukon Oreame.ry Oo •. .c Waukon ••••••••••• Tolle.l Johnton ..... 
l_,udlow Oo-op. Oreamerr ••...... t Waukon .•••.••••.. B~nr1 Sfltbert. .•..• 
~::.t~~ih~~&-o0:.•crr::~: ·co::: ~::~.~~~~::::::::: g: 8: :.~~~::::::: 
Ohureh ....... ••• ·1 V torn Siru. , ...• , • ('burch 
\\' aukon......... . A. H. ll•n&mel~r .... Waukon 
\Vankon .. . . ..•. .. \V. P. Muth ..••. ••. Wauk on 
New Albin ....• . •.. Jo:. S. Rite... ...... New Albin 
Po•h•111e •.•.... . •• B. 1-\ Sch-ultz ... .••. Po.et,·iHo 
AppanooH Oount,-
10 I Slri<tlu Cream•ry Co •• ••••••• 'J Cmten illo •••••... J P. T. St rl<kler .•... J Cmterrllle .....•.. , t ·. T. Slri<kler. 
11 Exfr~dO~::mce~~n~ •. ..••.•••• c Exira ......•...... 
1i Audubon Twp. Ortaruery Altn •• . t Exira .•••......... 
13 W•at Hamlin Orumery Oo ..... ·' Elkhorn ......... .. 
e milea £a•t 
H OaUeld T'wp. Crumery ......... Brayton .......... . 
a milee We.et 
1 ~ Audo_bon Crea.aury Co •••.•••••• c A.udabon •••.•••••. 
If C17alal Sprloc O.oame17 Co.. ... Kimballlon ........ 
., Ct-nter"ltle 
C. R. Pete1'..en •••• • ·1 Exira •....• .. .... ·j C. B. Peterson •...•• lt:xira 
L. P. Nelt en ••..... F.xira ..•... . ,,.,, . l~. l". Nelsen . ••••.. Jo;xira 
Martin Nehon ...... f:xlra., Jt. !. . . . . . . . Ctu•l Lynge ..... .... Y.xira, n. 
Reor)" Da ngaard ••.. 1 Extra, R. ! ....... . M . Andenon •.• .••• t Brayton 
J. C. Alblllrop ..... J Audubon •.••..•••• , A.\', Joann .....• Audubon 
C. Cbriat••uen •..•. J Kimballton ••...•. • P • .Stelt-en ......• 1 Kimballton 
Benton Oou.nt7- j • 171 Farmer• Orea-mery ...•••••....•• ! Belle Plaine....... Thric~a~J\ &.Jenl!,tn .. Belle Plaine .••.•.•• l-'efer Thrie~en ..... , Belle Plalna 
1; ~~~,:1n °0~:~;~;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i ~r:.:~·.1 : : : :: : : : : : : 8.e;rn::,i~':.~ ·: :::. ~~:~~:'.' : : : : : : : . : : : !!.eO~b~~1~1•'~'.':: ·::. ~r:;,~~~~ 
Blae.khawk Oount7- ..,..., ... '·'" ' • 
tO I BenaoD Dalrr Oo •.•...•••.• ••• ·" Beuaon........... J. R. Dumnad ••.••• Ctda1' Vall1 ........ J . F. Loreo•en .....• Cedar Fane 
t l Cecla1' Palla Or•merr Co .••••••• Cedar Falla ..•..... Randel A Janaen ... ·j Ct<lar Falla ..•...•• I .•. IC. Ol•aoo. . . . C'~ar Falla 
_ tt Cedar Valle Cr .. m Co....... Watuloo •••• ••• ••. J . H. Brande. ..••.. \Va&uloo •.•••...• ,L t .. Johnaon ••• , ••• • ~ \\raterloo 
• cen\ra.l Churnlnc Pl•nt. c -Co·op. •·8\~k. t · lndh·tdutal. 
CREAMERY LIST-Continurd 
! I Namo~l Propriewr. , r. 0. Ad~rou I ' - I P. 0 . Adolr ... D NAMr. OF CREAlU!RY Lo('at~ at or Seereurr or or Propr•et.or. NamQ of or 
~. Near lfanage.r S~~e~=~~ror UuU.ermak~r DuU.-rmal..f'r 
¥1 op. ream•rr o. o u Map ••••• •.... ••. A. • e • • . . . . • uup ....•.....•.• 1 .r. Antwlnr .•.••••• - Jrnp 
14 Cn.iA OrMJc CI'MmtrJ .••••••••• D~nYe.r .••••.• .•. • \\'m. Mkltt •.• • •••• Den•tr .•.••.••••• Wra, Mt.ittl".. .. • • Den•rr 
II Danker-ton C'"-'Dtf7.. .......... Dunktr·&on •••••. ... Produrtra Milk Co •• Waterloo •....••... r. Y. . DeWald .,.... Dankertoo 
tl C. A. P'oue.. .. . .. • .. .. • • • .. • • • LaPorta Cltr ....... 0. A . ., ... ,....... . LaPoroe Chr .... ..• R. 0. Rae ... ..••••. LaPorte 011, 
17' AloUD\ Vernon Creamer,. Oo •.••• Boin ....•..•. . ... 0. H. Woelle-r ....•• Da.n•u •• .... ..• ,. f( . r~. Baumrartner .. Gedar Fall~ 
18 Ora.oae Cr • amer-7............... Waterloo .•..•••••. C. B~hltlhtimer ... Waterloo. R.I ..•• •. ll. \\r. Chadwltk,.,. \Vaterloo, H. I 
i~ ~~~·.~,!'~:-~:.b~l~;: i.iin:::::: :~ ~~J~::~~ ::::::::: ~ .. ~;;''?.!:r..;~.-.......... ~~~~~o~~~k ..... ............. r~.~~:,·.~:~~1::i :::: :t:d-:;!11• 
11 I a.!~:_:,.eod:,~r-c ... m~l7 co... L. c. Pettrton ...... B1o17 cur. a. 4. .. J. Jor. ouuu... .. 81o17 cu
7
• n 1 
I B....,;.,. CouoiJ- I 
Jl AnMian. er.. .... ,. Co.......... Deo.,.er .••..•••.... Be.nry ~t(t,... ....• Wa•ttlr. H. 5 ••••.• 0. J. Meier. , . •••.. Wawerlr, It 
• mnea ~ortb 
IJ Brem.er Creame r7 Oo •.•.•.•••••• c- Brem~r.......... . F. A. Borh........ Wa•e.rlr. R. 2.. . . • • R. J. Allentteln •...• Orf'mt r 
1• Cltma.x Or-tamtr7 Co ...•.. ••.••. Sa_mner .••••.••.•. H. Sell •...••• • .... Sumner .••. . ..••.• A. L. Nichola ...•. ,. A:umner 
36 Da,.-ton Ortamtr1 Co ••....•.•.•• Sum.ner •••••••..•. F. E. Hattb ....•.•. Sumner •....•••... 3, 0 . Niebol1 •.. .. .. Humne.r 
38 Denver CrM.mery Co ...•••• , ••• ,(' DenT"er ••••....••• E. \V, Brandt •.. . .• De.n~er •.••....•.. 0. H. Buehrer •• •... OenT"tr 
37 l:xcelaior CN&a:~ery Oo ••••.••••• r S...._.,er, .••••..••• Oeo. Ror-kdaKht1 ••• Sumne.r • • •••.• .•.• 0. A. Dar .•.•. ••.• ~om.ner 
18 P'redorilta Croa••l7 Aaaa ....... r P'rederika., ....... Lei~tb AIOO<k ...... TripOli ............ J. H . Ambroaa... .. l'redtTika 
&I Firt&. Maxltkt Q,.....ery Co...... D•.-er...... . . . H. C. Orl-. .. ~.... Dea•u........... JL 0. K.oeaeke ....... ' DenT"er 
t O P'r-o•l c-...,. Co ...... .... Tripoli ............ K. A. Chapln .... . . . Tripoli ............ 0. W. Z.ll ........ , Tripoli 
41 Jann-.ille C,_.e,- A.u •• , •• , ,f Ju....-IUe •••. , .•.• B. 0. 8cauiru .....• J&nMYIIte •.•. . •..• B. 0 . 8Qalru •.. ,, '1 Janu•IJJft 
4! 1\lin,pr Co-Gp. 01-eaauy Co •••• ,(' R-.dl;y• ••• •••.••.• Beary Otto .•...... Readl7n..... ..... fltn'7 s~Jtbnlh ... Pairb.ank 
4S Kn.htel Ortamerr Oo •.•••••.•.• r Reedl;ra •••••.•. ... J. Slmllmann •... ,. Readl1n. R.I . . ........ H . Wehtinr ••...• Re.adl7n, n. t 
U Little Valle Oreu:aeJ')' Co •••••• ,( Sum.ae.r •. , •...•... Oba1. KrutTer ..... Sumner, R. 1 ....•.. Fred Wltta........ 8umne.,., R. 1 
u M~lllnc .. , 'J. A Soo ............ p Plalo&eld. ........ G. lletunr ......... Plalnfteld. ........ R. Aoderaon ....... Plalnftold 
48 Poller Slainr 0...,017 Co ...... Tripoli ............ W. H . Barry ....... Tripoli ........... . E. X. Ooloty ....... Tripoli 
47 Readlya <ll-M•017 Co...... .. ... a..dl711 ......... .. H. A. Ori-....... Raa<ll7o .... .. ..... H. A. Grioao ...... n.di1JI 
t ~ S"""'er C..aory Oo........... llouaaer ........... E. J'. 0.~-...... Stuuor ......... .. A. E. Zleralb ...... · ' 81laiJIU 
t t Sprinc ..... laiD c:....r,. ....... <' ................... Wa. Z•ll .......... S.moor ........... 
1 
P'. H Br-or • •••.•• , 8_,er,l! 
00 SiteeJ c--17 Co ............ <j 'l'ripoll ........... . Prod Rod•o7tr ... . Trlpol~ R. ! ..... . . I . W. Wod..,o70r ... Wa•.,.l7 
61 Tripoli C..a017 Co ............ ~ TripOli ......... .. . B. B. Beonttl .... .. TripOli........... P'. H. Ha.rmto ...... TrlPGll 
:: ~=~::.rr;..~~~ ·co: : : • :'.:i .. 'B!{ci::: : ::::: fia?.· J:.~~::~~ : : : : ~:i:.;:r..i: a: i ·. ·.: ·. ·. ~.~o.~ii.':.·.-. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. · ~:::~ n . • 
6 4 O"'robill c..,.,.., Co .......... ~ OraD ............. J. J . Ka no ........ J l'alrbank, R, 8 .•••• W . l. Sourbe<k .... . J P'olrbanJi, II.! 
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Located at or 
Near 
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Secret a.ry or 
lbnarer 










66 F airbank Farm era Creamery Co .• < Fairbank ..•. . .•.•. 
60 Uaaleton Farm ora Cr eamery Co ... c· Rn leton • • . .. .. ... 
67 Jeaop Creamory Co ...•........ ,t Jeeup . •..•........ 
68 Wapale Valley Creamery .•....•. p Ln depe.odence ... .. . 
I ., , 
A. J . Langley ..... . 
C. E. Riede .... . .. . 
C. L . B rir ht .. . ... . 
C. V. Roaeoberger .. 
R n leton .. . . . ..... M. Al.tDonwall ..••. , Haaleton 
•'a irbank, . .•. , . ••• 
1 
C. E. Brant. . . . • . . . Fairbank 
Joeup • .. .• .. ... •• • Earlllorria ..•...•. Jeaop 
I ndependence . . . . . . Roy Stewart • . •.• .. 
1 
Independonco 
60 Wlnt brop Crt~~~mery Co .. . •...... I Winthrop .... .... . 
80 Lamoot Creamery Aaan ..•...... < Lamont •.......... 
J. C. Gutbrie .... , .• 
0. 0. Gladwin ..... . 
Wint hrop . ..... . .• \ J. S. Slaughter, ..... , Win throp 
Lamon t . . . .. .. ...• 1 E. A. Cole .... . • . . . 1 Lamont 
Buena Vi•t• Counly-811 F'armert Creamery & Pro. Co ...• <, N1woll ............ , J . 0. Aroe .....••.. Newell .•..••. ,.,,. 
U P laiA View Creauu1ry Co •• ,,,., ,p Storm Lake .•.... . . Ru .. e)' k McCreery. Storm Lake •.••••• , 
Cll Albert City Dairy Produce Co ...• 1 Albert Ci ty. . ...... B. A, P~erson ..... ~ Albert City • . • . . . .• 
Cit Clo•er l.eaf Dairy •... . ... , •....• i Alta ••.•.•........ 1 L. H. Hatch •...••.. Alta .•..•... . . .. •. 
N.C. Olaon.. . . . . . • ~ewell 
Paulllot'tman ....• o Manson 
Ea rl K. Post.. • . • . . Albert City 
Vicco Kiilsholm ..... \It a 
Butler County-
115 Clultnl~le Cr e&mery Co . •....•. ·! Olarknllle........ H. W. Stine ......•• Olarks•ille •• . .•.•. { M.A. Jone• ....... . ClarkJ\'ille 
CICI Ccmmun1t7 Creamery Co .•.. . ... 1 Parkersburg.. . . . . . C. J . Rohde.. . . • . . . Pa rkeraburr .. . . . • • A. Sht>pp-rd,. . . . . . Parker sburg 
G7 Dumont Creamery Co ...•.•..•.. i Dumont .•......... Raed Broa ....•.... Dumont. . . . . ..•.•. R. 0. Reed ......... DumonL 
CIS Farm era Co-op. Creamery Co ••••• t Gr eene .......... . . J. Jacobsen ..•.•.. • Greene ..•.•....... J. Jacobsen ........ Gr eene 
GO ~·armera OcHlp. Cr eamery Co ....• c Alliaon .• . .... . .. . . Wm. Allen ........• Allison . . . ........ Ro:r Sweet •.... , •.. Allison 
70 Apllncton Creamery Co .......... c t\ plinlflon ... ... . .. R. Meyer .. . ......• Aplington......... F.. F:. Brooke ...... . Aplington 
71 Alblo1.t Co-op. Creamery Co •....•. i Par lcertbur r: . . . .... W. H . Chapman.... Par kersburg .... . .. W. H. Chapman .... 
1 
Parkersburg 
8 miles N. E. 
72 Jel'rer1on Or eawerr Co .... ...... a Sboll Rock •. . .....• A . Freen .. . .. . . . .. Allison . . . . . . . . . .. R . W ognor •. , •..• . 1 Shell Rock 73 New Hartford Far . MoL. Cr eam ... c Now Hartfo rd . . .. . . R. L . b'arnawortb. . . New Hartfor d ..•... P . W. Petersen.. . . . l'll"" 1-florl ford 
H ShPII Rock Cr eamery Ass n ....•.. 1 Shell Rock .. . . . ... D. 0. Austin. . .... . S bell Rock . . .. . ,.. Frank Daniels ...... Shell Rock 
7G White Ro• e Creamery Co .....•.. i Aullinville ..•• . ... S. L . Patter son .... . Auatlnvllle ........ P . !<'.Anderson ..... Aust inville 
Calboun Coon&T-
iG I Bai rd, A. 41 Co . . . · .. .. .......... 1 Loh rville ..•.....•. 1 H ugb Bai.rd ........ Lobrri.lle .. . ...... ·1 J .. J. St.am. en ...... Lohrvillo 77 Ceda r Creek Cr eamery Co .... , .. I Somers •.•........• S. P . Reteraen ...... Somers. . . . . . . . . . . A ~- Knudsen. . . . . Somera 
78 Pomeroy Cree mary Co . .•.•...•• . I Pomeroy.... . . . . . . H. A. Albrecht ..... 1 P omeroy. . . . . . . . . . George f'room ...... Pomeroy 
711 Bork Creamery Co . . ...... ..... . I Manaon ....... ... . J . J. Boric ... . ... . - ~ Manson •. . ........ Paul ~loermen ...... Manson 
Carroll Oountr-
80 I Dedham Cr eamery Co .......•.•. i Dedham ........... R. Laurldatn •..... j Dedham •.•••...... Wm. Meshed:. . . . . . Dedham 
81 Farmtra Co-op. Creamery Oo ..... c Breda ..........•.. A. J. Polkinc •.•.... Breda ... . ........ 1 J. E. DuCharme .... , Bre\da ..!!.._!:!!ll'!_ur Cr eamerz Co •.......•.. • I Halbur .....•... . •• M.J. Wagner ....•. Ralbor •...•..... ·..:.M. J. Wagner •..... ~H_!tlbur 
• C't'ntral C'humtng Plant C·CO·Op. s·Slock. l·tndh·ldunl 
'9 N \~a; o~· OREAM~:UY 
~ 
CREAMERY LIST-Continued 






P . 0. Addreas 
o( Proprietor, 




1'. 0. Acldr~•• 
or 
Dullormnkc•r ~ I 
~·---------------~ -- -----
~s I Jen~~~~·~ Creamery Co .......... i Cnnn !"lapld~ ... . . . . Jcns .l~narn ......• ]I Coon Haplds ....... , C,nr.l Heslbe.rh, .... ·j Cnun Raplda 
~ 1 Manning Creamery Co, ........ , & Mano1ng. . . . . . . . . . J. A. Drark. . . . . . • • l\lannllll!.. . . . . . . . . laul Bord~r. . . . • . Manning 
!>5 ltoae Valier Creamery Co ......• i Rosaelle ........... M. Friedman ....... Carroll. R. 4 ......• M. Prledmou ... .. .. Carroll , It •I 
1\8 Temp IN on Creamery Co .....•.. • t T~mplclon ........ , J ohn Blest>... ... .. Templeton ... .•. ... F. J. Ooma) t•r .... .. Templrton 
87 Co'!tral To•n Poultry & E!t!t Cu .. i Atlanqr ........... Conron Bros. ('n .... New Y_ork, N.Y ..•• ~ J.,J> •• Jens~n ........ ,\llant ic Can Countr-
1 SS I Swart&: Co ... . . ,, .........•... a i\tlant1~., ......... G. 0. Jeck ......... Atlanll~ ....... ..... \\ m. lloenl.t• ....... \tlantiG 
Cedar County-89 Durant Farmera Creamery .\Ran .. t', IJuranl. ......... . . A. R. {;amp ........ Durent. .......... Clarence Un..t ..... . Ouranl 
91) Golden Star Crean~ery l'o. . . . . . . I Benneu. . . . . . . . . . . .\. R. Chr istenson ..• BPnneH. . . . . . . . . . . S, 1'. Haamu•••·n .... Bennett 
9 1 Lowden 1-'ar. Mul. Co·ot>. l'rum . . c Lowd~n ... , ....... Kossut h Paula ..... Lowden ........... W, 1 •. Alc11111. ......• Lowden 
02 ~lasaitlon Co-op. Creamery t'o ... . c Massillon ...... , .. Peter A. Scllnfidrr .. Massillon......... Pt1ter Whltr .. · · . · ·1 ~rusillon 
9S Tipton Or(lllmer)' Co . . ...... .... i Tipton ...... . ... , . A. J. Barth .. , . , , . . Cedar Rapids.. . . . . 0. Wlrhmoo11 ... , . . . 'J'Ipton 

















Cerro Oordo County-Doutrherty <'o·Op. Creamery(',, .. r Dougherty .. . ... . . . R. J . Mulll'fl ..... ,. Oou~therl y ..•...... J> . • 1. Ooc•tlin1wr ... ,, IJonghcrly 
Rigler. E. B. & Co ........ ..... s ' Mason City ........ W. S. Wilcox ....... Mason City ........ H. E. Adoun• ....... ~1 111011 Cily 
Plymout h ('oo()p. Cr eamery Co ...• r Plymotllh .. . .. . .... J . I,. Steven~ ....... Plymouth ..•...... I'. X. llnrt ......... 1 Plymouth 
Rockwell Co-op. Creamery ('o, ... r Rockwell .......... Jo'. C. Sitgfritd., .. ·1 Rockwell ........... J. S. S1mth ... . .•. . Rockwell 
Thornton C'r eomery Co .......... i Thornton .......... O. &.ll.Aesink .... Thornton .......... llrnryA••iu~ ...... Thornton 
Ventura Farmers Creamery ('o ... e. Ventura ........... J. E. Sawyer .•....• Clear Lakf ........ • E. U. Con"" ' ..... . Ventura 
f'armers Mut. Co-op. Creamery .•. 1 ('lear Lake ........ 
1 
W. F. Paul. ....... Clur l.akl' ........ Guy Thoma• .•.. .. C'l~ar l.3kll 
Oblckasaw County-
Alta Yi~t a l'ar . Co-op. Creamery . . t Alta Vistn ......... Oeo.J.Scbol1 ..... . 
Farmers Co-op. Creamery Ann ..• e, Nashua ........... J H. N. Wayne ...... . 
Fredericksburg Batter ••actor) ... r ~·redericksbur,:, .... C. L. Whitcomb ... . 
Ionia Farmers Creamer y Assn .... c1 Tonia. . . . . . . . . . . . . J. F. Cagley ...... . 
Jerico •·ami . .Mut. Co-op. Crtam . . e Jtrico ....... . .. .. L. 0. Knuuon ..... . 
Lawler Cream f ry Assn . . ........ t Lawh!T ..•....... .. Ray Nulty •.......• 
New Hamrton Cr eamery Assn .... r New Hampton .. ... . J. W. Krieger ....•. 
Snudr Pnrmers ~rut. Cream Assn. r Lawler . ...... .... . J . P. L•ndaverk ... . 
Williamstown Cresmerr Aslln .... t' New Hnmpton., . ... 0. M. Burmucer ... . 
AHa Yiatn ......... J, .• rurgonRc'" ....• .. ,\I Ia Yilt a 
1\uhua ........... ~I conroe Bull ~- .•... Nashua 
•·rederit·hhuru .. ... Cbrl' l!u"•l rr. . . . . . Frederirk81Jurg 
Ton in .. . . . ........ F. W. lltkknaon.... Ionia 
New Hampton ....•. ~'. W. Ncl,on ......• New Ilarnpllm 
Lawler , , . .......... T. F'innPgnn. . . . ... Lawler 
New Hamilton ...... D. W. ~l ohlt•r .. .... Now Hamptnn 
Waucoma . . .. ..... .T, F.. f'luketoHI .... . Lawler 
F'redericksburg ... . . C. I. Gray ..... .. .. New Fl~trn tllnn 





























































N \lU. OF CRI!AllERY 
lay County- -
Fanaan Co-op. Cr•m«ry c... . . <' 
L&JI~d011 llul. Co-op. CrKJD .\ s •n c 
Royal Cr«.amery Co ........... ·' 
Speu~er DalrJ Produce Co •.•..• p 
Webb Crumeory C'o ..•....•.... I 
CREAMERY LJST-Continut'd 
l.ut'aU!cl at or 
~ .. ar 
o .. &.tn, .••... •• .. 
Lanardoa ••...•. • .• 
Ro,-al . •...... • ... 
SJI«)eer . . ... • ... 
Webb .. .... . ... . 
Same of Proprielt•r. 
Se<:Tetal"y or 
Vana,er 
P. 0. Addrtl&6 
of Proprietor. 
S« rt'l&I"J or 
Alana~~· 
~a rue of 
Buuermall~r 
I'. 0 . Addr~u 
of 
nnu .. rmo\.f'r 
R. E. Stoat>. . . . . . . Dadcrna. . • . . • • • . • . Ben Corclror . . . . . . l>ict.cona 
llartba Peaer4on ...• Lang-don ...... .... • M. C. Peterson .. . . . l.anJ<l"" 
J. E. llcCatrre,- •••• Royal ••.•..•••.••• J . E . WeC&li'Ny •• ••• Royal 
JeORn .t Cbritllt'D ..... Spent'tr ...... ....• 1-:. Jon ........ ..... sr:,urer 
Bmhall &: 1\ndl'r&on . "ebb ............ Harry Sto11' . ••••. • . \\ •bb 
Clayton Couuty-
Orowa Braltd CrMJDery Cv . • i Elhder ..... • ... , J. T . I.Hn~rd ....• "!lkader ......•..•• J. T. ~nard.. . . t£1kad.-r 
Fa rm era C1>o0p. Creanaery c ...... r· Edgewood... .... .. W. A. Robn11on .... , f.dJtewood ...•.... W. l{. Eaarbeld. .... ~.d,:-ewo,,d 
Farmen Oreeme17 Co .........•. r Oaterdodc.. . . . • . . . Job a W•he. . . . • . . Garber.. • . . . . . . . • S . R . Dotaon.. . . OsterciO<"l. 
Farm. A Bt. Olaf Co-op. C' m) Co.r S t. Olaf . • •.... .... Wm. Fuhrman ....• St . Olaf. •........• J. T.l'"laber... .. St. Olaf 
O&rber Farmers Co-op Cream C'u.r Garber........... R. F. Sruilb .... .. . , GArber ........... 0 . R. Ball .•..... ... Oarber 
GamaYillo Creamery Co ... ...•.. ~ Garnavillo ......... A. J. Kregel..... .. Garnnillo .. .....• J . N. Gilbt'rtaon. .. Oarna\'il/o 
Hatcb, D. H. A Co ••... .......• ' P.duwood ... - . . . . • .\. P. Batcb. . . . . . Edgewood. . • . . . . . . R.. F.. ~·irman .••• ... ll:dgewood 
Ll_ule_port Farm. Co-op. Cream.,.,. .• , Li.llleport. ..•..... 0 . O. R,o!lrnh.a .....• Elltpor t ...•........ Earl Batebeld~r .. .. loillleport. 
Mtll•llle Cr•mery Co .•..•..... . a lhllYille ........... H. 0. Frtedletn . .... Turkey Ra•er •..... Howard D. Aah ...• Turke1 a,,.,, 
Straw be...,. PoiDt Far. Creamery . . c Strawberr, Point. .. W. A. Carrier ...... S1ra11·b~rry P oint .• . H. C. Lad are.. Strawberr~ l'<•int 
Ualon Fanoen Co-op. Cr•am. ('u r ' Yon on a ........... C. F.. Ha1lett. ...... Monona .....•... .. P. A .• lordalll.. . . . Monon!\ 
Voir• Far . Oo-op. Creamery Co .. . r Voljta ............. A. E. Olinger ....•. . 1 Strawberry Point .. Fre-d Oernaud. . . . VoiJ!a 
Northern I owa Produte Co ...... · • McGr•gor..... . . . 0 . M . Nl'lson ... . ... MtOreror ••......• H. Clou.ll.... . . . McOrt~tor 
Luana Panoera Co-op. Cream Co.r Luana ....... . ... ·1 Harry Koch •..•.... Luau .. . ......... Ben }'rank •..•..•.. l ouana 
% milo S. •: . Clinton County-lUI Charlotll! Creamery Co ....••... ·• Cbarlulle......... Marlin Nielsen .... . 
U! Clhaton Ooonty Central Crearnery. i De Wilt. ..... .. ... j 0. C. C•1•per ...... . 
133 Farm era Co-op. Creamery Co .. ... r Wbeaelaod. . . . . . . . W. A. Ttmpleton .. . 
184 Parmer• Oo-op. Crtamery Co ..... r Toronto ... ..• . .... Henry Simek ..... . 
186 Swift~ Co ....•..... •. ... •... ·• Clinton .. ....... .. Cbicago Otfire ..... . 
Charlolle. ..... . .. C. C'hristeoatn. . . . !'harlotto 
Dn\Vitt •...•.•.••• 0. C. Cappc~. .. . . lle.WIU 
WheaUand .•......• R. E. Lour.. . . • Wheatland 
Toronto ........... R. L. Litle... .. . . Toronto 
Crawford Couoly-
ue I Nicbolaon Irt & Produre Co ... • . AI DPnison . . . . ......• , J. G. Handford .. . 
Chicago ........... Harry Amea ...... ·j Clin ton 
Dallas Oouot)'-
1 37 I Farm era Co-op. Cream~ry Co . . ... r r1e~1er. . . . . . . . . . . . \\". L. MtMMamin .. Dexter ............ \\". 1 •. MtM en11min. . ll~~~ ~r 
Delaware Count)'- I 
Dcuison •......... ·I M. 0. Hanaoo .. •. . . Ocnlaon 
US I Ooleaburr Co-op. Creamer,- ( 'o .... r C'olf'ahursr ..... • _ ._.. Koheri~Oull .. . . . Oolt'sbuc:t.;. . . . . . . . A_, 1 •• Landia ...•. !..: Coluburr 
•central Churning !'lana -- c--l~o- o.,. •·Stock . I lndl\ loluul 
Cl~ E.\M ERY LlST-Coutiuucd 
~ j Xnmo of Proprietor, P. 0. Addrcaa s ~AME 0~' CREAM~RY L<araled at or Secretary or of PropriPtor, 
, Near Mana~tr St'l'r etary or :.-. I Manager 
Name or 
Dutlermaker 
£'. 0 . AddrC81 
of 
Duuerm•k~r 
ue Farmera Creemerr ""Co .. --: .. .. -:-:-: ·' R~ .~.-: .. HOiiry Braytun •... ~laucbeuer ........ W. l . Dilger ..... .•. llyan 
HO Farmera !'futoal Creame.ry Co .... m Sand Springs ......•. Jobn 1.: Baacbeldtr .. l!opkinton •.... ... . John r •. _Uatcbeldrr. lloplrinton 
HI Greeley Farmers Co-op. Creamery.c Greolcy ••......... I Cbu. F • . llaoaen ... c.reeley ........... R. 0. WIIIOII ••• •• •• , Grcoloy 
142 Huel GreM Creamery Co •..... . r Ryan ............. Oanicl King ..... . . llrlhi. ..•......... Alex Orabam ....... Ma.orheatar 
148 Hopkln&on Cre.mery Aun ...•..• r Hopkinton .... ..... D. H .• Jobo&ton .... Hopkinton ......• .. R. D. Ficraleio .. •. . Hopkinton 
l H Mancbe~ter Co-op. Creamery Co .. c
1 
Mancheater •....... t:lmerJ. Reed ...... ~t anche~ter ... . . ... F.lmerJ. Reed ..... ·I Manrh01ter 
145 M.uoovalle Co-op. Creamery Co ... r Masonville ......... J. Wellman •....... . \lasonvalle ... ...... Mark Lyden ....... ~luonvlllo 
Htl Petonburc }'armen Creamery Co.a Petaraburg ... ..... i J. Din~Chum ....... ~·arlviliP ... ..... .. J. E. Ta7lor ....• ... New Vleooa 
H 7 Sil•er Sprlng Creamery Co •..... rj Delhi. ...... . ..... J. W. S"'iob11ro ..... Helhi ....... . ..... lt. J. 88\'eraid ...... Delhi 
H 8 Thor pe }'arm era Oo-op. Creamary . r Thorpe... . . . . . . . .I M. E. Blair. • . . . . . . Mancheater .. .. .... 0. Stuaai. . . . . . . . . . Manchester 
HD Earl-rille Creamery •.•.•..•... •.. a Earlville .......... i Button & Bunning.. F.arh•ille. . . . . . . . . . A. L. Booulng ..•..• 
1 
Earl•ille 
Du Moines County- I . I 
150 I Bor liogtoo CTeamery Co .•. ... ... a Burlington ... .. .... N.J. Nelson ... ....• Peoria. HI. ........ l . H. GriiTilh ...•..• llurlinrton 
D lekinaon County- I I , , , 
U 1 1Lake Park Co-op. Creamery Co ... r LakePark ... . ..... J.O.Cbryaler ... ... l.akePark .. ..... .. E.E.Starr ......... Lake lark 
152 Milf ord }'ar. But'r .t Cheese Aasn.s Milfor d ........... Fred W. Born ...... Milford ..... .. .... ~·red W. Born ...... Milford 
153 Splr h Lake P roduce Oo ••....... pi Spirit Lake . ....... J Clar k & Dean ... ... 1 Spirit Lake ... . .... V. Welter ..... . .. - ! Spirit Lako 
Dubuque County-
164 Beatrice Creamery Co ........... s Dubuque ..•.. ..... 
1 
A. F. Ulrich ••..... I Dubuque .......... W. 0. Davia ... ... .. Dubuque 
165 Balltoom Far. Co-op. Cream~ry . .• r Ball town. . . . . . . . . • L. J . Slgwartb ... . .. \Vaupel on.. . . . . . . . AI Barker.. . . . . . Waupolon 
168 Caac.ade Co-op CTeamery Co .. .... r. Cascade .•••... . . .• P. J. Coolin ... .•... Oaaude ....•...... 
1 
Clarence Kolarud. . . Cascade 
167 Farmers Golden Star Cream. Cn .. c1 Dyersville . . ....... Ralph Burkle .... . · I Dyersvalle ... .. .•.. D. T. Broer~ ... . ... 1 Dyersville 168 Globe Cr eamary Co ••....•...... C" Luxemburg .. ...... John Lanret. .... .. 1\ew Vienna ....... .r. f' . Cripper ....... New VIenna 
168 Hague Creamery ••••... ..... ... i Zwingle .....• .... . 
1 
H. S. Hague ....... Zwingle ....... .. .. B.s. IIaguo ....... Zwingle 
160 Hawkeye Fam1eraOr!'amery Co •.. sl Farley ....... .... ·1 0. B . Hanna ...... ·I Epworth . .. ... ... . j T. E. Landi".. . . . . . ~'arley 
161 H ickory Valle)' Creamery Co ..•. r 0)'or8\•ille.... . . . . . Frank Osterbaua.. . farler.. • . . • . . . . . J. J. Crippea ....... 1-'arley 
16! Holy Oroaa Creamery Co ........ cl Holy Croaa .. .•.... ] T. J. Maiers • .. .... , New Vienna ..... • ·1 John Dawson ...... N. Buena Viala 
168 Iowa Dairy Co . .••... . ....•.. .. a Dubuque ..••.... .. A. Fleutseh ........ Dubuque ..... ..... H. Wllliam•on ..... ~ Dubuque 
184 New Vienoa Central Crearuary ... a New Vienna... . . . . H. F. Smitb ....• ... New Vleona ... . ... 
1
lf. 0. Buroker ..... -~ New Vleooa 
165 Sherrill Mut Co-op. Creamery ... . r Sherrill ....... . ... J. 0. Boleyn ..... •. i Dubuque .......... Fred Koeller ...... . Specbta Ferry 
168 Swift & Co •..•.•..........•..• s Dubuque .•• . ...... l Obicago Olfiee ..... . Chicago ... . ....... 0. D. Robbius ...... Dubuque 
187 Wortbiogton Far. Creamer)' Co ... r \\"ortbincton ....... W. D. White ....... \\'orlbington ....... C. N. Buhler ...... Worthington 
I EllliDe~ County- I 168 Farmera Creamery Co ....•.... •• ( Wallingford ..•.... . 0. 0. Refrell ••..... Wallingford ...•... Wro. llelguoo ..... Wallinl!f_ord 

































































N.urE OF CREAllERY 
CREA MERY LIST-Continued 
Located at or 
Ne&r 
Xame of Proprietor. 
Secretary or 
Manager 






P. 0 . Addreu 
of 
Buttermakcr 
Rln&'aled Co-op. Creamery Cn ..• . ~ Ringstl'd .......... S.C. Hoien ..... . .. Ringsted .•...•.... J. C. Jensen .. . .... ~ Rin1f$ted 
Fayette County- I I I 
Alpba Farm. Co-op Cre.am. tHsn .. c Alpha .........•... ' .\.A. Belknap ...... Alpha •.......... ·1 W. E. Riter ........ j Alpha 
Center Valley Crearnery. Cu . .. .. . r Sumner. . . . . . . . . . . R . 0 . Dietel. .. .. .. Sumner ..... . ..... Ted Slock ......... i Sumn~>r 
Clermont Valley Creamery C'oo .... t Clermont. . . . . . . . . . 0 .. \.Olson . . . . . . . . Clermont. ......... Amon Erickson ..... Clermont 
Elgin Fanners Dairy Cu . ... ..... t Elgin ............. l f. Luchsinger ...... Elgin ... . ......... Ed Flnnson ... ..... Elgin 
Fanoera Co-op. Crt>amery Co ..... t St. Lura~ .......... G. H. Haebnsn ..... ' St. Lucas ......... . J . T . .Mogle ....... . St. Lucas 
Fayette Mut. Creamery .\san .•... c ~·!'yeue.... .. ..... P~te E .. Jubh ....... P!'yotte ...... ..... 0 . H. }'inch ........ , F!'yetle 
Ouman Creamery Co ......... . . r \\ I'Stgate. . . . . . . . . . \\. H. Buhrour . . . . . \\ estgate ......... . E. H. Rohrson .. .. .. \\ ostgato 
Harlan Far. Mot. Co·up. Cream ... c ~aynnrd.... . . • • . . .J. C. Lewis . . . . . . . . Maynard. . . . . . . . . . Frank Bo"·di~h ..... 
1 
Maynard 
Hawkeye Cresmery Cu ......... . ~ Hawkeye .......... H. F. Hauth ...... . H a wkeye .......... E.B.Olda ..... .. .. Hawkeye 
Oran Creamer') ('o ..... ...... , .ri Onn • . ...•...... . · J.N.Geu ......... Oran .. ... ........ B. P.Bentley .•.... ,Orao 
O~lwein .E'armers l'reAmery .. .... cl Oelwein ......... . . 1-'. M. Briggs. . . . . . . ~?olwein . .. ... ..... , G. ;\. Uaus~n ..... ·1 O~lwoin 
R. rchfield Crea.mery Co .......... t' Sumner . . . . . . . . . . . .\lf•·~d lllorf . ... . . .. Sumner. . . . . . . . . . . .John ?.bor n ark, . . . . Sumner 
Riverside Crct~mery Co ..... .. ... i W11den:l ••. . ••..•.. Wm. :.teOuiness .. .. WAd~na . . . ..... .. . \\'m. McOuiMs~ .•.. Wadcn11 
Weetgate Co-op. Creamery Co .... c Westgate ......... . F.S.Culeman ... . .. Wost~ate .......... L. C. Baroes ..... . . WeS~gft te 
Wen Union Far. Cre~tmery •. .... e WMtUnion ... . .... " '. E.Halsted .•.... WestUoirn • ....... Oeorg~Hauor . . ... . WestOnh"' 
W11ucoma Farmers Co-op. Creuon .. c Waucoma .......... B. I. Nulty. . . . . . . . Waueowu ...... . .. 
1 
T. F . Shipton ... . , • Waucoma 
Farmers Crumerr Co ......... .. ~ Arlington ...... . ... Floyd Finney ... . ... lrlington ......... E. K Mit!lestadt .. . . Arlington 
Scott Far. MuL. Coo{lp. Cream. l'to.c SLt~nley •... ... .... L. 0. Gleim ........ Arlington .... •. ... Ralph Pol'ter . ...... ~1nn l ey 
li% miles N. E. 
Floyd County-
Cba.rles Ci'y Creamery Co . ....... il Char lea City ...... ·1 M. H. Nelson . .... . ·1 Cbnrles Ci ty . ... .. . 
Niles Creamer Co ........ .. .... i Colwell ........... t'rank Brunn!'r .... Colwell ....... ... . 
N~ra Springs bream. & Prod. Co .. i N!'rll Sprin!l'S ....... W . F. ~inPr....... N~rn Springs ..... . 
R1dgeway Cr011mcry . ............ 1
1 
Rtdgeway ......... 0. C. Fosse ..•..... Rtdgeway ... ..... . 
Rockford Co·op. Dairy Asan ...... e Rockford .......... J. E. Herzog. . . . . . . Rockf<>rd . .... ... . . 
F rank lin County-
.John LundPring . . .. 
Chu. ,Jenath .•...• . 
C. F:riekson . .... .. . 
1-'. Sanderson ... ... . 
.J. F.. Hcnog ....•.. 





h'armera Co-op. Creamery Co ..... c Popejoy ........... E. E. Aker6 .•...•.. Dows •....•... , ... H. J. Binger ....... j Popojuy 
Farmers Creamery Co ....... . ... s Oows ............. C. A. Nicholsun ..... Dows . ............ ·~ · 0 . Larson ....... Dow a 
Farmcre Creamery Co ....... .... s Alexander ..... . ... W. F. Dunn ..... .. . Alexonder ..... . .. . Ellery Butcr ... . . - ~ Aloxnndo•· 
Hamilton Co·op. Creamery Co .. . . r Coulter ... . .. • .. . . Oeo. Dobmann ... . . Hampton ....... . .. L. Anderson ....... Coulior 
Latimer Co-op. Creamery Co ... . . e Latimer .. . ... .. ... 0. Johnson ...• . ... Latimer .... ..•...• R. Nelson .... . .... La timer 
SwiH&Oo .................... s
1
Hnmptnn .......... Chicago Otfiee ...... Chicago ........... P.C.Kocnlg ....... llnlltpton 
• t'••ntrnl Churning Plnnt. C'·f''b-11)1. ~-!':tn<'k t· lrHll\hlu:d 
CREAMERY LIST-Continued 
a !<A~E OF CR.EA~ERY Located at o•· Sl}('retary or of Proprietor, 
:;> Ncnr Manul(er SO<" retary or 
Nnmo uf 
Uuttcrmnkcr 
: I I I Name or Proprietor . I P. 0. Ad~ress 
z lllanagv r 
Greene ColllltY I 
I'. 0 . Addre11 
of 
llutt o• flnnker 
lDD Jeft'enon Creamery C.o .......... p Jolferson ... . . . • ... Brunner Bro• .... .. 
1 
Jefferson ..... . .. .. Brunner Bros ....... Jcll'oraon 
Grundy Couoty-
200 I Beaver Center Creamery Co ..... "! Stout.. .. .. .. .. .. . A. J. Meyer .. ...... Sto~t .. ........ ... 
1 
F. f~. U_llger ........ 1 Stout 
201 Buck Grove Creamer)· ........... 1 Parkersburg .... .. . H. G. Kramer... ... AphnJtton •. . ... .. . H. 0 . Kramer ....•. 
1
.\plhlKtOII 





Casey Creamery Co ... . ....... . . a 
Farmers Creamery & Produrc Co. c 
Panora Co-op. Cre&mery Co ..... . c 
Casey .. . ...... . . . . , J. H. Smith . ...... . , Casey .. ...... . ... ·1 F. J.. Laughlin ..... j Cuoy 
Guthr ie Center ..... L. H. Shippy ....... Guthrie Cenlrr ... .. M . . r. VnnDurn ..... Outhrle Ccnt~r 
Panora ... . .. , .... . F. F . Wileox ...•... Panora ..... ..... . • F. F. Wilcox ....... Panora 
Hamilton County-
206 Ellingson, Matbre & Co ..... ... .. i Webster City ...... . 
207 Randall F armers Creamery Co .... c Randall .. . . . .. . . . . 
208 Thompson Creamery Co ......... i .Jewell .. .... ... .. . 








Brit t Creamery Assn ..... •.. .... r Britt ............ . 
Cr ystal Creamuy Oo .. . ..... .... a c.,·stnl Lake . . . . .. . 
Farmers Co-op. Creamery ....•.. r Gamer .. . . .. .. ... . 
Kanawha O~op. Creamery Co •. . . c Kanawha • . ...• . . .. 
K lemme Co-op. Creamery Co ..... e Klemme • . .. .. ... . • 
Woden Farmer s Creamery Co •... c Woden . . . .. . •. .. . . 
Ellingson, Math. re I Webster Cit>• .. .... I E . . 1~. Hall .... .... ·1 Webster City 
&Co .......... . 
L. E. Nelson .. . .... Randall • ....... ... L. E. Nelson ....... llnndoll 
Fred Thompson.... .Tewell. . . .... ..... F'red Thompson ..•. .rowell 
W. R. Lloyd... .. .. Webster City . . . . .. . W. R. Lloyd.. ..... Webster Ci ty 
H. A. Schaper .... . . Britt ..... . ...... ·j G. G. Kol thoff ...... Uritt 
H. ~·Stahr. . . . . . . . Crysta l Lake ....... R. 0. RnamusK•" . ... Crystal Lake 
J . Kiesel. . . . . . . . . . Garner . . . . . . . . . . . C. R. Conway. . . . . . Garner 
Henr y Africa...... K anawha ....... .. ·1 Ben Swanson... ... Kanawha 
V. Josten .•. ... . .. . Klemme ........... A. D. Glmer ... . . ... Klemme 
Adolf Orlbel. . . . . . . Woden . .... ....... Oeo. Breen. . . . . . . . Woden 
Rardin County-216 Alden Co·op. Creamery Co ....... f Alden .. . .. ...•.... E. C. Edwards . .. ... Alden . . . . . . . . . . . . ~'loyd M. Kidd.. . . . Alden 
217 Ackley Creamery Co •........... i Ackley .. .. .•. ... .. R . R. R adley . . ..... Ackley . . ... . ... ... A. Oudvangcn . ..... Ackley 
218 Cleves Cream81')' Oo ............ p Cleve~ . .... ....... W. F. Sba.rp ....... Ackley ........... . J. F. Sharp ........ Cleve~ 
219 Concord & Scott ..... . .....••.. c Radcltfte . . . . .. . . . . D. H. Bobb ....... . RadcbO'e .. ..... . •. D. H. Bobb ........ Radchlfe 
220 Eldora Creamery So . .......•... il Eldora .. • . . ••. .... Her ber t Soballe . ... Eldora .. .. ......• • T . .Andreasen ...... Eldora 
221 Farmers Co-op. Creamery Co .. , .. c Owasa . . . .. . . ... .. R. H . Johns • ..... . . Owasa •..... . ... . . R . lL Johns ..... ... Owaaa 
222 Hubbard Croomery Co .......... a· Hubbard .. . . . . . . . . H . K. Granner . . ... . Hubbard ......•... Fred Herzog ....... Hubbard 
~23 Ste;'lmboat Rock Creamery . •.... il Steamboat Rock ..... A. !>f· Whitf!el' .. . . . St~amboat Rock.. . . A. M. ~hitney. . . . . Steamboat Rock 
~24 Sn(t & Co . .•... .............. s Iowa Falls . ...•.... Chtcago Offtce ...... Cbtcago . . ....... .. J.D. Ftete . . . ... ... Iowa Falla 









































I\ A JI'E OP CRf!.\lCER\" Loeated al or 
liear 
:\a me of Propri•tur, 
Secretarr or 
.U:anacer 
P. 0 . .iddren P . 0. AddN'ts 
'of Proprittor . 1\ame of of 
S.Cret:ar:r or Butle~rmalter 1 BuUC!MDahr 
lol&nac-er 
.~,.,. ...••••..•.• ~ lowa}'alli ......• . -~-
anc);"a .••. rowa ~·a ils ......•• • l .l( Joo" ••.•.•.• • Iowa Fall• 
Kury OoutT-
!111 Pl-oL D•ll Dairy ............ i lh. Pleaunt. . .. I R. C. Campbell .... -l lh, Pleaunt ....•. . R. C. Campbell ...•. MI. Pleuant 
Boward County-
!!7 Ore~eo Or-ery (:(> ••••••••••• i CreKo .... ..••.. .. Palmer4 :!\e4on •... Oreaoo ....... •• . .. L.A. Palmer ....•. Oreaco 
U8 Paraen Co-op. Creamery Aun .. -~ Cileat:ar .. ,,, ... •. J ohn .U:. Ha.rltea . . .. Cheater ..... , • .... C. C. Plummer •....• Obetter 
Uf f'anaen Co-op. Creamery ........ c Proti•ln .... ..• .... W. 0. Donal ••. . . • . Proth•ln ... ••. ... ·l 0. W. Cb:rle .•...... Proto•ln 
UO J'armera Creamery Co ••••• • •• c1 Crul'o ..••.... .. .. .1. J. Hooae . •...... J Croaco .. ........ .. J . Heyberfer •...... Creaco 211 .llaple Leaf Craamery ('u ........ c Rima ............. ~ D. Lane ........... Elma. .. .. .. .. .. .. N. W. f'ra ......... Elma 
Ut 8aratop Co-op. Creamery .\un ... c; 8aratora ......... .lobo Zidlklr:r •... .. Riu•llle ... ••• .. -l Baaa Wild: e .....• . Saratora 
Ul Scllley Creamery ........ ........ I Schley..... .. . . .1. V. Placet.. ... . . Creac-o. R. • , •... .. L. 0. Veomaa ...... 
1 
Creaco. R. ' 
Uf Whelan Prodott C<> ......... ... I F.lma ...... ... . .. ' J.P. Whelan ....... 
1 
'Elma ... .... • . • .. . Earl Kelly •.. ...... Elma 
U5 Elma Co-op. Creamery Co .• • . •.. . r, Elma ........... .. Mary T . Dunton .... Elma ... ........ ·j 01,-de Oumlnga .. ... F.lma 
Humboldt Oouot:r-
2111/BodeCreamaryAun .... ....... . a Bode ..... • ....• . H. C.Oiaon ..•..... Bode .. ....... •. .. l . J . SIIuraea •...... , Bode 
211' Bamboldt Creamery Co., Inc ... . a, Ha.mboldt. .... . .. • W. ~·-Priebe. Jr .... Chiugo .... •.•. .. Wateon Shick .... .. Hombnldl 
218 Thor Creamery Co ..•..•. . ..... . a Tbor. . • . . . . . . . . . • J. E. Lonninr . . . . . . Tbor. . . . . . . . . . . . . B. E. r.onnin~e . . . . . . Thor 
Ull Waconata Creamery Co ........• c Ottoaen ....... .. .• C. 0 . Lomen ....•.. Ottoaen . ........ . ·i L. J . Bremaon ...... Ottosen 
Ida Oounty-
t •o I Hota-tein Oo-op. Cr•amery Co .... -~ l:folatein . . . . . . . . . G. D. Wehde ....... Holstein ....• •• .• . 
1 
J .D. Suiler ........ Rolal rin 
Iowa Oount7- l j 241 1 VIetor Co-op. Creamery Co ..... . c Vietor .........•• . W. E. Ooot~ ..... ... Vietor ..... .... ... Wm. Bo7le .•. ... .. Virtor 
242 Maran o Creamery Co ..... . ...• p Marengo •..... ... . Ady & Sulhun ..... Mareo~:o ..... .. . . A. V. Ady . ..... .. . Mareu.ro 
243 York ~reamer:r Co.. . •...••. . t Williamabu r,r: ...... R . W. Hudepohl .•.. South Amana . ..... :V. Greenfield ...... \\'illl•rn•hur¢ 
J ackaon County- J J j 
! H Belle-rue Co-op. Creemer:r ......•. c Bellevue .......... H. B. Pogeman ..... Bellevue ......... . C. W . . llouae ...•... 'Bolle••uc 
246 Farm era Union Oo-op. Creamery .. c Maquoketa ...... .. M. W. Joiner ...... . Maquoketa . ... .... . H . C. Thorn peon .. .. Maquokel:> 
244 Hanaon Produce Co .•...... ... •• 1 Maquoketa . . . . . . . . L. B. Hin!"an .•.... . Maquoketa . ..... . · l 0 . S. '\'ing ...... .. , .\laquoketa 
247 lroomooth ¥utaal Creamery Co . . m Monmouth ., . ..... . 
1 
F. A. Col!' an ... ..• .. Monmouth .....•.. . Oeo. Denton ....... , Monmouth 
U8 Prellon Craa.mary .\un ......... c Preaton. . . . . . • . . . • Max Ehler ......... Preaton.. . . . . . . . . .\ . • 1. Spohn •.. .. .•• Preaton 
! 411 St. Donatu1 Creamery Co ........ II St. DonatuA .. .• .... J. L. Benr icy ..... ·J St. Donatu& . . . . .. ·\ 0. P. Byrne ...... . ·\ St. Oon&\\la 
260 S rio brook Creamer r.: .. ·-·~· .. .. I Pre1lon ... -~ .. A. J. Nep:us ..... _ ... PreSion . . _,_,_ . .... _._._ Ed Rubuman ...... Preaton 
•Cena rat C'hurnlng f' lnna e·Cn-op • ·Sio<'k 1· 1 n<t h·t•lulll. 
CREAMERY LIST-Continued 
NAME Ot' CREAMERY Located d or SKretary or of Propraotor. Name of of I 
Name of Proprleler. P. 0. Ad~reaa J I I'. 0 . Addreu 
Near Manager I Secretary or Bullermal<or I ll\IUcrmakcr 
·- , , ManagPr 
Ul ISterllDE Oreamory ••. ........ ••• i Lamotte .. . . .. ...• ·I H ofYmsn Creamery. · I Lamo~... .. ' J. AI . Uoft'mau ... :7:j l, atnott e 
Jarper OollAt,.-
1!52 I DalrylaDd Dairy Co ..... ......•. 11 Newton ....... • ••. J G. M. Lambert ..•.. J Newlon ......... . W. Andereon .... .. . Newton 
Joboaon Oounly-
268, 1owa City Produce Co ...••.•.••• , IowaCity .•..•. . .. 








Amb er Co-op. Creamery .. ....... ~1 Amber . • ....... ... 
ADamo•• 'F&rmetl Creamery Co ... c Anamosa ....... .. . 
Farmer• ()reamorl Co . .•. ...•.• . c. Center Jet. .. ..... . 
Farmera Mutual Creamery Co ••.. e
1 
i\lonticollo ... ••. ... 
Iowa Creamer Co •..•.•...•.... • Oxford J ct ........ . 
Langworthy ~utual Creamery Co. e Langworthy . ..... . 
I 
A. J. Foney .. •..... ' Iowa Cily... ..... . Joe. Kl~mmer ...... fo,.a City 
A. B. Sidwell. ... ..• lowa City. . . . . . . . . W. E. Hunt~ r ... . 1 lo"'a City 
A. D. Daly ..•. • . ... 1 Amber ..... .. ....• Orvlllo Dailey ... .. . I Amber 
Henr y ¥ore1- .. . .. , Anamosa ......... . 0. A. ¥Iller ........ Ana mou 
0. A. Burme11t~r ...• Center Junction .. .. Harry Johna11n ..... Center Junrtiun 
0. W. Brazehon •... j lllon licello ......... !' r ed Lehman ...... ~ Monticello 
L. F. SuLton. ..... . Olin ton... ....... . Borman Schneider .. Odord Junrtl un 




Or llrio Creamery & Produce Co •.. il Sigouroe)' ...•.•.• ·I 0. A. & 0. Grlft'in .. ·I Sigour ney . ..... .. ·j S. Clary ... ........ , Sigourney 
Rei1mao Produce Co ........•.•. i Wbat Cheer .. ..• .• . S. E. Reisman .. .. . . What Cheer ........ S. JO;. Reiaman ...... What Chcc•r 
Koaa11tb County-
us Alcona Oo-Gp. Creamery Co ..... -tl Algona •.........•. D. A. Wallace .... •. Algona .... ....... M. P . Cbrlatian1en. ·I Algona 
26' Bancroft ()o.op. Creamery Co ....• c Bancroft. .. ...•• •. F. R. Fangman ..•. • Bancroft. ...... .. . H. E. Thies •...... . Banr roft 
266 Burt Oo-op. Creamery Co •......• cl Burt • • •. ........•• M. E. Warner •••... Burt.... ........ . Paul Macaul~y ..... , 011r t 
260 Fenton Creamery Oo .•.•... . ...• l Fenton •.. ... . ... .. C. F. C. Laage ...... Fenton.. . . . . . . . . . ~·rod Rucker.. . . . . . ~·en ton 
267 Germaola Oo·op. Creamory C• .... c: Lakota •• ....... ... J . E. Smith •..... .. Lakota.. ........ . H. W. J archow ..... Lakota 
l!GS H obart Co-op. Creamery Co •.. ... e H obart ...... .... •. A. W. Iaaauon ..... Hobart .••. ..... .. Joel Blomatu ...... Hobart 
269 Ledyard Co-op. Creamery Ann .. • c Ledyard ... .. ...... P . A. Weaamao ..... Ledyard ..• .... ...• H. M. Dyer ...... .. Ledyard 
no Lone Rock Creamery Co .• .... .. • c, Lone Rock .....••. . , w. J. Christenacn .. -~ Lone Rock .. •.. ...• 0 . c. Boettchl'r .... 'I Lone Roek 
271 LoUe C. reek Co-op. Crea.mer y Cn . . e Lone Rock .. ....... 0. WicMendahl. .... Lono Rock . . ...... ·1 Ha. rold Smith . . . . . . Lone Rock 
1!72 Swea OitT Oo-op. Oreamory Co .. . c Swoa City. . . . . . . . . S. V. Car ter .. . . . . . Swoa City ...•. , . . . J . 0. Sorennn ...... Swea Oily 
273 Titonka Co-op. Creamery Co ..... c Titonka . •. .... . ... J. C. Neuvi.lle ......• Titonka •..•••.•... John Pouelaon ..... Titonka 
2 74 Whlt~ore Fa.rme rs Crum. Co ... c Whittemore ... ... .. M. \fl. Fandel. ....• Whittemore ...•..• . Albert Feor~r ...... Wbittemoro 
Lee County- j j 
275 Fort ¥adlaon Creamery Co ....•. i Fort Madison .... .. B. K. Peter ........ Fort .Madison ...... J. W. Peter . . ..... ·I Fort Madiaon 
l!'16 SwUt & Co ••.......••.......•.• a Keoltulc .......• : .. Cbicago Office .....• Chieaco •..•••••... Robert Merrlt~eoknk 

















































~ .\.VY. OP CR £ .\li £RY 
CREAM ERY LI S T -Cont in ued -
L.lt'at~ at or 
~•ar 
!'&Joe of Proprirtor. , P. 0 . Ad!lrea 
St!<'retary ,,. o! Proprc~tor, 
Ala~er l>«~L&t7 or 
_ lolana_~rrr 
Ltoa Coaaty - - -
Biae Va lley Creamery ('o ....... a C~ar Rapida . .... . . ll. T. Outbr io ... ..• l'blugo . ........ . 
Ceotral CllyBottu IL I~• C'r ' m ro. i Central Cily •.. . .. . 1.. J. Reed • . . .. .... l'~n tral City •.... .. 
Cor1oo Cr~mery . ... .......... . c ron on . . .. • .. .. _ .. \1 . I. Ware •.• • ... .. l'oggon ....... .. . 
SpnogyiJI~ Creamery Co.. . . -i Spr lnrlllt .. . . . . . . Earl 0 fl0ri;e ... . . . . $pr lurill.,,.. . . . . 
'alley Pa rm Creamery Co • • • 1 f'entrel Cit,-.... .. . £ . £.H110d t reon _ .... <:Mar Rapida ..... . 




P 0 \ ddrua 
"' Buu nmal.•r 
'la ndtl'¥ S trand , •... t'l'dar Rapido 
t•aul Wrigh t .. . . . . . <'t-ntral City 
1 •• C. Poptmh-.ren .. . l'(>g~tQn 
l'haa. Huett11er ... .. Sprin tt¥i ll~ 
W. A. S tone •... , ..• <'•n rra l C'i t> 
Emi l UOf'rel b ...... WalLer 
Dour lu l •e Cream Co ... . ....... I Chariton .... _ . . ... • L. V. Douctaa •.... 
L1011 CountJ-
Chariton ...... , . . . 1 •. R. Roliaon ....... Charuon 
F&TJDMI Creamery Co .. ••....... r Inwood .... ... . . .. 
1 
A. \V, Willander . .. . 
Oeorr e Creamery Co • ......... .. i George • . .. . ... . ... C. A. Rasmussen .. . 
Rock Raplda Cr t.amf'r)' Co ....... i Rock Rapida .. . .... W. J . Pur~baa ..... . 
llabuka Ooonty-
Oall)erl Cre&mery Co ...... •• .... i 
la,.•ood . .. .... . .. .\. \\'. Willand .. r ... luwood 
Goorge ... ...•....• Ed Wilson . .•. . , . .. tlf'Orge 
Rock Rapids ... . ... .\. l-~ . Rob Pr laon ..... Hod: Rar icb 
Oakalooaa......... M. &. J . Cuper! •... Oakaloou ..... .. . M. Gupt'ri ........ O•La lon..a 
Jclarloo Coonty-
2881 P ella Creamery . ............... . I 1-'ella. . . • . . . . . . . . • Ben Ko1k . . . . . . . . . Pella .. . . . . . . . . . . . H . }'. Lenotlter.. . . . Pella 
Marahall County- I I 
2811 J ackeon Dairy Oo .. .. .. ........ a Marshalltown . ... . . J acklon Da iry Oo .. . 
2110 Minerva Va l' .r Oo-o Cream. Aaan . c Clemona .... . . . • ... C. C. Sebiudele ... . . 
2111 I Sla te Center Far. <!'ream. A lin ... e , State Center . . . . . . . Cbria J e .. en . • . .... \Jarsballto"'U ...... Gen. L. R ieha rds••n .. ~hrahalltown Clemons .. ....... .. IV. P. Rua:bu .. . .. . Clemona 
State Center . .. ..•. Chris J uaen .. . .. .. S tate Cencer 
llllla County-
211! j Glenwood Creamery Co ..... . •. .. a Glenwood, . . . .... ·1 C. llf . Gray .... .. . . 
1 
Glt!nwood . ... ..... C. M. Gra,.. . • . . . . . oten .. •ood 
2111 Ma l.-ern Cold Storaro Oo •.. . ... . a Ma lvem • . .. • ....•• B111ee Boehner .•. . . Mah•ern ... ......•• J ohn Goodman. .... Mal.-ern 
Mitchell County- I 
2U Little Cedar Creamer y Co .. ...... il T..itlle Cedar . . . ... . . Iiana Larson . .. .... LI Uio Cedar . . . . . . . Han a Larson ....... Little Ooc!ar 
2116 New Havon Creamer y Co .... .. .. . i Osage . ... .. . .. ... . Julina B111n.ner . .... 0 11go. R. 4 ... .. ... .luliua Brunner •.... Ouge, R. 4 
2116 Osage Creamery Co .. .. ......... t Oaare ..... .. .... "1 John Torah11f .. . . ... Osaro. • . . . . . . . . . . Geo. Bu.rdel 1. . . . . . Osage 
2117 Riceville Creamery Co . .......... i Rice•llle •... . . . _ . . '."'· A. Lut& • . •.• •• . .• Riee.-illo • . .•. ..... W. A. T..uta ... . •.... l<ire••llle 
!118 Rock Creek Co-op. Cream. A11n ... r Oaage .•..... . . .. . . H . K. Klim" rud ... . Nora Springs . • . . . . } M. ~Hkhlwou ..•.•. On _Je 
21111 Stat'ez•lll e Crea~o ........ (' StaceYTIIIe ......... W . A. Scbr&ndl •.... S tac:ev ille .•. . .• . . A. F . Mataon ... , ... ~tare7•lll• 







NAM~: OF C'REA MF.RY 
C R E AM E RY LI ST-Cont inu ed 
Loeated at or 
Near 
:-lame or Proprietor . 
Socrotary or I 
Manager 




St. Anacar Creame.ry Co .... . .... c St. Ansgar ........ ·1M. A. Tollefson .. ... -, St. Anegar . ..... .. . 
Monroe Count-,.-
Kreger Creamery Co ...•. •....• . p Albia . . . ....... . .• Kreger & Kreger ...• Albia ... . ... .. . .. . 
Name or 
Bnttermak~r 
1•. 0 . Mltlreaa 
"' Bullcrma kcr 
Wrn . M&ttere ....... !:I I. A nagar 
M. S. E'lyktjl~r. . . . . Albia 
Montgomery County-
802 1Lee Bluo CreiJilery Oo .... ...... i ' RedOak .......... Lee Biue ...... ... . RedOak .... ...... W. E.Coonley ... ... Red Oak 
308 Tyler Broe. Creamery Oo .. .. . ... p' Villiaea ... . ... . .. . R. F. Tyler ....• • . . VI ll isca . . ... ...... R. F. Tyler ........ . 
1 
Vlllia~a 
MueeaUne County- 1 so• I Weat Liberty Oo-op. Cream~ry Co. a Weat Liberty . . . . . • Emmou Buckman ... Woe~ Liberty. . . . . . W. H. Sampson .... . Weal Liberty 
O' Br ien Oounty-
306 1 Archer Creamery •. . ... ......... i Archer •.. . . . . . •.• . B. 0 . Renaie.k .... . . Archer . . •.•.....•. B. G. Renaick . . . . . \ rcher 
308 Hartley Cream ery Oo ... .•.....• s Hartle,. ••• . .•. . ... A. Tog~e .. .... .... Hartley .• .... ..... H. R. Schultz . . ... . Hartter 
307 Sutbvland Creamery Co ... . .... p Suther land .. . . . . . . A. Cbr11tenatm . . . . . Sutherlan d. . . . . . 0 . W. Or~en .. . . . . . Sutherland 
308 Sheldon Co-op. Creamery ...• . . . . c Sheldon . .•..• . .... L. E. Woodiwi11 .... Sheldon .... ....... 
1 




SOD I Ashton Creamery ..•.•. . . ....... i Ashton . . ...... .. . . E . den Herder ... . • . Aah ton • .. ........ . !!:. den Herder ... . .. Ashton 
310 Job.aanes P roduce Oo ... ........ i Slbte1 - .. . . . .. .. . . J. F. J oba nnee. .... Slbler •... .. . ..... J . F . J obanne& •• •... Sibley 
Sll Mel•in Creamery Co . .. ...... . .• i Jd"elnn ... . . . . • ... . Lyle Daggett. • • •. .. llfelvtn . .. .... . .. . . Fred Petr ick ... . .. lJ elvtn 
P age Oounty-
312 I Swift & Co ..•.. . ... .. • . ....••. a Clar inda . . . . . . . . • . Oblcago Office . .. . .. , Cbieago ... . . . . .. . • E. Guata faon ... ... ·1 Clar inda 
Palo Alto CoUll ty-
813 Emmetsburg Creamery Oo .•. . . . . e Emmetsburg . . .. . . . L. Str iehmor . .. .. . . Emmetebu.rg . ...... W. A. Thayer .. ... . • 1-.!mmelabu rg 
3U F armera Creamery Co ••.•..... . . c GraeHioger .. .... . . J. Anderaoa . . . . . .. ·1 Graettinger ..... . . . Henry Raoaeo .... . . Graet tinger 
315 Farmet'11 Oo-op. Creamery Co . . . . . e Rutb.-en • . . .. ...... M.P. J unker . ... . . . Ruthven • •. ...... . . M. P. Junker . ..•... Ruthven 
316 Lost Island Creamery. . . • • • • • . . . Graettinger ..... . .. A. C. Cbrutiansea .. • Graettinger •.. ...•. A. P. Anderaon ....• Graettinger 
31'1 Mallard Butter & Obeeu An n .. . ~ Yallard . .. .... . . . . •r. 0. Truvg .. ..... . Mallard ..• ••...... 
1 
Robt. Bliaa ... . . ... , Mallard 
US Silver Lake Oreamery Co • •.•. •. . c A)Tahire. . .. . . . . 0. G. Nelson . •. . . . . Ayrahire . •• .• . •... 0 G. Nelson •. • .•.. Ayublre 
318 Wea& Bend Co-op. Creamery Oo .. r Wee& Bend .... .... A. L. Frye .. ....... Wea& Bend ........ 0. W. Dabba . ...... West Bend 
Pl ,.moutb County-
520 I Lollm O"'m"' Oo ... . ..... .. ' "'"'" ........ ... 1 ""'" roo C" om J 81o~ Ollz . . .. . . . . . F. B. ,..,., . . ... . . • I LoM '" 





































! SAllE OP CRF..UIZRY ,. 
..-. 
CREA~ERY LIST-Con tinued 
l.o< ..... ted at or x .. r 
X-• of Propril'tur 
S«ret•ry .. , x .... , .. , 
P . O. Add,_. 
of Proprietor . 
s ... ~\aTJ or 
lla~~-.er 
S amo of 
Bott•I"DDa\:or 




Jtl j Pabaer Cre&~aery Co . .•....... p Pabaer....... . .. . E. V. Jobeoa ..... 
Itt Poca.Maaa. Creaaery C. ... . . 1 Poullonta• •.••. .. Out WYler 
IU La.,__a Or-~... . . . . .. I l..&anlll& ... . . .. .... J H. ru ... . 
P&~m_ er... ... . . .. V. A. Johaoa . ..• . ·1 Pal•ar 
PocalloDLu .. • .... • Gut W .. ler . •.... . P~aiiODtaa 
• La....., ... _ •.• • ... F. W. Jolloeoo ..•••• I.Aul'Nia 
Pollt OoaotJ-
IU I Beatrle• o r ..... e:ry Co ......•... • Dta lloinu . . . - ..•• H. R. Wri~tlll ... . . o .. lioinM ....... s. R. P=btrton .... Dl'a lioioM 
IU Du JioiDu Creamery C• •• . . . a Dts lioiaea ........ J . F. Da weon .... . o .. lloiD.., .... .. A . L. Larson ... . ... Ota KoiDM 
IU l'lli"Diue P·rodtaeo Oo .. • • . • . o D• lloiDH . . • . . . L. 0 . Loiuoux ....• • Dea lioi.oes . . •• , .. J . F . P~ tarsC'n . . . . . . Du liol.nea 
liT 8..Ul A Co....... .. • •.. •. a o .. lloinH. . • • •. . Clal~uo Oft'ic4! ...• .. Olllu~. ... . ... J. "' Coller . . . . . Dta liolaM 
Pot tawatt.&lalo Count_> -
JU j Bloomer Cold 8\o~o Co . ..• .... • Cooocll Blll6a . . . . . . Fred &. Hard. . . . • . CollDril Blull'• . . . 
lit Stapwlor CrNmer.,- Oo .. . .... ... -~ Counrll Bla.l!'a ... . Jf. 0 . Pl'ml'r .....• Oo•uu'll Bioi!'• •. 
0 . L. SuP,ormao . . . • Cou.odl Blu6'a 
W. 0. llo lll'r ••.... . Oouudl Bhtlb 
PowMhiek Couotr-
UO I Broold7D 01'9amery Co .....• •• .. c 8ro<)klyn .......... 1!:. C. Kamcaa ... • .. BrooltiTll· .. .. ..... E. 0. KIUIIou •....• j Brooltl)'n 
Il l Kapleburu Dalry Oo .. Plant. .. . . p Orin a ell. . . . . •.. ... E. 0 . Squirt' ... . . . • Or illa aU. .. . . . • . . 0 . 0 . Buuoa(!' ...... Orlaaell 
IU Oria.ull Cr .. me.ry 6 Cold Stor ... i Ortnnoll .... .••• ..• J . W. Po..- IPr . _ . . ... Orionell . . . . . • • • J . W. Fowlu ....... Orluoell 
Sac Cooat7-
1U I8aeCilrCr&&meryCo .......•. .. , Sac<'itr ........... ff. f'. Lan,l' ...... .. l'laeCi ty . • . .... • ..• A. O.Redman . ..... SaeCity 
Renu . ('menty-
I U , Beii-Jooea _Co_ • . . . . . . . .... • .. .• I Davenpor t .... • .. .. J .• \. Bell . . . . . . . . . J)avenport . . . ...... Oeo. Ferrla . . . . . . . . Davenport 
186 Pioneer Croame.ry Cu • • • . .• .. . a Duenport. ...... .. E. E . t\moa ....... OaiMburg. Ill .. . •• L. Raamuueu ..... , Moline, Ill 
U8 Tri-<lit7 Dotter Co. • ••..• . -. a Pauoport. ....•.•. P. J . lyn~tholm ... .. Da,.l'nport. . • . .. A. C. Noralto\1 ... • .. Dannport 
Sbelb7 Cuuntr- I J UTI Bnek Valley Creamery Co •... ... c Kimballton .. . ..... H. H. ,lorgenaen .... Uarlao, R. 5 . .•• .. . c. W. Aodt~raen •.. '1 Ha rla n, n. ~ 
118 Harlan ke & Cold Stor•«• Co ..• ,, Harlan ....... ..... M. Aukerlljerne .... HArlan ... ......• . • lf. Auk~nljern .. .... Harlan 
SloW! County-
au Alton Or .. mery Co ............. a Alton .... ... ..... . C. J. '.!Iiller ........ Alton ............. It. E. Colllna ....... Alton 
U O Farman Co-op. Cr&&m~r) Cu ..... r Bordu ...•..• .. . . . L. C. H. Vo~rta .•... Georce ... -. • .. ff. J . Warf!ow.Ly .• . Borden 
SU l!'armera llutua l Creamer7 ....... t Jfo1pu• . ... ...... . H. W. O"'otenbu i'S .. Jfoapers.. . . .. H. f'. Summeh . . . . Hoarera 
I U Jl'armen Co-op. Creamery Aaao .. . t Hull .. . .... . ..... ' l J. W. Smit. ... ..... Hull, R. 2 ... • I A. lf. lleln •... • ... , Unl 
SU Farmera lofu lual Co op. Crumery.a Oranr;e City ... :..:..· -~Ytr Jltetjt ..... Oranu ~ .... .. • f '. .r. Haven• . .. .. OranJ• City 
• ('Notral Churnln« Plont r·Co-op. M· flt ock. l· ln<lh hlun l 
CREA M ERY L I ST-Continued 
5 :-1 AM~: Of' CRt:t\ll ~:nv Lo"ated at or - Secreta ry or I of P roprletur, j I . I !\aJ.n& of Pro prietor. J>. 0 . A ddr~•• 
0 
Near Manager Senet•r,- or 
X Manager 
· l li1armeu Mutual Co-op. C- reamery.~ ~- Slou>< Center ...... -~ A. ¥ onker •...... . . j Slou" Ot~.n ter ......• 
N'emo ftf 
Boilerma ker 
f ' . 0 . J\ •l dl"tt .. ,. 
of 
Outtermaktr 
A:"YOnker .. -~· •.. . tilon ll Center 





















Hawarden Creamery .... . .... . . .. I Hawarden.. . . . . . . • Em•l Zarr . . . . . . . . . Ha warden ..•...••. 
Rock Valley Ore&mery Oo ....... c Rock Valley ... .. .. E. E. Corwi n ... . . .. Rock Valley ..... . . 
S tory County-Dairy Dept. Iowa State Coil~~·· . . c ,\mu ... . ........• Prof. M. )lortcnsen. Amea ..... ...•...• 
Fai'IDera Co-op. Crumer:r Co .. .. r Slatt\1' ..... . ... . .• 
1
J .H. Wald .. ...... Slater ... .... • .. .. 
Huxley Far. CIHip. Creamery Co .. r Huxley ...... . . .. .• S. Maland .. . . . . . . . Huxlor. . . . .. ..• 
Roland Farm era Creamery Co .... e Roland . .. ....... .• 0. E. Rod •.. .... . . . Roland ... - ...•. . . 
Story Oily Cr eamery Cu ......... c Storf Oily.. . . . . . . . Fred Miller. . . . . . . . Storr City ...... ..• 
Zearing Creamery Oo ........... s Zearmg . . . . . . . . . . . 0. P. Bean .. .... ..• ZoarlnJ . .... ... .. . 
Nevada Ice Cream Factory .... ... i Sevada.. ........ . 0 . B . Ca se ....... . . Nevada ... .... . .. . 
A. T. Johnaon ...... Rock Va lley 
f'. 0. Ulnae ... ... . . A mel 
C. Clark •.•.•. . . . .. Slater 
0. A. Jenacn....... l!uley 
L. H. Lareoo . . .... '! Roland 
Fred Miller ... . .... Story City 
0 . .M. Poteraon .. . . . Zaarln!t 
0. J. Wolle ... . .. . . Nevada 
Tama County- I Gladbrook Creamery Co ..... .... 1 Gladbrook ..•.. ... . G. W. DeWolf .... • . Reinbeck . ....... . . Alben McCardle .... Oladbrnuk 
Neil Cr eamery Co ..... ..... ..... 
1 
TamiL ... ... ..... • R. G. McFarland .• • • Tama . . . . • . . . . .• ·1 0. ChrlatenaM ...... Tam a 
Traer Creamery Co .... .... .... . I Tr~~er .. . ......... . J ohn Er ickson •. ..• . Traer ..•.. .•.. .•.. E. Er icklon ...... . ·1 Traer 
Taylor County-Bedlord Creamery Co ..•...... . .. i Bed Cord ......... . • Frank Du nning. . . • • Bedfor.l ... ... ....• Leslie Klopp... • • . . Red Coni 
U. 0 . Wl11iams .. .. . ~ A Cton •.. .. . ... . ... U. 0 . William&..... Afton 
Chicago OITire . .. . . ·I Chlc:ego ... ...... .. 
1 
F.. L. Woodward .... Creston 
S.C. Morris ..•• .. • l Stockport. ... . . .. . John Dahn1. .. . .... I Fltncklwrt 
Union Oounty-
Alt.on Oreamet y Co ... .. ........ i .\ftooo. ........... . 
Sw~r:n & B::~. ~~~~ ;;~ ......... 'I Crutnn .•........• 
Blue Gra11 Creamery Oo ..••.... . r Stockport. .... . .. . 
Ottum'~~'ll .... ... • • . P . N. Keltner ...•..• Oltum•u 
Chicago .. . .. ... . . • Lou is Neilson . . .... 1 Ottumwa 




Buxton Cre11mery Co ........... . i l Ottumwa .. . . · .. · .. 
Swirl & Oo ..... .. ..•.......... 11 Ottumwa .. ... .. . . . 
Yorkshire Creamery Co ..... . ... s 0 1tmnw11 . . ...... . . 
F. G. Buxton ... .• •. 
Ohieav:o O!Tire .. . .. . 
R.N. Morr ell . . . . . . 
Waahington...... . W. J. Ha)'l ..... ... J Wuhin1ton Washin~eton County-
311 4 1 Reisn er , W. S. & Sons ... ... .•. . i \\' u binglon ...... . ~ W. S. Reiater k Sona 
3G6l Humptroy, J . L. Jr ... . .. :..: . . . .. i Humeston . .......• J . L. Humphrey J r . . I Humeat.on .. . ... . .. I M:. \V. Bl~b7·. · ..... Humeston __ Wa ne County- I 











































NAXJ: OF CRE.UU:RV 
CREA ~IERY LIST-Conunued 
Louted at or 
Ne:ar 









1' 0 .\ddrua 
or 
Duu~n:na\..,' r 
----~- _. __ ,,_ --- ---- ---
... , Pon ~· Cr-ery... , ••• .. • Ft. l>o4gP ..• -..... .~. B. Saylor...... . Flo Dodge . • • • • . . • • B. JP!Is.., .• · · · . · · · ··1. nodce 
U7 Oo..ne c-p Crumery Co.. . .. r Gowrie.. . . • • . . . . J. E. T . John eon. ... Oo..ne ..... , ...... P T. Cbriatmton. . Go• rio 
WIDllebqo Cotult7-
Ul> BaJrelo Ce~~ter Co-op. ere-. C'o . r Bdalo CPoter. . . . B. B. Brulnu. .... . Bulralo Centn .. . . . H. P. hJ::pn.. . . . . . B~~clralo CYt .. r 
UO Yorwt Ci17 C-.,. Cr-. Aun r P'or•t City. . . . J . l':. &.ad ........ Forni Clt r •.•.... J B. Frifl.ie .•....• F't>rnl Cllr 
170 IA.h 1111 .. Cream"'7 Co... . .. r IAh Milia ••....... 0. T . Oroe ......••. IAh Milia.... .... C'. R. Ho• .. ,d . •.•.. L.a.h Mill• 
171 !Aland Co-op. OrN.oury ...... • .. <" Let.nd..... ...... O.lliehaploon ••• , .. Leland..... ...... ::!. O. Roall\J....... l.oland 
17! Ll.nroln C~p. Creamery ....•... r Rake.. . . . . . . . . . . A. A.Sheldoo ....•.. Rake. . • . . . . • • . . . . 1. K. Bjer.,e..... . . Ra.lte 
171 8<-arYIJie Cr•mur Aa.aa ........ aur.-m . ........ J. E . BPrma.nson ... s.,...-m ....... .... s. Kristennn ...... Scu•ill• 
I H Vinje Creamery Aun .......... r !karrill~ .......... Ole Strom ...... . . ~anille ...... .... \lbut Koodaon .... Sunllle 
176 Tbom~ou Co-op. Creem"1"7 Co . r ' Thompson .•....... .\1 ll . Tapa.rer ..... Tbompaon .....•... B~nnen l.o~l._ ...... Thompaon 
Wlnneeblek OountJ-
178 Barr Ou Co-op. Crea.merr Co ••.. r Barr Oak .......... A. C. Erlckaon ...... Barr Oak ... , .....• F'lo)'d Ftrrla ....... Burr Oak 
177 Calmar Crea.mery Co .•.•... ... .. a Calmar ..• • •. .. ..•. A. A. Olaon ....•.. • Calmar... ........ F' n. Warner...... Calmar 
178 Decorah Parmen I ce Cau Cream .• Decorah ..... ...... !'< 0. Bendlekaon •.. DO!C'orab •••...... .. ' 0 . Bendlckaon ... l)pcorah 
870 Paallna Co.op. Oreamor7 Co ..... c, F•alina.. ......... H. J. Schupaniu ... . Futlna .......... . .\llloe Bauer ........ Putlua 
1 80 Hlrb .. nd Or•merr Co ••..... , •. i Hwbland1'ilte...... Bldne., Akl'e... ... Hi~rhlandville ...... 1'. J . Bidne..... ... Hlf.'blaudvllle 
181 Li.oeoln Creami!Tf Co .... ...•... r Ridgeway ......... , 0. 0 . Rue .......... Ridrt~way.. . . • . . . . I. H . Bakbn. . . . .. Rldf:toWaJ 
S8! Nordnua C~ery Co •......... a D-rab .. ..•.. ... Wm. Llnnt~•old . .... D.eorah, R. 1 ...... V. \', Johoaon ...... I>I!<'Orah, R. l 
183 Pl•aanl C~p. Cr Mm01"7 Co ....• 
1 
DMOrah ... ...•.••• 0 . A. Lundr ....•.. , Doeor ah. R. 7 ...... Albert Kl'aby ...... 0e<'Cirah, R. 7 
3114 Sil•er Spl'inr Oream•l"7 Co .. .... a Oaa .. n ... •.. ...... W. R. Cornell ...... Oulao ..........•. 0. 0 . Hallf1o ....•... Ossian 
Woodbury Oouotr-8851 Artie Creem Oo •...•..•.. .••.• · • Siou Chy ..•....•. S. S . Hamilton •.... Sioou City ........ f'red Maaon ....... Sooux Cotr 
388 Blue Vallo7 Creamer7 Oo .....•.. A Sioos Cily •........ 0. T . Guthrie ... ... Chicago, fll ....... 0. L. Smitb ........ ~lou"< t'h)' 
387 Hanford Produro Co ............ a Sioux City ........ ·1 J. H. Whitteemore. ·1 Sioux City ..... .... 
1 
U. 0. Wheelock ..... Sioux Oily 
Worth Oountr-
1811 Farmers Butter .l Chttlo Aun ... r' Sorthwood •.. . .... • ll. D. Johoaoa •..... :Sorthwood ....•. .. , L. U . Beach .... . . 
3HII Fanoera Oroam•r7 Co .......... . rl· Gratton ........... E.M. Olaaael ..... .• Gratton .........•. 1•. Hehdabl ....... . 
3110 Farinera Creamery ............. . t Manly. · ...... ..... C. J. Hill. ......... Man I~· ............ Hay Trubil. .... .. . 
301 Far. Co-op. Cr'mr Aaan. of Tenold.r Joice...... ....... 0. K. Storre....... Kena~tt. .....• . ... lt. C. Stnndal. .. .. . 
:102 Fertile Co-op. Dairy Co ......... r Penile ............ J.A.Joboaoo ...... f'ertlle ............ J A. Johoaon .... .. 
308 Han lont own Cr eamery Co .•.•... r l Hanlontown ....... . E. A. Oud,..ogeo ..•. J!aolontown ..••..• "!· A. Gud,..oren . . . 
ll04 Hartland Creamerr Oo •... ...... r Northwood ......... H . L . Boe •.....••. • Northwood ••.. ·.:....:..:...:2 0 . Dahl~n .... . 
• Central Churntnc Plant. c-Co·op. &·Stork. l· lndh htunl 
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~1116 ,,,,.,.,, Cmmery Co ............. c Joo~e •.. .••...•... • L. c.-sJrullii:"":'" •••••• Joire .•.•....•.... Ollvur Koah1 ....... Joiro 
311() l Ken•Cll l Cr~amCl'Y l'o ...... . .. .. i K~uaett. . . . . . . . . . . O.o. Bab~rman ....• Kensett.. . . . . . . . . . Ot'o. Haberman ..... Kenaell 
Wright Count -SOT ••anners C~·o p. bream~l')' ,C'o ..•.. e Belmond .•........ I 0. F. ~~ulor ........ I Bolmond .......... I 0. H. Jennlnaa . .... \ Bnlmond 
SOS Goldfield Co·op. Crtoo~noer) ('o .•.. e Ooldlield... . . . . . . . John Roberta ....... Oold6eld.. . . . . . . . . John Roberta. . . . . . Ooldft~ld 
399 Clarion Cream Pry <;:o ............ I Clarion ..... ·-~ . . • hf. Andeuen .... : .. _9!1'1on .. . . . . . . . . ( ' \\'. Ll\raon ....... C"larlou 
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Nod a war Fac-to,. •••••.••••••••. t ' .Sodawar. t', ll. t: .. tlatk ..... Sodoway . ........ S . B. t:aallad: . ..... Nodaway 
Altamak .. CouotJ· J 
I Ohor't7 Mound Paetory . .. .• •••. . t \\'aukon, S. E ..... 1), J. Murphy... ... Waukon .. ••. , .•. . . F. \V, ltatcb..... .. Harper• 1-'erry 
I Dort:bNtu Fat:torr ••••••. •.••• I Waukon, N. W... .. U. J.llurptr •.••. . Waukon .. •....•..• 1•. A. John•on ••• .• . Dorc:heeter 
4 I!Jkllllb Bed Fae·lOry. ..... . .... '\\"Taokoa. N •...... I n . J. »urp~y .. . ... Waukon ••. . 0 •••• •• 1{, J. Mu.rphJ.. . . Dor-t:bMter 
6 Forte\ KUla Fattor7....... .. Waa.ko11. 8........ 1·•. J.llurplJ .••.•• \\"aukoo ..• .•.... . K. P.! • .~_\o•t.lo.. .. Poahlllo 
I Buo•e.r Ji&etof'1 No. 1....... . \'faukoo. N' • • • • • • U J . ~a.rp•J·.... \\'aukoo ..• ••.... •·ra.ak Jonea... . Dorc.buter 
7 BoDO'fer Faetory Nfl. !........ Wau\;on,N •.••.. • U.J.llur·p•)' ..... . Waukon ... .. .. .••• F. W. llendriek. . Waukon, H. R. 
8 Rou.-1116 J'aetor)' ....••.....•••• I Waukon, 8 ....• ...• 0. J. lfurphy.. . ... Waukon .. •... , ... . . \ . 8 . Klemme... ... Waukon. n R.. 
9 Voht07 Faelory ............. ... ,,, Waukon, S .... ..•• 1 D. J. Murpby...... Waukon .. ••....... I!. Oerber ..••• . • . . , Monona, II , H. 
Br•61' Coa.nl)'-
10 I Jat~onlllo c ..... p. t'attory .... oo laaMrlllo ........ R. H . . \lien ........ Jaoearllle ....... .. Chaa. Bro...... . Janonlllo 
Cla7toa CoDDtl Il l Elkporl Cb-e .t <'rum Co ..... ·• Elkport ..... ...... t;eo. L. OiWord ...• ·1 Elkport..... ..... 0. Sttlnharl •...... 
1 
Elkport 
12 Fa1'meraburr Dair)' A Prod. Co •.. c~ Farmer• burg. . . . . . Olto f"uelling.. . . . . l''aTmerebu1'g- .••. ... 0. Droc•tadt . ..... , Farmersbur1f 
Boward Couty-
lS I J&autowa }"actory .•... -··. ... R:iee•iUt... . . .. • lc.bo Stettler ••.... Rlce"illt. .. • .•. John Stettler •• ••.. RittYllto 
Ell!Dboldl Count,- , . • 1 • 14 1 Elma ll'adory .• , . .•••. • • , • •••.. 1 Renwiek, W' ••.•• •• i \\. Keller .. , . •. ... 
1
. Renwu:k. .... . . . . . A. Kollor ••.... , . . . Rtu\wiek 
16 Plo.oeer J'aetorJ ....•..... ..•••. I Renwick, N .. .....• W. Keller ...• ... .. Re.nwlck ... .••••. . 'N. Keller .. .. . .... Renwick 
Warr011 OoUDtT-
It I World CboOM Oo .... oo .... oo oo .I S'orwalkoo .... ... oo L.. Criatlaoi ........ S'orwalk oo ........ J.ltlan<ryo .. ...... Oultlolooo 
Wlnuolll•k Couotr- I 1 . 
-!.!..l..!!•nlr•l11e Faetorr .. -~.· .•.• t W&ukon, 8. \V •. •• , , 0 , J . Murphy., ..• , • W'aukon ••...••• •.. M. Gonhadr .. .•.. ~ville 
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